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QUESTIONS.

ELECTRICITY SUPPLIES.
As to Loss on Government Current.

Mr. TRIAT asked the Minister for
Works:

Can he advise the loss shown by the Gov-
ernment on the electric current supplied by
it to the Perth City Council for the year
ended the 31st October, 19477

The MINISTER replied:
It is not pogsible to state the loss shown

hy the Government on the electric current
supplied to the Perth City Council for the
12 months ended the 31st October, 1947, but
the Auditor General, on the 12th October,
1948, in his analysis of the undertaking over
a number of years set the loss down at
approximately £120,000 for the year ended
the 31st December, 1947.

I wish further to inform the hon. member
that there is no actuarial basis at all for
calculating the actual loss, and that in aum-
ming up the matter the Auditor General

can go no further than to say that the loss
for the year ended the 31st December, 1947,
is, say, £120,000. That will intimate to the
hon. memubei the difficulty in obtaining the
actual figure.

STATE SHIPPING SERVICE.

As to Freight Rates, Fremantle-
Port iland.

Mr. RODOREDA asked the Minister for
the North-West:

(1) What freight rates were charged by
State ships from Fremnantle to Port lied-
land and vice versa for (i) general cargo,
(ii) freezer cargo, (iii) wool-

(a) when the present Government came
into office;

(b) after first increase authorised by
the present Government?

(2) What freight rates are now in force
between these two ports for the same classes
of cargol

The MINISTER FOR LANDS (for the
Minister for the North-West) replied:

(1) (a) (i) General cargo, 508. per ton.
(ii) Freezer cargo, 75s. per ton.
(iii) Wool, 17s. 6d. per bale-

(b) (i) General cargo, 65s. per ton.
(ii) Freezer cargo, 97s. 6d. per

ton.
(iii) Wool, 37's. 9d. per bale.

(2) Only one increase in rates has been
brought into force. This came into opera-
tion on tbe 29th July, 1949, and rates are
those shown under (1) (b) above.

PARKS AflD PLAYGROUNDS.

(a) As to Reservations by Housing
commimssi~on.

Mr. BEGNEY asked the Acting -Pre-
mier:

(1) What practice is adopted in connec-
ltion with the reservationl of areas for parks
and playgrounds in localities being built
upon by the State Housing Commission
under the Commonwealth-State rental
homes scheme?

(2) Is he satisfied that sufficient reser-
vations of land for the above purposes are
being made for the children and youth
in such new localities?
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The ACTING PREMIER rtplied:

(1) All new sub-divisions for the State
RHousing Commission are planned by the
Tbwn Planning Comtmissioner, who makes
the necessary provision for parks and ie-
serves.

(2) Yes.

(b) As to Lavatory Accommodation.

Mr. HEGNEY asked the Minister for
Health:

(1) Is hie aware that on such playing-
grounds and parks as Ohsloiv Park,
Subiaco, Menzies Park, Mt. Hawthorn, and
Langley Park, Perth, the lavatory accom-
modation is either inadehjiate or entirely
absent?

(2) Will he institute inquiries and take
any action considered necessary to see that
essential conveniences are provided?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) No.
(2) Inquiries are being made and the

local authorities concerned will be advised:

NATIVE AFFAIRS.

,As to Northl-West (Native) Workeers'
Assimeiat"o.

Mr. OLIVER asked the Minister for
Native Affairs: I*

(1) Is hi aware that it was reported in
the "Workers' Star" of the 22nd July,
1949, that an agreement was given by Mr.
Elliot Smith, North-West Administrator of
the Department of Native Affairs, to Mr.
Don Mcteod, secretary of the North-West
(Native) Workers' Association governing
the conditions of the employment of na-
tives in the Port Hedland, Marble Bar and
Nullagine areas?

(2) Hs the officer mentioned in question
(1) negotiated any agreements with Mr.
Don McLeod, secretary of the North-West
(Native) Workers' Association?

(3) Has he authorised the officers of the
Department of Native Affairs to negotiate
with Mr. Don McLeod, secretary of. the
North-West (Native) Workers' Associa-
tion on the question of wage rates and other
conditions of employment of natives?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) Yes.-
(2) No.
(3) No.

HOUSING.
(it) As to Permits for Dwellin~gs,

Alterations, etc.
Mr. GRAHAM asked the Minister for

Housing:
(1) What number of applications for per-

mits to build new dwellings were outstand-
ing at the 31st .July, 1949?

(2) What number of applications for
permits to make alterations, additions and
repairs to dwellings were outstanding at
that date?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) 4,731.
(2) 841.

(b) As to Purchase of Rental Homes.

Mr. HEGNEY (without notice) asked the
Minister for Housing:

(1) What decision, if any, was arrived at
during the recent conference of Federal and
State Ministers respecting the sale of Corn-
inonwealth-State rental homes in Western
Australia?

(2) What variation, if any, has been made
in the original proposal that these homes
should be sold nt cost or valuation?

The MINISTER replied:
This matter was not placed on the agenda

at the conference and was not discussed at
the Premiers' Conference. At a conference
of housing officers held in Canberra in May,
it was understood that the Commonwealth
would list this subject for discussion at the
Premiers' Conference. Since that time the
Prime Minister has informed the States that
he is leaving it to each State to make a de-
termination as to the basis of sale of Com-
monwealth-State rental homes. In conse-
quence, the matter of the terms of sale of
these homes is now under consideration by
the Commission, which is receiving views
from other States, in particular Victoria,
which has been working out a special scheme
in connection with sales of rental homes in
that State. The Commission has not yet
completed its consideration of the matter.

WHALING INDUSTRY.

As to States Participation with
Commonwealth.

Hon. F. J. S. WISE asked the Minister
for Fisheries:

(1) Is he aware of a decision by a former
Government, made in 1946, regarding a
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capital investment by the State Government
in collaboration with the Commonwealth
Government, involving a commitment of
something like £200,000 in connection with
the development of the whale fishing in-
dustryl

(2) As it is almost certain that the Com-
monwealth Government under its legislation
will develop a large whale treatment plant
adjacent to Carnarvon town before the whale
season of 1950, will be give consideration to
his Government, at the earliest possible
momenit, seeking an interest in this industry
with the Commonwealth?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Yes.

BANANA LNDUISTRY.

As to Investigation and Report.

Hon. F. J. S. WISE asked the Minister
for Lands:

(1) Following on questions asked by me
on the 28th June last regarding an investi-
gation and report upon the availability of
all lands suitable for banana culture still
undeveloped in the (lascoyne area, will he
take steps to have the departmental sur-
veyor at present in the district investigate
and report in collaboration with the Tropical
Adviser on Agriculture?

(2) If he does agree, will he regard this
matter as urgent?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) It is the intention of the Department

to have investigations carried out by Sur-
veyor Mebarry whilst he is in the district.

(2) Yes.

TIMBER.

As to Value of Production, 1947-48.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN asked the Minister
for Forests:

What was the value of the timber pro-
duced in Western Australia for the year
1947-1948?

The MINISTER replied:
The estimated value of sawn timber pro-

duced in Western Australia for the year
1947-1948 was £2,505,000.

DENTAL SERVICE.
As to Staff, Vans, etc.

Mr. BRAND asked the Minister for
Health:

(1) How many dental vans are functioning
in the Statel

(2) What number of dentists are em-
ployed by, or attached to, the Health De-
partment?

(3) Did he investigate the Queensland
system of travelling dental vans when he
visited that State recently?

(4) Does he consider that similar rail
dental vans could be built and equipped in
this State?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) One. An additional van will be ready

for service from Geraldton within a few
days. Three others are in course of con-
struction.

(2) Six, and two vacancies, which the De-
partment is endeavouring to fill.

(3) No.
(4) Chaisideration has been given to utiisa-

tion of rail cars. Their coverage is limited
and motor transport is thought to offer
better results in Western Australia.

LEAVE oF ABSENCE.

On motion by Mr. Brand, leave of
absence for one week granted to the Pre-
mier (Don. D). R. MeLarty) on the ground
of urgent public business.

BILL,-FIRE BRIGADES ACT
AMENDMENTI.

Read a third time and transmitted to
the Council.

BIhL-PETROLBUM ACT
AMENDMENT.
Second Beading.

THE MINISTER FOR HOUSING (Hon.
R. R. McDonald-West -Perth) [4.40] in
moving the second reading said: The Bill
is to amend the Petroleum Act of 1936-
1940. It is not necessary to refer to the
advantages to the economy of this State,
and in fact to the whole of Australia, that
would ensue from the discovery of petro-
leum in commercial quantities. Following
the passing of the parent Act of 1936, per-
mits to explore for petroleum have been
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issued to various companies, the field staffs
of which are carrying out research work.
Those permits cover all likely oil-bearing
areas in the State. Oil exploration is an
expensive and speculative operation. It
has been estimated that three out of every
five wells drilled in the United States turn
out to be dry holes, and each costs any-
thing between £30,000 and £80,000. Al-
though the science of oil discovery has been
greatly extended, oil explorers still realise
that the enterprise must be a highly specu-
lative one. The strata of an area may show
every promise, yet no oil may be found.

Petroleumn is generally considered to be
the product of organic material, plant and
animal remains, deposited on the floors of
ancient seas, covered by thousands of feet
of sediment and converted by heat, pros-

-sure and bacterial agency to a liquid state.
It is usually found in layers of porous
sandstone and limestone, and in the first
place it is for geological formations of
that description that the oil geologist
searches. Before the war, an experienced
American oil geologist, who was the dis-
coverer of oil in Brazil, considered ihat the
north of this State was the most likely
area in Australia to produce oil. The
searches which are now being made should go
a long way towards establishing the exist-
ence or otherwise of oil in the north of our
State. But it is a costly process, and it is
necessary to give the exploring companies
every encouragement.

In this State, the search for oil is gov-
erned by the Act to which I have referred,
and which was first passed in 1936 and con-
siderably amended in 1940. It provides
that companies or individuals desirous of
searching for oil must first obtain a per-
mit to explore an area of not less than 1,000
square miles. This permit to explore re-
mains in force for two years, and may be
renewed for two periods of 12 months each.
When the permit is granted, a fee of £100
must he paid, and a bond for £C1,000 must
be lodged with the Government. Within
three months of the issue of the permit, the
holder must institute an aerial geophysical
or geological survey of the area contained
in his permit. He is required to submit
quarterly yeports to the Mines Department
describing the operations he has undertaken,
and those reports must be accompanied by
full geological maps of the areas surveyed.

'If the operations of the holder of the
permit to explore prove satisfactory, he
may then be granted a license to prospect.
That license relates to a defined area, which
must not exceed 200 square miles. This
license to prospect remains in force for
four years, hut may be renewed for two
periods of 12 months each. Within six
months of the granting of the license to
prospect, a detailed geological survey must
be commenced, and any trace of oil must
be at once reported to the Mines Depart-
ment. If oil is located, a lease or leases may
be applied for, each lease to contain an
area not exceeding 100 square miles.

The Bill proposes to make three amend-
ments to the Act. The first is to repeal
Section 55, which deals with the ranting
of petroleum leases to persons who have
complied with the Act in regard to explor-
ing and prospecting for oil. The section is
to be repealed,for two reasons-in the first
place, to improve its phraseology withbut
altering- the meaning as it now stands, and
in the second to delete a proviso which
states that the holder of a license to pros-
pect, who is the first discoverer of payable
petroleum in the State, shall be entitled
to a petroleum lease for the whole area of
his license, provided the license was in
existence when the proviso came into force.
As the proviso became operative on the
8th October, 1940, and as a license to pros-
pect has a life of four years only, plus
two further periods of 12 months--that is
six years in all-the value of the proviso
has now expired by efflaxion of time, be-
cause there cannot now be any Person who
eoutd discover oil and who could possibly
have been the holder of a license at the
time the Proviso came into operation in
1940.

Hon. A. H. Penton: As a
they were kicked out of the
account of the war.

matter of fact,
North-West on

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: That
is S0.

Hon. A. H. Panton: The chap who was
in charge was killed while with the American
Army.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING:
Oper~ations naturally were suspended during
the war and, whereas the Act originally con-
templated a certain activity in the near
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future regarding oil, that became impossible.
The result is that the proviso is now in-
dapable of any operation.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: Do you think the
provision of 100 square miles is wide
enioughT

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: I
think it is a matter which may well merit
consideration. I am not in a position to ex-
press an opinion as I have not any expert
knowledge on this subject. However, I do
think that in order to encourage companies
to undertake exploration of such a costly and
adventurous nature, the result of which
could be of such benefit to Australia, it is
justifiable to offer them every reasonable in-
cttdeztent to undertake this class of prospect-
hng.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: An area of 10 miles
by 10 is not very large.

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: No,
it 'it not very big. The Bill therefore pro-
pmies, in place of the proviso, to insert a
provision that where any licensee, and not
Iittely the first discoverer of oil, discovers
petroleum in his area, he shall be entitled,
a of right, to select so much of that area
o9 Is reqluired for a petroleum lease or leases.
I might pause at this stage and refer to
the remark of the Leader of the Opposition.
As I read the Act, and the amending Bill,
it would be possible for the discoverer of
oil to take up two or more leases. That might
meet the point ra~sd by the Leader of the
Opposition as to the limited area contained
in any one lease.

The provision to which I have already Te-
lerred, has been inserted at the request of
oil interests who consider that a person find-
ing oil should he entitled to a lease because
hie would probab~ly have to spend much time
and large sums of money in ascertaining the
presence of that oil. The second amendment
deals with the period for wvhich a petroleum
least may be granted. Under the Act the
tmaximum period is 21 years, but lessees have
the right to apply for and obtain renewals
for successive further terms of 21 years.
The oil enterprises interested in this State
emphasise that a term of 21 years is not long
enough for the satisfactory encouragement
of investment in the search for oil. They
feel that the provision covering renewal of
the! term is not satisfactory inasmuch as it

-dices not specify that renewals shall be

granted if oil is discovered on a leae While
they have little doubt that such renewals
would he granted, the matter has caused
some concern to the American principals of
these companies who state that they have had
disastrous experiences in this regard in some

othe; countries. They therefore ask'that we
follow American policy in this connection
and it is proposed to do so in this Bill. It
provides that after the original term of 21
years, the lease may be renewed for any
further period during which petroleum in
payable quantities is produced from at least
one oil well on the least.

Hon. A. H. Panton: Does that mean
irrespective? As long as they are getting
oil out of one well the lease will continue?

The MINISTER FOR HOUSING: That,
I think is the intenltion. The production of
oil requires the erection of considerable
plant including the laying of pipelines,
storage and other facilities, all of which may
take several years to cohastrudt and cost many
thousands of pounds. If after this the lessees
were not sure that their leases would be re-
newed, I am advised they would normially
attepipit to take the maximum amount of oil
from the leases during the balance of their
lease period. Such a policy could be dis-
astrous to the economical extraction of the
oil. To produce oil efficiently, the maximum
quantity must not be taken in any given
time as this results in the loss of pressure
and upwards of 50 per cent, of the oil may
be left in the ground. Once pressure is lost
it cannot ho regained.

The third and last amendment has been
included at the request of the Commonwealth
Government and is identical with the pro-
visions of the Commonwealth Petroleum
Prospecting and Mfining Ordnances, 1938-
1947, Territory of Papua, New Guinea. The
Adt at present provides that petroleum lessees
must covenant to refine all crude oil they
obtain in Western Australia or in some other
part of Australia approved by the 'Minister;
also not to export any crude petroleum from
Australia wi~iout the Minister's consent.
The amendment provides firstly for the re-
tention within Australia of all petroleum
or by-prodhets that the Minister considers is
required for consumption in Australia. All
excess amounts can then be expoted.
Secondly, if required by the Minister, aNl the
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petroleum required for consumption in Aus-
traia shall be refined in Western Australia
or some other part of Australia approved
by the Minister.

It is without doubt essential that Aus-
tralia should possess refineries capable of
treating crude 'petroleum and extracting
therefrom all products required, for defence
purposes in particular, in such quantities
as will make us independent of oversee pro-
ducts in time of war. If this object is
achieved our refinery capacity would be ade-
quate for peace requirements. All countries
now tend to erect their own refineries and to
import crude rather than refined oil. The
Commonwealth Government agrees that as
Australia is now dependent upon imports
for her petroleum requirements, it would be
unreasonable to insist, should we have an
exportable surplus at any future time, that
all our petroleum should be refined in Aus-
tralia. The capacity of the Australian re-
fineries is now about 625,000 tons of crude
oil per annum. By the end of this year
this should increase to 800,000 tons and it
may reach one million tons by 1951.

To meet our present requirements three
and one quarter million tons should be
treated annually. Should circumstances arise
which make it essential or desirable to re-
strict or prohibit export of crude petroleum
or refinery products, the Commonwealth can
do so under the provisions of the Customs
Act by the exercise of its control over export
licenqes. It would seem, therefore, that with
regard to the retention in Western Aus-
tralia and in the Commonwealth itself, of
any locally produced petroleum and its by-
products, the power rests in the Common-
wealth now, in case of need, to take any
necessary steps9 to ensure that the produc-
tion is retained where it is required for
Australia's own utilisation. These are the
terms of the measure, and I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.
On motion by Hon. A. H. Penton, debate

adjourned.

ANNUUAL ESTIMATES, 1949-50.

In Committee of Supply.,
Debate resumed f row the 18th August on

the Treasurer's Financial Statement and on
the Annual Estimates; Mr. Perkirl in the
Chair.

Vote--Legislative council. 43,5,24:

HION. J. T'. TONKIN (North-East 1Pm.
mantle) [5.1]: 1 feel, Mr. Chairman, that
I should perhaps apologise to you in ad-
vanve because I shall be obliged perforce
to speak at some length. The Government
saw fit to dispense with the facilities usually
made available to members through the
Address-in-reply debate and, in the circum-
stances, they have to take advantage of the
Budget to give expression to their views
on various questions with which they have
been concerned. I was somewhat diffident
about speaking at' the length I shall be
required to do, but words uttered by the
Premier reassured me in that connection.
When he announced in "The West Austra-
lian" of the 19th May of this year that
Parliament was to open and that there was
to be no Address-in-reply debate, he said-

The Budget would be introduced early. and
members would then have 'the opportunity of
disculsing every aspect of the State's affairs.

So the Premier contemplated that members
would be anxious to discuss various aspects
of State affairs, and he understood that pos-
sibly every aspect of State affairs might
come in for consideration by one or another
member. It is true that we did have an
early introduction of the Budget. That may
or may not be of advanrtage. The Acting
Premier thinks it is a disadvantage, and
therefore I am wondering why he subscribed
to. the idea. I propose to quote from page
889 of No. 1 Volume of "Hansard" for 1946,
extracts from a speech by the present Act-
ing Premier who was then Leader of the
Opposition. On that occasion he had this
to say-

The introduction of the Budget a little
earlier than usual is undoubtedly advantage-
ous but it is not so advantageous as it might
be, is I think is indicated in the questions
asked by the member for Guildford-Midland
in recent days when he inquired whether the
report by the Auditor General on the public
accounts was available for examination. We
all know that, while there are perhaps not a
great many items to which reference is made
in the Auditor General 'a report and to
which members on this side of the Chamber
or even those on the Government side could
take any great exception, still there are
some, and we do not know, if we have not
seen the Auditor General's report because it
is not available, whether on this occasion
there are any, few or many such items.

So it would have been much better bad
the Estim ates been introduced at the time
they were and had it been possible to have
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the Auditor General's report available for
perusal at the same time. Mention has been
made of this matter in at least the last four
or five years./

linterpolate here to point out that what the
Acting Premier meant by that statement
was that mention had been made of this
matter by him during the previous four or
five yecars.

The Acting Premier: I do not think that
follows, and you would not find it so on
examination of the records.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: I think I would.

The Acting Premier: Various members
referred to itbecause the Auditor General's
report had not been available for perusal at
that stage for a long time.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Be that as is may,
the Acting Premier, on the occasion I refer
to, went en to say-

I think that aUl the Budgets during that
period have been brought down before the
Auditor General's report upon the public ac-
counts was available.

The Acting Premier: That is right.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: At that stage the
late Hon. W. D. Johnson, the then member
for Guildford-Midland, interjected that a
report presented at the beginning of the cur-
rent session was for the previous year. The
Acting Premier continued-

I believe that is so, and 1 am convinced.
that some better arrangement could be made.
I can hardly believe that it is necessary for
a period of nearly three months to elapse be-
fore any report can be made to -Parliament
by the Auditor General on last year's public
accounts. I take it that the auditing of the
State's accounts is not done in a wild rush at
the end of the financial year. I believe it is
done progressively from month to month, in
fact, from day to day, and it would seem to
me that the Auditor General should be in
the position, to provide his report at lenst by
the first wveek in September, and that the
Government Printer should be in a position,
even if special arrangements were necessary
for the purpose, to mnake the printed docu-
ment available to this Chaniber. Until four
or five years ago the Auditor General's re-
port was always available prior to, or at
least very shortly after, the introduction of
tbe Budget. That practice seems to have been
departed from in recent years because of the
printing difficulties occasioned by the war
which were, I take it, much more consider-
able then than now. 'But I submit that it
cannot-be allowed to continue. We have been
very kind and generous with skseceeding
Treasurers in raising little complaint about
this particular aspect, but I am not going to

stress the point any more tonight save to say
that I trust this will be the last occasion on
which a Budg6t will be presented without the
report of the Auditor General being made
available to members at or about the time
of its introduction.

I find myself in agreement with those senti-
ments. I am one who believes that the
Auditor General's report should be available
to members when the Budget is under dis-
cussion. I thought the Acting Premiersin-
cerely believed that too. How else could
he have gone on year after year reiterating
this id'a, finally declaring that he hoped it
would be the last time that a Budget would
be introduced without the Auditor General's
report being available at the time?

The Acting Premier: You condoned the
offence for five yearn!

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: The Acting Premier
then crossed the floor of the House and to-
day finds himself almost the equal of the
Premier in the Government, and in com-
plete agreement with the Premier on all
major matters-so we have been told. I
should have imagined that when the question
of the introduction of the Budget was under
discussion, the Acting Premier would have
immediately urged that it could not very
well be done without the Auditor General's
report being available to members.

Ron. F. J. S. Wise: No; I think be said,
"'What matters what I said yesterday"!

Hon. J. TI. TONKIEN: Here we are dis-
cussing the Budget without the Auditor
General's report being to band. What
caused the Acting Premier to abandon the
tenet to which he held so steadfastly for
years? He changed his mind as readily
as a man would change his coat.

Hon. EI. H. H. Hall: He had inside in-
formation, I suppose.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: That which he
advocated so sincerely previously he dropped
immediately when it became a question of
expediency. It was the interests of the State
he was considering previously and the effi-
ciency of the discussion on the Estimates,
but now that means nothing to him when
compared with political expediency. Thus
quite readily the Acting Premier acquiesced
in the proposal that the Budget should be
introduced so early without the advantage
of the Auditor General's report. What
makes the matter far worse is that not only
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have we not that report but we have no
financial tables, which are most useful in
the consideration of a Budget. Thus it
seems that the Acting Premier and the Gov-
erment have not hesitated to subordinate
the State's interests, and those of members
themselves to Party considerations.

Hon. E. Hf. H. fll: I would not say
that.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: I would say it; I
say it because it is true.

.Hon. E. H. H. Hall: I do not think I
would say that.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: You are not allowed
to say it!I

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Is it not a fact that
the Government will find itself in difficulties
if the House is still sitting in October, be-
cause two of its supporters propose 'to stand
as candidates at the forthcoming Federal
elections and will be obliged to -resign their
seats? That will leave the Government short-
of supporters. Because of that, and in an
endeavour to close the parliamentary session
early, the Acting Premier has been content
to abandon the tenet he has held for years.
Hie throws aside the interests of the State
and consents to an early opening of Parlia-
ment. What fort For the prompt despatch
of the country's bu~ness?

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: No.

Hon. E. HI. H. Hll: Yes.
Hon. J. T. TONKIN: The member for

Gcraldton is telling me! It was purely in
the interests of the Parties concerned on the-
Government side of the House, and to save
their political skin.

Air, Bovell: Do you not think every mem-
ber should have the right to stand for a
Federal- scat if he desires to do so?

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: That has nothing to
do with it.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: The hon. member
can contest a Federal seat if he chooses to
do so. We have a job to do and the Acting
Premier has given an indication of what
skhould be doie -when he said in his speech
in 1946 that be hoped that would be the
last time when Parliament would be asked
to discuss a Budget -without having
the Auditor General's report. Now the hon.
member is in a position to decide that ques-
tion-and what do we find? The tenet in

which he believed so much was suddenly
abandoned overnight. lie changed his views
as readily as a man would change his shirt.

Mr. Graham: Or as quickly as the Liberal
Party would change its name.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: So much for the
interests of the State and for the sugges-
tions put forward when the Acting Pre-
mier was on this side of the House! What
does the Premier think about the matter?
When he addressed us on this Budget, he
apologised because he knew he was doing
something he should not be doing. He
said he regretted that there were no finan-
cial tables. his words were-

I regret that members have no opportunity
to peruse these useful tabulations at present,
but assure them that endeavours are being
made, to issue the statements at the earliest
possible date.

Wbat can a member on this side of the
House do with eadeavours? How will the
promised endeavours supply us with in-
formation which can be round only in the
tables? We want the tables, not the Pre-
mier 's endeavours to get them-the tables
which the Premier himself has acknow-
ledged are most useful to members. But
this most useful financial information,
which we have &'right to possess, is denied
us because the Government is obliged to
make an early start with Parliament, and
have an early introduction of the Budget in
its own interests, not in the interests of the
State, for there were no interests of the
State which made it necessary to have an
early commencement of Parliament but for
purely Party con sid erat ions; and those con-
siderations have deprived us of this useful
information that we have a right to,
that we are entitled to expect, and that the
Premier is making every endeavour to have
supplied, so far without result.

We have had no information as to when
these tables are likely to be available. It
is quite probable-that the discussion of the
Budget will be completed and possibly Par-
liamient will have risen before the tables
are available; and of what use will they
he then? But the Government found this
Course necessary to save its own skin; and
in so doing, it was obliged to dispense with
the Address-in-reply. I listened to the
member for Beverley on this question. He
did not have a great deal to say, hut he
said something.
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Hon. A. H. Pantoji: What he said was
worth listening to.

Hon. J. T. TONXKJN: He referred'to the
fact that he did not agree with what the
Government had done in thfis matter. I feel
sutre that the member for Nedlands would
not agree either, and a lot more members
on that side of the House would not agree;
but they had no say. Tho Address-in-reply
is very necessary in a State Parliament,
and nobody could put forward the reasons
for it better than the member for Nedlands,
whom I propose to quote.

Hon. A. H. Pauton: Oh, this "Hansard"?
What about abolishing it?

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: I shall quote from
Volume I of 1939. At page 190 appears
the following from the member for Ned-
lands:-

There are many outside the House and
some in it who look upon the debate on the
Address-in-reply as being somewhat a waste
of time. I do not share that view). On the
coutrary I hold that this is an occasion 'when
the grievaes 'of the subject may be properly
and adequaely aired. We must remember
that in other Parliaments grievances can be
discussed at any time on the motion for the
adjournent of the House.

The Premier: And they generally are.
Hon. N. KEENAN: Yes.% Under our prac-

tice, the discussion of grievances is confined
to the present debate, to the general discus-
sion on the Estimates and 'oa a. Supply Bill.
Members will agree therefore that it is im-
portant to retain this privilege for the pur-
pose of airing, and giving proper considera-
tion toj the grievances of any subject of this
State. Naturally, owing to distance from the
seat of Government and to the fact that they
are seldom heard of and even more seldom
given attention to, grievances from residentsi
in country electorates prevail in the course of
the Addrqss-in-reply debate. But it must be
remembered that residents of metropolitan
constituencies are by no means devoid of com-
plaints, despite which I, shall begin on a note
of praise.
He went on to de al with various matters
which concerned him as a member. I agree
entirely with the views expressed by the
member for Nedlhuds in that statement,
and I feel sure he still has the same viewft,
unlike the Acting Premier.

Hon. E. H. H1. Hall: What year was
that I

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: That was in 1939;
but although expressed in 1939 the state-
nments made apply with equal force to an
Address-in-reply debate in 1949.

Hen. E. H. H. Hall: The bon. member
may hive changed his views since then.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise; Hle is not lilke you!

Hon, . . TONKIN: He does not change
his views on subjects of inportauce as
readily as that. The member for Nedland4;
mentioned specifically that complaints from
country districts were in the main the ones
that came forward at suck a time. But
we have not heard very many complaints
from country members on the Government
side during this Parliament.

-Hon. A. A. M. Coverley: They are not
allowed to complain.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Members who were
part icuilarly vocal when on this side of the
House, and who used opportunities to give
expression to the grievances of their elec-
tors have been strangely-perhaps I should
say ominously-silent since they have been
on that side.

The Minister for Lsmds: It is your turn.
now. We are giving you, a go.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: We always had a
turn when the opportunity was there to
give expression to the complaints and the
problems of qjur electors.

Mr. Ackland: You will admit that the
country people have had a better spin, will
you not?

Hon. J7. T. TONKIN: No, I certainly will
not admit that, and if given time will prove
thie contrary. So the Address-in-reply,
which is the opportunity to give expression
to these grievances and which is something
the member fot Nedlands said we should
strive to retain, has been lost to us this
sessionl.

Mr. Mann: And may be lost to us for
ever.

Hon. 3. T. TONKIN: Lost to us because
this Government found it necessary in its
own interests-not in the interests of the
State but in its own Party interests-to
cut the session short.

The Minister for Works: You overlook
the fact that we have had &j3 Address-in-
reply.

Ron. J. T. TOYKIN: I have overlooked
nothing whatever.

The Minister for Works: You have over-
looked the fact that wei have already bad
an Address-in-reply this session.
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Hion. J. T. TONKIN: And I had a birth-
day when I was born!

The Minister for Works: But you over-
looked that, did you not?

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: And I expect one
every year while I live. But here we have
had a further year; and this being the final
year of the Government's life when it is
to be expected that members on both sides
would want an opportunity to express their
grievances, which are many, the Address-
in-reply is eliminated-not in the interests
of the State, the State not being considered
at all, but purely in the interests of mem-
hers on that side, the question of survival
being the ono under consideration.

The Mtinister for Lands: The interests
of legislation.

Hoe. F. J. S. Wise: Not the survival of
the fittest, either.

Mr. Graham: The survival of the slick-
est !

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: So the Government
cannot complain if members speak at
greater length on the Budget than ordin-
arily, because they are obliged to do it,
having been deprived of the earlier oppor-
tunity which is usually available to speak
on matters when the Address-in-reply de-
bate takes place.

The Minister for Works: Incidentally,
nobody is complaining.

Hon. 3. T. TONKIN: I have an idea they
might a little later. It is early yet. It is
still only August and I have no doubt that
when it gets to about the end of September
there will be a few complaints.

The Minister for Lands: It has been an
Address-in-reply ever since the -session
opened.

Hon. J. T.. TONKIN: Has it?

The Minister for Lands: Yes.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: There will be grizzles
by the end of October.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: I think there will
be.

The Minister for Lands: You must not
threaten us.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Havog opened in
that way to let the Government know what
I propose to do, had what I think of its
action in depriving members of the oppor-
tunity to speak on the Address-in-reply,

I propose to deal with a matter which -has
already had some mention in this Cham-
ber. I am extremely sorry the Acting Pre-
mier is not in his seat because it concerns
him vitally, and the Government, and he
should be in his seat if it is at all possible.
Last week I raispd the question of the legal-
ity of the Transport Board. I expressed
the opinion that it was not properly con-
stituted and members on this side sug-
gested to the Government that it would be
as well to have the position looked at. I
wvould like to have the attention of the
Attorney General if I may, because this
concerns his department most; vitally. I

lion. F. J1. S. Wise: He would not know.

Hon. A. H. Panton: The member for
Subiaco is whispering in his little pink ear.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Members on this
side suggested to the Government that as
the question of the legality of the board
had been raised, it would be as well to
seek outside information. A few days
elapsed, and then I asked these questions-

(1) Hs the Government taken any steps to
obtain outside legal opinion regarding the
legality of the 'temporary appointment of,
members of the Transport Board?

(2) Have the lawyers in the Goveriment
studied the matter?9 If so, which Ministers 9

(3) Is the Government completely satisfied
that the hoard is legally constituted and em-
powered to administer the Trainsport Co-ordi-
nation Act?

The Acting Premier replied "No" to the
first question-that is, the Government had
not taken any steps to get outqide advice.
To question (2) he replied-

I have already in debate expreised the
opinion that legal advice sfiould be obtained
by all Ministers from the law officers of the
staff of the Crown Lawv Department, who have
the latest information and a full reference
library at their disposal and who are fully
qualified to advise. For the information of,
the hion. member, however, I have personally
given the matter some study and have
formed the opinion that the view of the
Solicitor General is correct.

To the third question, as to whether
the Government was completely satisfied,
the Acting Premier answered, "Yes."'
And so the Government declined to act on a
suggestion, from this side of the House, that
outside advice should be taken. It seems
that the Government has two policies in this
regard. When advice from the Crown Law
Department is that which the Government
wants, it relies on that advice, but when the
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advice from the Crown Law Department is
contrary to what the Government wants it
goes outside tor an opinion. Let me give
proof of that. Early in the life of this Par-
lianment there was a by-election in the P11-
bars electorate, and the Government sought
to deprive some 50 odd electors Of the right
to cast their votes.

I discussed the matter with the Electoral
Office and with officers of the Croiwn Law
Department and took the view that the ac-
tion being taken by the Governmtent in that
matter was contrary to lawv and that the per-
sons who were being deprived of their votes
were entitled to them. On that occasion the
advice of the Crown Law Department sup-
ported my contention. Did the Government
ant on it? No, because it did not suit the
Government to do so. The Government did
not want those persons in the Pilbara elect-
orate to vote because it thought they might
have confirmed in office the present member
for Pilbara. The Government was anxious
to deprive thosfe persons of their votes, and
so did not accept the advice of the Crown
Lawv Department, preferring, instead, to
seek the advice of Mr. Leoke, K.C., in the
hope of getting a different type of advice.
tlnfrtunatcly for the Government, Mr.
Leaks's view supported that of the Crown
Law Department, and so the Government
was obliged to change its attitude and allow
to vote the persons whom it wished to de-
prive of the right of doing so.

That is an illustration of where, when the
advice tendered by the Crown Law Depart-
ment did not suit the Government, the Gov-
ernment wvent oftside for other advice. Let
we now deal with this matter, which is of
the greatest importance and of which the
full effect will not be gauged for some time,
as it will take investigation. A doubt has
been raised in this House as to the legality
of the Transport Board, which is supposed
to be administering an Act, and the Govern-
ment is content to rely on the advice of the
Crown Law Department and refuses to seek
outside advice. As the Government would
not seek such advice, we did.* The Govern-
ment should have done so in the interests of
the State in order to put matters right, but
it is self-satisfied. The Minister said in his
answers to my questions, that the Govern-
ment was completely satisfied. Yes, self-
satisfied; easily satisfied in its smug corn-
plrecency, and so we went to a K.C. for

advice. I propose to read to the Comrnittbe
what he had to say about the matter. lie
said-

In .rc the Western Australian Transport
Board.

In Februiary last the term of two niembers
of the western Australian Transport 1k-art
expired by effiuxion of time and they were
re-appointed temporarily subject to 14 days'
notice. One of them has since resigned and
as fronm the 1st April last Councillor A,
Spencer has been temporarily appointed in
his place and subject to 14 days' notice.
These appointments purport to be made under
the provisions of the State Transport CL
ordination Act and the Interpretation Act.
Section 34. My opinion has been requested
as to the validity of these appointments.

Section 5, Subsection (I1) of the State,
Transport Co-ordination Act, 1988, provides
inter ai that the Governor shall appoint a
board to be called the Western Aubtralian
Transport Board. The board is constituted
a body corporate. The subsection further
provides that the board shall consist of three
members and their qualifications are tihen set
out. Subsection (7) of the same section pro-
vides, that the members of the board shall
hold office for three years and may be re-
appointed. Subsection (9) provides that a
mcmber shall vacate his office in certain cir-
cumstances there mentioned. Section 6 pro-
vides that a member may be removed from his
offlee by the Governor for misbehaviour or in-
competence.
'Section 7 provides that if a vacancy occurs

on the hoard from any cause the Governor
shall fill the vacancy by appointing thereto
a qualified person who shall hold office until
the end of the term of his predecessor 's ap-
pointment. Section Sprovides that in the case
of illness, suspension or absence of a member
of the board, the Governor may appoint a
qualified person to act as his deputy during
such illness, suspension or absence apd until
the appointment is terminated by notice in
the ''Gazette'' the person so appointed shall
whilst acting have the powers and perform
the duties of a member of the board. I

It will be seen from the foregoing that the
only provision for a temporary appointment
is contained in Section 8 in the case of the
illness, suspension or absence of a member.
The person so temporarily appointed is cor-
rectly described as a deputy because the term
of the member for whom he is deputising is
still current and such last-mentioned mem-
ber is still a, member of the hoard although
not acting for any one of the three reasons
mentioned. Section 8 obviously does not ap-
ply to any of the cases under consideration
because in the ease of the two members whose
terms expirej by effiuxion of time in Febru-
ary last they arc not acting as deputies for
an .y other mnember who is unable to act.

So far as the appointment of Councillor
Spencer in the plaue of a member who re-
signed is concerned, as such appointment was
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itself a temporary appointment subject to
notice the appointment terminated by resig-
nation and therefore Councillor Spencer is not
acting as deputy for a member unable to adt
as provided by -Section S. I do not think that
Councillor Spencer'$ appointment is justified
under Section 7 because a temporary ap-
pointment so terminated does not answer the
description contemplated by this section in
that such temporary appointee has no term
for- the balance of which the new appointee
ma. be said to hold office. So far as the pro-
visions of the State Transport Co-ordination
Act are concerned it seems clear that there
is no provision for & temporary appointment
except in the cases provided for in Section 8.

I conclude that the appointments depend
for their validity on the application of Sec-
tion 34 of the Interpretation Act, 1918. Sub-
section, (d) of this section provides that words
giving power to appoint to any office or place
or to appoint a deputy shall be deemned to in-
elude power to appoint temporarily or per-
manently another person in the place of a per-
son so appointed who is sick or absent or is
otherwise incnpacitated or when fromn any
cause the office or place becomes vacant.

Section 34 is subject to a proviso that
nothing in this section shall affect the tenure
of office of any person under the express or
implied provisions of any statute. Section 3
of the Interpretation Act provides that in the
absence of express provision to the contrary
this Act shall apply to every Act of Parlia-
ment of the State heretofore or hereafter
passed excepting so far as any provison of
this Act is inconsistent with the intent and
object of the particular Act to be interpreted
or the interpretation which any provision of
this Act would giye to anything contained in
such particular Act is inconsistent with the
context.

It will be seen therefore that the provisions
of the Interpretation Act do not apply to any
statute if the result of such application would
be inconsistent with the latent and object of
the Act or result in something inconsistent
with the context of such Act. The State
Transport Co-ordination Act Sections 5 to 8 in
my opinion constitute a complete code relat-
ing to the appointment and termination of the
appointment of a member of the board. With
the exception of the power to appoint a de-
puty under Section 8 all the provisions re-
lating to the appointment of members are
imperative and not discretionary. It is, I
think, clear that it was intended that a
member of the hoard should have security of
tenure, the term being fixed at three years.

All the matters provided for in Section 34
of tlhe Interpretation Act are covered by ex-
press provisions of the State Transport Co-
ordination Act. In my opinion, it would be
inconsistent with the context end with the in-
tent and object of the state Transport Co-
ordination Act to hold thkt members can be
appointed temporarily or for an indefinite
period subject to a stipulated notice. In my
opinion therefore, Section 34 of the Inter-

pretat ion Act dots not apply in the case of
members of the Western Australian Trans-
port Board. The question thea arises what is
the position of the board in view of the tem-
porary appointments which have been made,
there being no members appointed for the
term of three years?

I taink it is clear that unless the board
is constituted of three members appointed in
accordance with the provisions of the Act, the
board is in abeyance as its powers cannot be
exercised in the absence of duly appointed
memlnrs to constitute the board. The effect
of the appointments in fact may he regarded
from two Points of view. Firstly, not being
warranted by the Act, they may be said to he
invalid and therefore the board is not con-
stituted. On the other hand, it may be said
that the appointments are actual appoint-
ments and by force of the statute must he
for three years and therefore the terms of the
appointment which seek to make it temporary
and subject to notice are invalid and there-
fore ineffective so that the members so ap-
pointed are validly appointed for three years.

If the terms of the appointment were merely
that the person concerned was appointed a
member of the WesterT Australian Transport

.Board subject to termination of his office on
14 days or some other notice, I think the
latter view might well prevail. The condi-
tion is, in my Opinion, invalid, and therefore
to ho ignored and what is left would be an
actual appointment to the board on which
the provisions of Sections 5, 6, 7 and 8 of
the State Transport Co-ordination Act would
operate.

In my opinion, however, the appointments
in the present case are not valid. They pur-
port to ho made not merely under the State
Transport Co-ordination Act but also under
the Interpretation Act Section 34 and con-
tain the statement that. the Person in ques-
tion is "temporarily" appointed, so that to
treat this as a straight-out appointment to the
board dn which the provisions of the Act
should have effect would be to do violence to
the actual language used and to the intention
as disclosed by the language.

That is signed "Lezonard D. Seaton."

The Attorney General: Of Course, You
are aware that there is only one legal
opinion that is infallible.

Hon. S. T. TONKIN: Well, well!

Mr. Reynolds: That is the opinion of the
Attorney General.

The Attorney General: That is the
opinion of the Privy Council.

Hon. 3. T. TONKIN: This is a matter
on which the Government declined to seek
an outside opinion, but on the question of
the Pilbara by-election the Government felt
disposed to obtain an outside opinion and
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went to a ICC. for it, and when he upheld
the contention of the Crown Law Depart-
ment, although the Government did not like
it, it had to act accordingly. But on this
question, because it suits the Government,
it declines to obtain an outside opinion.
Why?

The Attorney General: Because it suits
the Government!

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Because if that
opinion were against the Government it
would be obliged to act, and as a Govern-
ment I think it is obliged to act now.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: I think it will be.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: I wonder whether
the Government has considered the impli-
cations of this matter if there is no board,
and there is not a shadow of doubt as to
that.

The Attorney General: There is every
shadow of doubt.
. Hon. J. T. TONKIN: All right, we will
hear some reasons from the Attorney Gen-
eral later.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: That will create
more doubt.

Hon. J. T. TONWKIN: Uf there is no
legally constituted board, then the increases
in fares which bus companies have been
allowed to charge are illegal, and people
are paying fares which they should not
have to pay. And if there is no board,
the licenses that were'supposed to have been
granted by a board that does not exist, and
has no legal entity, are not valid. There
is no board. Is not that a matter to cause
the Government, in the words of the Ft eneh
or Spanish proverb, I am not sure which,
furiously to think? This is a matter upon
which the Government, in the interests tf
the State, is bound to do some hard think-
ing, some quick thinking, and quick acting,
too.

Mr. Graham: Impossible!

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Do members think
people will be content to allow the Govern-
ment to sit down and say it is relying on
the advice of the Crown Law Department
in this matter, and is not disposed to d&
anything when there is supposed to be a
hoard, which is not a board at all, adminis-
tering an important Act? When this Act
was passed, it was contemplated that the
board would be called upon to take action

which would seriously affect the Govern-
ment of the day. It was believed that9
in the interests of transport co-ordination,
things which the Government of the day
would not like would have to be gone into
by the board. and because of that, Parlia-
ment believed it was necessary to give
security of tenure to the board members.
What sort of a board would we have had
if we had made provision for temporary ap-
pointments and the members of the board
could be sacked at a fortnight's notice on
the whim of the Minister? Could we ex-
pect such a board to take any action con-
trary to the wish of the Government? Par-
liament appreciated that and deliberately
provided in the section that appointments
had to be made for a full term. There is
no discretion about it. Section *5 (7) of
the State Transport Co-ordination Act
states-

The members of the board shall hold offee
for three years, and may be re-appointed.

They shall hold office for three years! floes
that mean that members of the board may
hold office at the whim of the Minister?
Does it mean that they may be appointed
for a month and then sacked at a fort-
night's notice? Is that what that wording
means, 'Mr. Chiairman? When Parliament
inserts in a statute that members shall be
appointed for three years, does that mean
that a Minister can come along and appoint
members of the board temporarily and sack
them whenever he likes? What about the
Act relating to the appointment of Rail-
way Commissioners stating that they shall
he appointed for a certain time? Does
that mean that the Minister can appoint
them temporarily and sack them on a fort-
night's, notice? That is what the Govern-
inent is trying to tell me on this question.

That subsection was put in the Act delib-
erately so that members of the board would
not be subjected to pressure; so that they
could have soe security of tenure and be
fearless in. what they did. I ask again,
what sort of a board could we expect to
get if we appointed members temporarily
and could sack them at a fortnight's
notice? Why, it is just too stupid! This
board wasi given wide powers and was ex-
pected to exercise them to co-ordinate
transport in this State, and the Minister
an~d the Government wvant us to believe that
these powers were to be exercised by a
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board the members of which could be tem-
porarily appointed. If the Government 'a
action in this matter is correct, then Sub-
section (7) of Section 5 of the Act is mean-
ingless. Why does, the statute specifically
mention that in instances where vaca ncies
occur and appointments are made they shall
be filled for the balance of the term? Why
does it state that if the Government can
use the Interpretation Act and appoint
members of the board for a week or a f ort-
night, or for whatever period suits it? It
does not make sense.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: It does not even
make law.

Mho. A. 11. Panton: That is ark ass!

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Section '7 of the
State Transport Co-ordination Act specifi-,
cally states-

If a vacany occurs on the board from any
Canso,I

That is plain enough-
the Governmnent shall f61U the vacancy by ap-
pointing thereto a person qualified to hold the
vacant seat and the person appointed shall
'hold office until the end of the term for which
hisa predecesisor was appointed.

And the Minister and the Acting Premier say
that that means nothing! We can put a
man there and he can hold office for a week
or a fortnight and then we can give him a
fortnight's notice and sack hi'm. That is the
stand the Government -is taking, flying in
the face of this statute, as it is prepared to
do with any statute if it suits it. I should
think that one of the requirements of mem-
bers of Parliam~nt or anyone else was to
understand plain English, apart from law.
It is all right living in an atmosphere of
legal interpretation, legal advice and court
judgntta but the first essential is to read
plain English, and the men who make the
laws are not skilled as lawyers but they are
supposed to know something about the
King's English and understand it when they
read it; and when Parliament put this word-
ing in a statute, what did it meatf? I pro-
pose to read it again because here is the
crux of the question. Section 7 states-

If a vacancy occurs on the Board fromt any
Cause~
I shotid think that is all-embracing-
the Government sall) fill the vacancy-
Not "may," not that the Minister "may"
appoint anybody for a fortnight-

by appointing thereto a. person qualified to
held the vatant seat shall held office-

For how long? For a week, a fortnight or
a month? Certainly not!
until the end of the term for which his pre-
decessor was appointed.
The Acting Premier and the Government are
completely satisfied that this board is legally
appointed.

Mr. Triat: Rafferty rules.
Ron. E. H. H. Halt: The Crown Law De-

partment says it is.

Hon. J. T. TONIKIN: There is no need to
bring law into that. It is good plain English.
But if we must have law, then here it is, by
a man of standing in this State, wbose
opinions are regarded as worth while, who
declates unequivocally that there is no board.

The Attorney General: He did not.

Han. J. T. TONKIN: Well, what did he
say?

The Attorney General:. He said, "In my
Opinion"' He "thinks" that,

The Acting Premier: There it only one
place where you will answer this question,
I am afraid.

[Hon. 3. T. TONKIN: I do not know; I
admit that there are none so blind as those
that will not tee.

Hon. A. IL. G, Hawkec: What is the
opinion of the Attorney General V

The Attorney Genera!: I rely on the
Crown Law Department.

Hon. J. T. TONKCIN: When it suits you.
Hon. A. If.. Panton: He has just said he

relies on the Privy Council.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: In the Pilbara by-
election, the Attorney General did not rely
on the Crown Law Department, because it
was considered advisable to get a different
opinion, which the Government did 'not re-
ceive. Too bad!

Holt. P. J. S. Wise: For a month we have
been asking the Government to get an out-
side opinion on this question.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Th4re is an obliga-
tion on the Government to get an outside
opinion now.

Hon. F. J1. S. Wise: Of course there is.

Ron1 J. T. TOIfN: I do not think it
will dare to continue with the attitude it
has already taken, because the implications
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are far too wide. There is a responsibility
upon every member of the Government and
every supporter of it to see whether the
board is legally constituted and, if it is not,
to put matters right.

Eon. E. H. H. Hall: I do not think Mr.
Seaton's opinion is to be taken to be the
opinion of the Crown Law Department.
That is my answer to you.'

Mr. Triat: What about some other , then ?
Hon. A. H. G. Hawke: Are you the

Premier?
Ron. E. H. H. Hall: I am speaking as a

supporter of the Government.
Mr. Triat: More rafferty rules!

Ron. J. T. TONKIN: Members have some
personal responsibility in this matter,
whether they are on the Government side or
this side of the Chamber. Governments may
take up a certain attitude when they find

-themselves in a jam from time to time; that
is to be expected. But it is also to be ex-
pected of members of Parliament-that their
first duty is to the State, and this is an Act
that must be administered in the interests
of the State.

Ron. E. H.. H. Hall: Administered by a
board.

* Hion. J. T. TONKIN: Administered by a
board that does not exist!

Ham. E. Ii. H. Hall: That is -your opinion!I
Hon. F. J7. S. Wise: It is the opinion of

more than one King's Counsel.

Hon. J. T. TONK IN: I doubt whetber
the Government could get a single opinion
outside of the Crownr Law Department to
support its view.

Hon. P. J. S. Wise: Try it!

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: The matter is crys-
tal-clear. I venture to say-perhaps it is
not kind- of me to put the Minister for Hous-
ing an the spot-

The Minister for Housing: He is not go-
ing on any spots!

Hon. J. T. TONEIN :-that I do not
think he would be prepared to give an
opinion on this subject0

Hon. R. H, H. Hall: Of course be w~uld.

Hon. J. T, TO7NKIN: I do not think so.
He contemplates leaving Parliament -very
shortly.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke:. He is wine!I

1H6n. J. T. TONKIN: I think he sets con-
siderable store by his reputation as a bar-
rister. This matter is of such importance
and can be so easily decided that I am
pretty certain the Minister for Housing
would not give an opinion to suit the Gov-
erment if he really believed the contrary.
I have listened to him in this House for a
number of years. I have heard him on legal
matters and I think I am safe in sa-ying
that he could come to only one conclusion
on this question. When I asked in the House
the other day which lawyers in the Govern-
ment bad given consideration to the matter,
I wanted to ascertain whether the Minister
for Housing- had. Of course he had not.
The Acting Premier has stated that the Gov-
ernment believes Ministers, even though
lawyers, should not give their own opinions
on these matters; they should rely on the
opinion of the Crown Law Department.
Therefore we are not likely to have the
opinion of the Minister for Housing, al-
though it would be worth having if 'we
could get it.

The Attorney General: Of' course, the
point could be very easily tested by anyone
who objects to it.

Hon. F. J. 8. Wise: Where will it all
end? It is marvellous how pig-headed you
are about it. .

Hon. A. H. Pan ton: I would not throw
out challenges like that. You do not know
what might happen.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: It might be desper-
ately serious for the State.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN:; I hope the matter
will not be allowed to rest here, as it is
something more than a mere legal quibble.
It is, a matter of the greatest importance
to the State and affects many people. Some
persons who have been denied licensaik,
some persons who have had licenses issued
to them, some persons who have been given
authority to increase fares, some persons
who have been refused that authority, some
persons who have been prosecuted for con-
traventions of the Act, are all involved, be-
cause if our belief is correct and if the
opinion of Mr. Seaton, K.C., is sound, then
there has not been a transport board in
this State since February of this year and
consequently the acts done by the board
have not been done validly.
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Hon. A4. Rt. G. Hawke: The member for
Geraldton is looking very serious now.

Hon. E. H. H. Hall: No. I am studying
the Leader of the Opposition's views on
bananas.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN- Section 19 of the
Act provides-

The Board may grant a transfer of a
license of a public vehicle on. payment of the
prescribed fee

So it is the hoard which prants the license;
and if there is no board then there has
been nobody to grant the license. There-
f ore, we have people operating under what
they think are licenses hut which, under
the law, are not licenses at all, because the
board is not legally constituted. We have
had complaints in recent months about in-
creases in fares on bus routes, very suh-
stantial increases in some cases. I notieed
in the Press that some woman wrote saying
the increases were over 100 per cent. Iff
there has been no board in 'existence since
February then the right to make those in-
creases was illegally given and fares have
been illegally charged. Is the Governmet
prepared to allow that to go on without
having the position thoroughly tested, or
will the Government sit back and say,
"The Crown Law Department has advised
us that this is all right and so it is all
right"?

Hon. E. R. H. Hall: They told you that.

Hon. J1. T_ TONKIN: Yes, the other day.,
But commonsense will sink through the
thickest skulls if given sufficient 'time. The
welfare of the. State demands that the Gov-
ernment should give immediate attention
to this matter. It may be necessary to
introduce a validating Bill; if so, the sooner
it is done the better, as otherwise the
State Treasury might be called upon to
provide considerable sums-of money because
of the Government's inactivity.

Mr. Smith: The Crown can be sued.

Rfon. E. H. ff. Hall: The King can do
no wrong.

Ron. J. T. TONICIN: I do not propose
to spend more time on this subject, but
I promise the Government it will not be
allowed to rest there.

Hon. F. j. S. Wise: You are even rous-
ing the Attorney General from his
lethargy!

Hon. J. TX TOK~IN: The Budget pre-
sentc? to us shows a substantial deficit, as
did that of last year. It would be well
to have the opinion of members of the pre-
sent Government on this question of deficits.
The question of uniform taxation1 the sev-
erity of taxation and the taxable capacity
of the State are all involved in this matter.
In 1939 the Minister for Housing had
some interesting comments to make on the
subject of State finances, Budgets and defi-
cits. I quote from page 1081 of Volume
1 of "Hansard,"' 1939. 'The Minister for
Housing who was then, as now, member
for West Perth, said-

Nothing would be more fatal to OUTr develop-
ment in secondary industries, in population, or
in any other way than to lead the rise in
severity of taxation. If we are to make any
progress at all we must do so by offering
moderate taxation.

So he believes that taxation should come
down considerably. But he also believes,
as do members of his Party, that the taxa-
tion -rights should he restored to the State.
The members on the Government side are
almost unanimous on this question, and to
empbasise their unanimity I propose to
quote several of their statements.

Hon. R. H. H. Hall: No, they are not.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: We will see. The
Premier had this to say-

The Liberal Party policy is that the StatesR
shall as soon as possible resume control of
their own finances. Our policy is income taxa-
tion reduction on a substantial scale.

The Acting Premier had this to say-

Be4ides aiming at redoced taxation the Op-
position would strive for the resumption by
the States of control of their own revenues,

Hon. E. H. H. Wall:- That was when they
were in opposition.

Hon. J. T. TO-NXJN: They would strive!

The Minister for Housing: I am glad to
see that the Prime Minister has taken steps
to carry out our policy by reducing taxa-
tion.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: The Minister for
flousiag has interjected. Let us see whether
we ean find something from him on this
mnatter. I think we can, if he will be a
little patient. Yes, I thought so!

The Minister for Housing: When I re-
tire I am going to collect them and pub-
lish them. They will'have a big sale.
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Hon. J. T. TONKIN-. The Minister for
Housing, who was then on this side of the
House, said-

We are now facing our first Budget since
peace has again come to the world and, its
the member for Perth has rightly said,
we are presented with a new opportunity and
it remains to he seen what use we shalt make
of it. In many ways we commence with con-
ditions of which we might well be satisfied.
The conduct of the people of our State in the
six long years of war has shown that they
possess a, temperamental stability and a sense
of co-operation which reflect highly to their
advantage. I believe that, on the whole, we
have in this State people of such character,
industry and enterprise that they compare
favourably with thoae of any other State, and
mare than favourably with those of some
States.
A little pep talk on the part of the Minis-
ter, but quite good.

The 'Minister for Housing: Quite true.
lion. J. T. TONKIN: He continued-
One section of the people deserve a par-

ticular tribute-those who have been engaged
in primary production. They have faced ex-
ceptional difficulties, and the figures given by
the Treasurer in his Budget speech are an in-
dication of how well they have responded to
the needs of the hour, under what must have
been very great difficulties involving an effort
that requied great fortitude and determina-
tion.

As a result of the war we are now arrived
in a position that I do not think the framers
of our Constitution ever contemplated. I am
not saying that we could have avoided it ;w
I am not saying that, on the whole, it was
not the best step we could take to meet the
particular difficulties at the time but in this
State we are neither one thing nor the other.
We have not got the financial autonomy Of a
local governing body. A local governing
authority at least has power to raise taxation
within the limits imposed by its legislation.
So I say to the inemher for Geraldton that
there is yet another prominent member of
the Government who believes our taxation
rights should be restored.

Hon. ER H. H. Hall:- That was some years
ago.

Hon. X. T. TONKIN: No, that was in.
1945, not such a long time ago. So we have
had the Premier, the Acting Premier, and
the Minister for Housing-the three top-
ranking Ministers in the Government-who
all believe that we should have returned
to us our own taxation powers.

The Acting Premier: Will you quote from
page 794 of "Hansard" of 1948 for a
change?

Sitting sitspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p.m.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Prior to the teaL
adjournment I was quoting from the re-
mnarks of the Minister for Housing, rela-
tive to the financial positions of the States
in relation to the Commonwealth, as re-
ported in "Hansard" of 1945. 1 proceed.
At page 1186 the Minister said-

I do not think it is worth while calling our-
selves a Parliament if we are merely going to
be charged with handliag the expenditure of
a remittance sent by the Commonwealth to
the State. We should give ourselves somie
other name. We may be a delegated council.
Whatever we are at present, we have to de-
6de if we 'want to continue in. that way, and
if we do not, in, what way we want to emerge.
A strange thing nowadays is that the Com-
monwealth Government always takes the
initiative. I am not prepared to believe that
the Comnmonwealth authorities necessarily have
more brains then 'we have. But our repre-
sentatives go to Canberra or to conferences in
the Eastern States and we bear of proposals
advanced by the Commonwealth. As far as I
know we never go there with any programme
of our own.
At page 1187 be had this to say-

Do we desire to retain the system of uni-
form taxation? The Premier, in the course
of his Budget speech in which he dealt in-
terestingly -with many things, stated a num-
ber of problems facing the State. Hie did
not attempt to answer them. I am not say-
ing he could do so. To answer problems today
when factors have not yet been finally de-
termined, would be difficult-but I think we
have to form provisional answers. It comes
back to what I said before. We want to know
what we are after in this State. We want
to take the initiative. We want to be on the
positive side. As it is, we always appear to
be on the negative side, resisting and ques-
tioning, - sometimes-not often-welcoming
proposals initiated and advanced by the
Commonwealth Parliament.

Be there is uniform taxation. Do we want
to continue that system indefinitely? I do
not think anyone does--in its present form.
If we do not, what do we propose in. its placeI
This matter is fundamental to the whole re-
lationship of the Commonwealth and the
State; the Federal system is involved in its
answer. This question has been implicit in
the Constitution from the day it was pro-
claimed. The necessity for an answer has
been steadily rising down the years. The war
has forced it to a complete issue, We, in thi
Parliament, have not so far taken any action
or reached any conclusion as to what we want
set up in its Place. I suggest that first of all
we want a return to a certain measure of
autonomy, possibly full autonomny, in the col1-
lection of income tax for the purpose of fin-
ancing the policy and needs of this State.

The Minister for Housing: We took the
initiative, We called a Premiers' Confer-
ence in 1947, or 1948.
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Hon. J. T. TONKIN: A very fruitful
conference!

The Minister for Housing: It was. It
advanced constructive proposals.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: The Minister went
on to say a little later-

I suggest that our attitude should be that
we want full, or qt least a large Proportion of
our autonomy with regard to income taxation
restored to the Gov'ernmcnt aed Parliament
of this State. I believe that a formula could
be arranged without serious difficulty by
which that could be done. I do not make this
statement dogmatically because it ntght turn
out to be unsound, but I think the sooner we
advance a proposition of a positive and con-
structive nature, the better it will be for all
of us, even if possibly we advance a sugges-
tion that proves to be unsound.

I might interpolate here that no sueh posi-
tive suggestion has yet been put forward
by the Government.

The Minister for Housing: It was, at the
Premiers' Conference called here in 1948.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: To whom did that
suggestfon go?'

The Minister for Housing: To the Prime
Minister.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: What was the re-
sult 7

The Minister for Housing: Hie wanted
to retain uniform taxation on the present
system.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Having just sent
that forward as a pious resolution of the
conference, the Government has sat down
and let it rest there; and that is the Gov-
ernment that was going to fight the Com-
monwealth!

The Minister for Housing: This Govern-
ment has done its part.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: The Minister went
on-

IAt the present time -T see no reason why,
as a result of a conference between the Core-
menircalth and the States, taxation should not
be imposed at a rate which would be uniform
throughout the Commonwealth and which
would bring in an amount that on the average
would meet the requirements of the States
and the Commonwealth. If a State desires to
get more than would he obtained from the uni-
form tax share it received from the Com-
monwealth that collected the tax, then it
should have power to assess an additional
amount of taxation on the sme basis on the
people in its own State in order to provide
the additional revenue it might require. If a
State should require less than was being col-
lected on its behalf under the Commonwealth

uniform tax law, then it could, from the money
it received, make rebates to its people which
would, in effect, bring their taxation down to
a lower figure. I have mentioned this as an
attempt to convey a practical means by which
wve might reasonably and properly require or
insist, in conjunction with other States, that
we have returned to us the control over the
raising of income taxes to enable us to carry
out the policy which Parliament sand the
people of the State may desire.
VTery ')rave words, but left there in "Han-
sard.'"

The Minister for Housing: NO; imple-
mented.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: The Minister for
Housing proe ds-

I believe we can achieve the return of our
autonomy in the collection of income taxa-
tion without serious difficulty if a reasonable
attitude prevails between the Commonwealth
and the States.

Then he says--
I now pass to taxation generally.

tion can and must be reduced.
Tass-

The Minister for Housing: It has been
reduced since I said that. The Prime Min-
ister has agreed with me.

H-on. J. T. TONKIN: I have quoted the
Minister for Housing; I now propose to
quote Mr. Downing, president of the Lib-
eral Party. They Rye both of the same
opinion about this right to levy our own
taxation. I take it the "Liberal News''
is a document recognised by the Liberals.
This copy is dated August, 1948, and I quote
from page 3-

Council Address by President.
Mr. F. Downing's Speech.

In his presidential address to delegates at
the recent council meeting of the W.A. divi-
sion of the Liberal Party on July 12 and 1S
in Perth, Mr. Frank Downing made the fol-
lowing observations on variocxs important
subjects:

One of those subjects was Government
Finances, and he had this to say-

It is time that some effective action is taken
to malt. the States financially independent of
Canberra.

Mr. Downing surely said a mouthful.

The Minister for Housing: 'That was the
idea of the constitutional conference called
in 1927-29 and presided over by Sir John
Peden. It is worth while having a look at the
report of that conference.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: It does not refer
to the same aspects.
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Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Last week there It is as follows:-
appeared in "The West Australian" an
announcement that Western Australia was
to get quite a large sum of money, about
;C5,830,000, and the member for Beverley,
in congratulating himself and the Govern-
ment upon this, suggested that this fine re-
suit was achieved by the Premier because of
his pleasant personality.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise; It was known before
he left Western Australia.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Undoubtedly the
Premier has a pleasant personality and is a
very kindly gentleman, and I dare say that
his kindly personality was appreciated by
the Prime Minister and the members of the
Grants Commission that the Premier met;
but those gentlemen are pretty hara-headed,
and I do not think they would so lightly
feel their responsibilities as to fix the amount
-of a State's rant by the breadth of a Pre-
mnier's smile. I refuse absolutely to enter-
tain the idea that, whether the Premier was
the most handsome man alive or whether
he was as ugly as sin, it would make any
difference to the amount of the grant he
would receive from the Grants Commission.
'The amount of the grant received was cer-
tainly due to the efforts of a Premier of
Western Australia, hut not the present Pre-
mier. The amounts that we have received
this year and in previous years have been
greater than would have been the case had
it not been for the efforts of the present
Leader of the Opposition.

The Minister for Housing: I think he
rendered great service.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: I happen to have
been present at the Premiers' Conference at
which this formla was decided upon, and
I well remember the first formula that was
submitted and that was made the subject of
a most critical analysis by Hon. F. J. S.
Wise. I say quite definitely-and I know
the other Premiers of that day would agree
-that, because of the case put up by the
then Premier of this State, Western Aus-
tralia came out of the deal far better than
it would otherwise have done. In doing
that, the then Premier rendered a signal
service to the State. The remarks of the
present Premier confirm that, and I will
,quote what he is reported in "The West
Australian!' 6f lagt Thursday to have said.

He considered that the formula for the dis-
tribution of tax proceeds should receive the
most careful and expert consideration before
there was any change in it.

That from a man who previously advocated
a return to the State of its own taxing
rights! That from the Leader of the Liberal
Party which believes, and has stated that
it believes, that our own taring rights ought
to be returned to us!

Now t~e Premier is afraid that something
might be done to upset this formula which
is defzitely advantageous to Western Aus-
tralia, and so he sounds a note of warning,
indicating that he will not stand idly by and
see this formula tampered with, and so he
urges that it should be the subject of expert
examination before alteration is made to it.
Why? Because he appreciates what a defin-
ite advantage it bestows on Western Aus-
tralia. Again I emphasise that we are in
that advantageous position because of the
action taken by the present Leade; of the
Opposition at that conference, when this
formula was decided upon. If anyone has
any doubts about it, let him read the re-
ports of that conference and the report of
what the present Leader of the Opposition
hkd to say about the original formula that
was advanced, and about the attitude of the
Prime Minister with regard to it. Of course
we have an advantageous formula, but this
statement by the Premier, that we should not
interfere with that formula, is at consider-
able variance with his declaration, at the last
election, that we should fight to have our
taxing rights restored.

The Minister for Housing: That was not
his declaration at the last election.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: It was. I have
here a copy of "The West Australian" con-
taining the Premier's election speech.

The Minister for Housing: His declara-
tion was for greater control of our finances.

Hon. A. H. Panton: "The West Aus-
tralian" is always right.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: It says-

The Liberal Party, said Mr. MeLarty, stood
for: The resumptioa of the energetic develop-
ment of our State, a long range policy of
progress and expansion based on the Liberal
plan for population, power and water. A prae-
decal Government to overcome housing and
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other shortages and provide good manage-
meat of the peoples' business. The State to
control its own State affairs, including its
own finance.
if this State is to control. its own finance,
the only way it can do that is to have the
right to levy its own taxation.

Tile Minister for Housing: Not at all.

Hon. J. T. 'TONKIN: If somebody else
raises the taxation and makes an advance
to the State, how under those conditions can
the State control its own finance?,

The Minister for Housing: It should be
possible so to devise a system of taxation
between the Commonwealth and State as to
give a State reasonable control of its own
finance. Read what the Premiers said at
the last conference.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN- Will the Minister
for Housing deny that the Premier made
this statement, "Liberal policy is that the
States shall as soon as possible resume con-
trol of their own finance."?

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: That is what he said.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Will the Minister
for Housing deny that the Premier made
that statement?

The Minister for Housing: He may have
done so.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: The Minister can
take my word that it is so.

The Minister for Housing: I have t~e ex-
act statement here.

The CHAIRMAN: Order!I The member
for North-East Fremantle should address
the Chair.

Rlon. J. T. TONKIN: Where would we be
if the Acting Premier had done all the striv-
ing that be wanted to do and the Premier
had had his way, and Mr. Downing and the
Minister for Housing had had their way,
and we had got fnll autonomy? Where
would we have landed then, in view of the
large sumn of money that we are at present
getting from the Commonwealth? A little
examination in connection with this matter
will be helpful, because by that means we
can ascertain what our position would be. At
page 74 of the Ninth Report of the ComL
xnonwealth Grants Commission there is a
table showing the 'taxable capacity of the
'States.

Taking the index figure of 100 for all the
States,' the figure for Western Australia is
91.32, which places us fourth among the
States in taxable capacity. New South
Wales is 117.49, Victoria 125.2$, Queens-
land 99.47, South Australia 86.62, West-
ern Australia 91.32, and Tasmania 79.52,
So in taxable capacity we are pretty low.
That shows that there is not the field here
to raise money such as theme is in the other
States. Having regard to our taxable capac-
ity, let us see how our taxation severity
stood at the same time. I anm quoting for
the years 1940-il and I am using those
years4 for obvious reasons. On page 76 there
is a table which indicates the severity of
taiation. Uf we again take -the figure as
100 for all States we get these figures which
show the relative positions of the different
States- I

New South Wales . 9
Victoria...... .. 68
Queensland........121
South Australia .. ..... 104
Western Australia .... 113
Tasmania.........95

Therefore in severity of taxation we were
-second; only Queensland being higher. Al-
though our taxable capacity was only fourth
among the States, our severity of taxation
was second among the States. So there was
not much room for increasing the taxation
i~ Wetr Australia. If one examines the
present budgetary position one will find that
we are receiving considerably more money
from the Commonwe6.lth by way of grants
for uniform taxation than we would be
raising in this State if we were imposing
the same level of taxation as wats being im-
posed. by us in 1940-41. Because of the limit
to our taxable capacity it is very clear that
we would -be struggling to raise sufficient.
money to finance our budget. Of course the
position is such that no Government could
possibly live if it contemplated insisting
upon a return of its own taxation rights
for this State and then set about levying
the requisite, taxation to raise the necessary
sums of money.

The Acting Premier: That was the posi-
tion a year ago.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: But this is the
position now.

The Acting Premier: I have not the fig-
ures available at the moment but lnst year
the advantage was all our way, ie we had
taxation on a pre-war ]evel.
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Ron. J. T. TONKIN: We are, getting a
tremendous sum now and there is no need
for me to quote the figure again as I have
already quoted it. But we are receiving a
sum considerably in excess of £5,000,000 by
way of re-imbursemtent from uniform taxa-
tion, leaving out altogether any payment
for injuries suffered because of the coal
strike or any other such disabilities.

The Minister for Housing: Whatever the
fiscal position may be this State would re-
ceive the benefit of rants from the Grants
Commission.

Hon, J. T. TONKIN: Of course it would,
but I am dealing with the question of
whether or not it would be advantageous
for the Government of this State to have
the right to levy its o*n taxation and raise
the necessary mon~y instead of getting it
by way of taxation re-imbursements from
the Commonwealth.

The Acting Premier: It would certainly
have been so 12 months ago and you would
not admit it then.

Ron. J. T. TONKIN: Any suggestion of
decreased taxation would be completely out
of the question if we were responsible for
the raising of money to finance the various
works to be carried out in Western Aus-
tralia. Personally I would rather adhere
to the present arrangement uinder which we
are getting a sum of money which, in my
calculation, is considerably in excess of
that which we could, as a Government,
raise in Western Australia by our own
efforts.

When the Premier was addressing this
Committee he said that he could not avoid
some reflection on the fact that the Com-
monwealth re-imborsement payments were
replacing what he called a flexible system
of State income tax. The Premier's state-
ment reminded me of the position of the
labourer who has had the flexible system
of earning his living by the basic wage
replaced by the receipt of an annuity of
double the amount. The flexible system of
State taxation! There would not be much
flexibility in it if we had it today because
of the requirements of governmental ex-
penditure and the limits to our taxable
capacity. There would not be much flexi-
bility in it but there would be a lot of
headaches for whoever was Treasurer of
the day.

The Premier sought to excuse his very
bad forecast by speaking about develop-
ments whicb could not be foreseen. He said
that during the year therm were important
developments which could not be foreseen at
the time the Estimates were prepared. Let
us submit that to a little analysis. Appea-
ing in the Estimates was an amount of£Z500
for the road transport of super. That was
the Premier's estimate. The expenditure
the previous year had been £48,000 on this
item and the Premier budgeted for an ex-
pelduiture of £500. The amount was fan-
tastic and I told the Premier so at the
time.

Mr. Ackland: Did you ever hear about
the 50 engines used for water cartage?

Hon. J.' T.* TONKIN: I am talking about
the subsidy for the road transport of super.,
which came to £48,000 the previous year
and during that year there was no water
carting. Yet the Premier makes an esti-
mate of £500 for last year. What was the
actual result? Just the expenditure of a
bare £E100,479! Where the Premier bud-
geted for an expenditure of £500, he spent
£100,479; nearly £100,000 in excess of, his
estimate on that one item. The Govern-
ment keeps on blaming Labour Governments
of the past for tha state of the railways.
When the Government is unable to do this
or do that on the railways, it blames the
Labour Government.

This Government has been in office two
and a half years and when the Premier
introduced his Budget last year he had beert
in office one and a half years-ample time
in which to have a proper estimation of the
condition of the railways. He had the
added advantage that there had been a
Royal Commission and that the Royal Com-
missioners' report was available to him.
So, when he introduced his Budget last
year he should have been in a position to
know just what the railways were like, of
what they were capable and what reliance
he could place on them. He had been in
office for 18 months and with that as a
background he still provided £500 only fbr
the road haulage of super. I drew the Pre-
mier 's attention to that absurdly low figure
and the reply I received was this:-

The Railway Departmient states that this
year it will be able. to handle the super-
phosphate.
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"The Railway Department states." So
obviously the Minister for Railways be-
lieved that and must have advised the Pre-
mier accordingly, because he is not in touch
with the railways personally and in making
that statement he must have been relying
on the advice of the Minister for Railways.
When the Premier said that I replied,
"And you believed that?" His reply was,
"I hope the department will be able to
live up to it." I would like to know on
what did the Premier base his hopes?
Surely he is not hoping without foundation
just for the sake of hoping? He hoped the
railways would live up to it!

Mr. Ackland: The railways were ahead
of their programme up to the end of the
year, you know.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: This year, surely,
the Premier is not contemplating water
carting! It ought to be expected that the
railways are in a better position this year
than they were last.

The Minister for Railways: Do you mean
carting during the whole summer?

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Yes.
The Minister for Railways: The water

position is deplorable down south.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: The rainy season
has not ended yet.

The Minister for Railways: Yes, it has.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Well, do not be so
pessimistic; surely we will get more rain
yet.

The Minister for Railways: I hope so.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Surely the Premier
is not making up his mind at this stage
that there will not be enough water!

The Acting Premier: Last year you were
complaining about his being optimistic and
this year you are complaining about his
being pessimistic.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: I am saying that
the railways should be in a better position
this year than they were last.

The Minister for Railways: Why?

Hon. J. T. TONKIlN: Because the Minis-
ter has been blowing his trumpet about the
improvements he has effected.

The Minister for Railways: I have not.'

Hon. J. 'T. TONKIN: In that case, the
Position is that the Government has not
effected any improvements.

The Minister for Railways: I will tell
you why.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Giving a reason is
a different matter from claiming that some-
thing has been done.

The Minister for Railways: I have never
made such a claim.

Hin. J. T. TONKIN: In that event I
will find some statements in "Hansiard" to
prove otherwise.

The Minister for Railways: You will be
busy for a long time.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: The Government
is supposed to have worked wonders with
the railways.

The Minister for Railways: Oh, no, it has
not.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Apparently the
Premier thinks that the railways are in a
much worse position now than they were last
year becauie, whereas then he provided £500
for the cartage of super. by road, this year
he provides £30,090.

The Minister for Housing: He is like
most meteorologists, he does not always
guess the weather correctly.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Last year the Pre-
mier had an expenditure of £48,000, and a
report by the Royal Commission to show
the position the railways were in, and he
should have been advised by his Minister as
to what had been done in the meantime
and therefore be in a position to assess
more accurately what he was going to do.
I told him myself that the figure was fan-
tastic and I was not in possession of the
latest information as to the railways. When
the Premier told me that the railways would
be able to handle the super. I asked him if
he believed that statement because I have
heard that tale many times before. It is
one thing to say something and another
thing to do it, and that has been borne out
more than once in the'Railway Department.

The Minister for Housing: You have had
a lucky experience in your prophecies.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: No, L, have never
made any prophecies that were proved
wrong because I assumed that the railways
would not be able to cart the whole of the
super., and that proved to be right.
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The Minister for Housing: That is a
different thing.

lion. J. T. TONKIN: It proved to be
right. We would have been in a sorry mess
if wve had not adopted that attitude. So with
the expenditure of £4S,000 for the previous
year as a guide the Premier made provision
for the cartage of super. with an amount of
only £500. As it turned out, he was just a
bare £100,000 short. I suppose that was one
of the unforeseen developments that made him
s'o wide of the mark. This year lie provides
£30,000. 1 will be very surprised if he does
it for anything like that figure. Over the
air tonight I heard of a plan. for the cart-
age of anper., and the significant part of it
was that the quantity to be made available
to farmers this year will be much less than
last year. I do not think the Premier took
that into account when he fixed his figure,
but it is a fact nevertheless.

Because of the effects of the coal strike
there will he much less super, available for
distribution to farmers and they will have
to he rationed with it, unfortunately. It
means that we might have some contempla-
tion to indulge in later as to the size of
the wheat harvest to he ohtained. However,
that is the position; a lesser quantity to he
transported and a declaration that a quarter
of it ought to be taken, I think, within the
next three months. It is possihie, because
of the reduced amount and with a rationing
plan, the Premier mnight not he called upon
to make greater provision for road cartage
this year but I .very much doubt it. I will
lie surprised if we get out of it for £80,000.

Another one of these unforeseen develop-
ments is the additional commitments for hos-
pital services. Just imagine that being an
unforeseen development, having to find
money for hospitals in view of the declara-
tion by members, of this Government as to
what they would do to imp-rove the hos-
pital services! Do members -recollect that
photograph of a hospital with cobwebs all
over it? The previous Government was
supposed to have fallen dawn badly on that
job and this was to be the Government to
put it right, apparently without any ex-
penditure because when the Premier was
called upon to provide some additional re-
quirements for hospital services he refers to
it as an unforeseen development which

throws his Budget out. Can there be any-
thing more laughable? Unforeseen develop-
ment to provide a few bob for hospitals!
Does the Minister for Housing know that
20 hospitals have closed down!

The Minister for Housing: There are
some unforeseen developments in hospital
expenditure as all the States have said in a
very loud voice.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: This is the Policy
Speech-

Adequa te regional and district hospitals
and nursing services including a college. Block
system of hospital training and adequate re-
muneration and conditions.

That is the policy. Surely the Government
must have expected that to cost a bit! No
attempt has been made to put that policy
into operation but because the Premier has
had to find a few extra pounds he lists that
provision in his Policy Speech, and says
that his Budget is out somewhat because of
this unforeseen lat development. "Addi-
tional commitments in connection with the
provision of hospital services.' What a re-
markable state of affairs I A Government
assumes office pledged to proceed with a
hospital plan, adequate regional and dis-
trict hospitals, nursing services, a college
block system of training-all of these. But
when the Premier is called upon to find
some money for it, he complains that it is an
unforeseen cir-urnstance. There can he only
one explanation. Having made that declara-
tion and having assumed offic, the Premier
and the Government promptly forgot all
about it. This reminds me of the position
of the Lucknow Hospital at Claremont. I
had a very interesting cartoon of the Minis-
ter for Health.I

Hon. A.. R. G. Hawke: Any cartoon of
the Minister for Health would he interest-
ing.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: I cannot at the
moment put my hand on it, but it showed
the Minister for Health sitting on a stool in
very serious contemplation, and I think the
caption was "The Relief of Lucknow." Ap-
parently it is still awaiting relief, as I read
a report in today's "West Australian" to the
edeet. that the Claremont Municipal Council
is not too happy about the situation.

Hon. A. H. Pan ton: The member for Can-
ning was going to fix that up.
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lon. 3. T. TONKIN: Possibly it is an-
other of those unforeseen circumstances! I
have here a very interesting little brochure,
quite artistically got up. The Liberal Party,
by the way, Si;, has gone red. Its policy
includes "Many Benefits for You." I was

'interested to read this, as I wanted to know
what possible benefit I could get from the
Liberal Party. The brochuare is issued by the
W.A. Division of the Liberal Party of Aus-
tralia, A most interesting document! It
starts in fine style with the objects of the
Liberal Party of Western Australia. Believe
it or not, the first objective is to have an
Australian nation.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: I thought it was
to wipe out the Country Party.

lion. J, T. TONKIN. Had the Liberal
Party not told us that we would nobt have
known it.

The Minister for Housing: I think you
ought to read on a little furth&r.

Hon. 3. T. TONKIN: I will do so, make
no mistake!

The Minister for Housing: What you have
read is not very accurate; you should con-
tinue.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: I am glad to know
that that is an objective of the Liberal
Party, as there might have been some doubt
about it.

The 'Minister for Housing: Is there a
full stop after "nation"?

Rion. J. T. TONKIN: No.
The Minister for Housing: I thought not.
Hon. 3. T. TONKIN: There is a colon

and a dash, indicating that there is more
to follow and 'it is good stuff, too.

The Minister for Housing: It is good
stuff.

Hon. 3. T_ TONKIN: The brochure con-
tinues-

(1) Safe from external aggression.
A laudable object!

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: Except that they
failed to put it in operation in 1041.

Hon. J7. T. TONKIN: It continues-
Safe froth external aggression and living

in the closest communion with its sister
nations of the British Empire, playing its
part in a world security order which main-
tains the necessary force to defend the peace.

(2) Tn which -national defe-nce is a matter
of universal duty, and in which the spirit of
patriotism is fostered and all Australians
united in the common service of their country.

This is a good one-
(3) In which an intelligent, free and liberal

Australian democracy shall be maintained
by-

This has particular reference to a subject
I dealt with earlier this evening, the sub-
ject of the legality of the State Transport
Board-

(at) Parliament controlling the Executive
and the law controlling all.

The Minister for Housing: That is good.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: But as to the
Transport Board, the position is that the
Executive wants to control the law. That
is the position reversed.

T:2e Minister for Housing: I think there
is some good stuff following that.

Hon. X. T. TONKIN: The remainder- will
be more appropriately dealt with by me on
an item coming under private members'
business.

Roan. A. R. G. Hawke: The Party is get-
ting a free advertisennt.

HonA. H. Panton: It could do with one.
It is paying a lot for what it is getting
now,

lion. J. T. TONKIIN: The next subject
dealt with in this brochure is important.
It is the one I have been searching for-
Taxa-tion. The Minister for Housing was
at some pains to try to prove that what
the Premier said was' not really what be
meant, when I was saying that he and
others wer-e advocating the return to the
State of the right to levy its own taxa-
tion.

The Minister for Housing: I was read-
ing, what he said.

Hon. J. T. TONKIk: Here is No. 1
plank under the heading of "Taxation" -

Resumption by the States of the control
of their own finances.

What can that mean, if it means anything
at all, but that the right to levy taxation
which the State has lost shall be resumed
by the State! 'There it is, in the manifesto
of the Liberal Party, in the declarations of
the various leaders and talked about in
places whore there are no Labour people.

Hon. A. H. Panton: Admission by ticket!

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: In this brochure
there also appears the following:-

Social anlenities. Library facilities for all.

1345
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I have searched the Budget from cover
to cover for the necessary appropriation to
honour that promise.

The Minister for Housing: Have you seen
the appropriation for libraries under the
Edu~ation Estimates?7

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Not "library facili-
ties for all."

The Minister for Housing: For a lot.
Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Nor for half.
The Minister for Housing: It is on the

way.
Hon. J. T. TONKIN: How much is pro-

vided in the Buidget for libraries?
The Minister for Housing: I cannot say

offhand.
Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Of course the Min-

ister cannot.
The Minister for Housing: Last year and

this year a very considerable sum was allo-
cated.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: It would not pro-
vide libraries for all the schools.

The Minister for Housing: But much in
excess of anything provided before.

Hon. T. T. TONKIIN: That is a different
question.

The Minister for Housing: No. It is
important.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: We did not go on
the hustings and say, "Libraries for all."
Members opposite did and that is the dif-
ference.

The Minister for Housing: It could not
be done in the time.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Of course, if you
live long enough.

The Minister for Housing: You cannot
do it all in the first two years. We have
done something about it.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: And we did some-
thing about it.

The Minister for Housing: Very little.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: There again the
Minister does not know what we did.

The Minister for Housing: We spent a
lot more.

Hton. J. T. TONKIN: Pure assumption!
The Minister for Housing ought to know
that assumption is not evidence.

The Minister for Housing: It is not
assumption, but figures.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: When I asked the
Minister for Housing for some figures he
could not give them. Now he talks about
figures-figures in the abstract.

The Minister for Housing: I will give
you figures. They appear there.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: "Library facilities
for all'' is a matter in which you, Mr.
Chairman, are vitally interested. I am
surprised you have not been gingering the
Government up in this matter.

Hon. A. H. Panton: He has been put on
the Public Library Committee since.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: The Government
has not provided libraries for all. If one
set out to find them it would be like look-
ing for the proverbial needle in a hay-
stack. It reminds me of the statement made
years ago by the Mitchell-Latham Govern-
ment-''Work for all.'' The result will
be about the same, too.

Hon. A. H. Panton: Don't say that.
Hon. A. It. G. Hawke: I think the At-

torney General would like to interject.
Hon. J. T. TONKIN: The brochure pro-

ceeds--
Transport. A Ministry of Transport in

conjunction with a Transport Council which
will co-ordinate all public transport in this
State whether by road, rail, sam or air, and
hnclu~ing all ports. Such Council to provide
representation of all interests concerned, in-
cluding primary producers and employees. An
objective to be full freedom to people to use
the form of transport best suited to their re-
quirements.

A forward-looking policy for niuflelds for
our country districts for participation lin
modern air travel and transport.

Complete overhaul of our railway systems,
to enable them to provide the service, com-
fort and convenience for users which should
be possible under modern transport practice.
A continual examination and modernisation of
methods of control and management.
Here we are at the third year of the Gov-
ernment's term and it says that it does not
believe it will do as good a job with the
haulage of super. this year as last!

Hon. A. H. Panton: There is no trans-
port council.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: There is no Trans-
port Board; never mind about the trans-
port council!I

The Minister for Housing: We have been
going to have the sodialisation of the means
of production, distribution and exchange of
goods, but we have not got it Yet.
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Hion. J. T. TONKIN: And every time we
mnke a step towards it members opposite
raise a holy row! As a matter o~f fact one
step we took was the building of the bulk-
isoudling installation at Fremantle, and what
did 'Le Government do with it?

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: The State Elec-
tricity Commission had some coalmaining
leases at one time, tool

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Another matter with
which I want to deal, but which does not ap-
pear in this interesting brochure, is the
revenue we are losing from the wonderful
asset we possess in our timber. Some time
ago the Minister for Housing declared that
it took about 100 years to grow a hardwood
tree in this State. A little contemplation
would enable one to arrive at the very simple
conclusion that our forest reserves have
therefore got to be conserved and that we
should not be prodigal with what we pos-
sess. Unfortunately, however, the people in
this State are being called upon to subsidise
the users of timber ovefsea. Revenue is used
for reforestation and the care of existing
forests. Yet we allow timber companies to
cut our wealth and sell it oversee on a
royalty which is too low.

The Minister for Housing: We have re-
cently increased royalties considerably.

Hen. J. T. TONKIN: Not high enough.

The Minister fok Housing: There has been
a considerable increase over the 1946 figures.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: It is not high
enough.

The Minister for Housing: It is high
enough for a start.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: When a man is
selling wheat he has to grow it himself. He
cannot eomnk along and have wheat grown
by nature or the State and sell what is
there. He has to go to the expense
of clearing his land and putting the
crop in, and take the risks, and then
he is entitled to sell the produce. But
forestry products belong to the nation
and not to private individuals, and it is
wrong for the nation to have to subsid ise
people oversee. who are getting timber from
the State's own assets.

The Minister for Housing: I agree; and
we have increased the royalties.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: If the Minister
agrees, he has not made the increase high
enough, because we are still subsidising
oversea buyers.

The Minister for Housing: We are revis-
ing the 1946 figures.

Hon. 3. T. TONKIN: Let the Minister
keep on revising.

The Minister for Housing: I promise
you!I

Hion. F. J. S. Wise: Surely you two have
not arced!1

The Minister for Housing: We have; we
see eye to eye.' The royalties have already
been increased.

Hon. 3. T. TONKIN: I propose to quote
from the finanicial tables-not the ones we
are supposed to have this year. They have
been promised by the Premier but they are
not here, because the Budget was introduced
too early. The latest I can get are the tables
for 1948-49 and they disclose that for the
yea.- 1938-39 the timber produced was val-
ued at L1,437,203, and we exported f 72 1 ,r
941 worth. For 1946-47 the timber produced
was valued at £1,714,149 and we exported
f868,140 worth. Approximately 50 per cent.
of the timber produced in each year was ex-

p orted. No wonder the housing programme
is not proceeding as well as it should do I
In 1947-48, according to the figures given in
the House this afternoon, we produced
£2,505,000 worth of tiniber and exported
£1,099,073 worth. Members can see from
those figures that we are exporting a con-
siderable quantity of the timber we are
producing. As it takes 100 yearis to grow a
tree, we mr not looking after posterity very
much if we continue to allow that rate of
export on such a low royalty. I am glad to
hear from the Minister that that is realised
by the Glovernment, which is proposing to
do something.

The Minister for Housing: I think you
are quite right.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: In another attempt
to improve the budgetary position and ob-
tain more revenue, the Government decided
last year to impose some increases in a num-
ber of directions. I looked throuith the Es-
timates to ascertain whether there was any
general plan, any logical method, or whether
it was just a slapdlash stab-in-the-dark sort
of business. I found that in some eases there
has been a more than 100 per cent, increase
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in fees. In other instances the increase has
been less than 20 per cent to gain greater
revenue.

I do not know, 'Mr. Chairman, whether
you are familiar with the Change of
Names Regulation 'Act of this State, but
it is mostly used by persons who adopt chil-
dren. There are a number of unfortunate
women who give birth to children and who
are not in a position to look after them; and
the Child Welfare Department takes charge
of the infants. There are a number of 'well-
meaning people who desire to adopt chil-
dren, and they apply to the department in
order to arrange an adoption; and many
such adoptions are arranged. Naturally,
when the prospective parents are consider-
ing -taking a child, they desire to confer
-upon it a different name from the one the
child already has.

The Minister for Housing: A different
christian name.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Yes, one that is to
their liking. In order to effect this, they have
to make use of the Change of Names Regu-
lation Act. On the 9th August of this year
I asked the Attorney General-

(1) On what date was the fee of 10s. which
was payable in connection with an application
for a license under the Change of Names Re-
gulation Act, 1923, by adopters who sought
permission to alter the christian names of
children being adopted, increasedI
The answer was-

(1) Twenty-first. January, 1949.

The second question was -

(2) Whak amount is now payable in such
casesI
The answer was, "£2". My third question
was--

(3) 'What is the reason for the increase of
the fee?
The answer was--

(3) increased by statute-see Section 4
Acts Amendment (Increase of Fees) Act,
'1948.

A very good reason! The answer contin-
ned-

At the time the Treasury was seeking in-
creased revenue wherever possible.

So it "socked" these people.
The Minister for Housing: It is still very

cheap.
Hon. 3. T. TONKIN: No, it is not; it is

dear. For the amount of service given it
is jolly dear!

The Minister for Rousing: For the work
involved, it is very reasonable.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: The Minister might
be speaking as a lawyer having; in mind
the scale of fees sometimes charged.

The Minister for Housing: No, as one
who signed these authorities or warrants
in hundreds.

Hon. J. T. TONK2IN: The members of
Governments of years gone by when the
Treasurers were in financial difficulties
must have been dumb Doras if they were
performing for 10s. a service which was
worth £2.

The Minister for Housing: It is quite
reasonable at £2.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN; It is my opinion
and that of a lot of people outside this
Chamber, including many lawyers who
handle these cases, that it is not reason-
able.

Hon. A. H. Fanten:- The adoption of
children should be encouraged free of
charge.

Hon. 3. T. TONKIN: I express the view
that such a steep increase is unwarranted.
It is an imposition on people who are doing
a good service and possibly saving the State
a lot of money. This is most inconsiderate
mid unreasonable. If the Government wants
revenue, let it look elsewhere rather than
make such an increase, whibh is out of all
proportion to what is done elsewhere.

The Attorney General: The Adoption of
Children Act has been altered again.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: What bearing has
that on the amount of work involved here?

The Attorney General: No charge is
made; -that is all.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: People now have to
pay £2 for a simple registration of change
of name. I say it is completely unjusti-
fled.

The Minister for Housing: They do not
have to do it now; they get the name al-
tered when they get an adoption order.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: Since last Wednes-
day?

The Minisater for Housing: Since we
brought the Bill in.

Hon. S. T. TONKIN:- Has it been pro-
claimed yet?

The Minister for Housing: No.

im -
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Hon. J. T. TONKIN: How does it operate
if it has not been proclaimedI This is more
misleading information.

The Minister for Housing: The Bill has
been brought in.*

Hon. J. r. TONKIN: The Minister knows
quite well that if the Act has not been
proclaimed it does not operate, and so these
people still have to pay £2.

The Minister for Housing: That is so,
but we are remedying that. It will have
no application in future.

Hon. J. T. TONKLIN: Let me have a word
or two to say about the Meat Advisory
Committee. When I noticed the statement
in "The West Australian" by the Honor-
ary Minister for Agriculture that a Meat
Advisory Committee had been set up, I
wondered what its purpose was; whether
it was just a case of seeking publicity, or
whether it was really that the committee
was going to do something because there
had been some difficulty with regard to the
price of meat. Members will recall that
the Minister's suggestion was that if meat
got too dear we should eat less of it. It
was to advise the Minister along those
lines, I take it, that the advisory commit-
tee was set up. I waited a long time to see
signs of any action taken by this commit-
tee, but there were no visible signs. I
thought something might be going on be-
hind the scenes, so I became inquisitive and
on the 22nd June last I asked a few ques-
tions as follov%

Has the Meat Advisory Committee justified
its establishment?

The answer to that was, "Yes." My next
question was-

Has it made any recommendations upon
wvhich the Government has acted?

The answer to that was, "Yes.'' It is
not obvious to anybody, but nevertheless
the answer was "Yes." My next ques-
tion was-

What recommendation has actually been
put into operation?

I thought the Minister might try to
camouflage the situation, so I wanted some-
thing definite. This is the answer-a first-
class one-

Several recommendations have been consid
ered and one that involves legislation cannot
yet bo divulged.

When I saw that, I got a little alarmed
because I have sonmc ideas as to the way
this Government works, and especially th~t
Honorary Minister for Agriculture. So it
seemed that the Government did not want
any hint of this to get abroad. In search-
ing for infornation, I came across an in-
teresting publication called the "Farmers'
Weekly" of the 11th August, and what do
you think, Mr. Chairman, it contained? It
states-

Propokid sale of meatworks at Fremantle.

It seems that the Government has referred
to this Meat Advisory Committee-a com-
mittee supposed to help the consumers get
cheaper meat, but which has done nothing
towards that end yet-if this report is cor-
rect, and I take it the ''Farmers' Weekly''
would have a reliable source of informa-
tion, the question whether the meat export
Wvorks at Fremantle should be sold to pri-
vate enterprise. The advisory committee
recommended that it should. It may be
that some members of the Meat Advisory
Committee expect a good job if such action
is taken.. That is pure surmise on my part,
J admit, but ''coming events cast their
shadows before. " Is this the recommenda-
tion which is to be the subject of logisla-
tiont Apparently it is a recommendation.
It is the only one I am aware of that has
been made by this committee. Is the sub-
ject of the legislation to he the disposal
to private enterprise of works which were
taken over by the Government because pri-
vate enterprise was getting into deep water
with them; and those works have rendered
signal service to our primary producers?
Is that all the advisory comahdittee has
done? Because if so it is time it was dis-
banded before it wrecks the State. One
might have expected some action by this
committee on behalf of the people of the
Goldfields who could not get meat. If it
has done anything, I an: unaware of it, and
so is the public generally. No positive
action was taken by it in connection with
that matter, and no solution found. The
people of the Goldfields just had to wait
until the butchers there were prepared to
serve them with meat.

The Meat Advisory Committee has appar-
ently made only one recommendation and
that one the Government is contemplating
translating into legislation. I hope the Gov-
ermnent will do no such thing. It will get a
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pretty hot time if it does. In the course of the
Premier's speech to this Committee in regard
to his Budget he said it had to be noted that
the operations of the State's transport
systems had represented a serious drain on
our finances. He said something about com-
parative equilibrium being impossible mainly
because of losses incurred on our transport
systems, and I think the reason he gave was
that it had something to do with the trouble
due to the shortage of power. He said-

It will have been noted that the operations
of the State's transport systems have repre-
sented a serious drain on its finances. If it
were not for the losses incurred on our trans-
port systems the revenue and expenditure of
the State 1ould be comparatively in equili-
brium. The railway system has from causes
relatinpS back a number of years and through
obsolete and insufficient locomotive power and
other factors been limited in its ability.

Here is one of the statements that the Min-
ister for Railways said I would not find-

Steps have been take to secure considerable
additions to locomotive power and the first
of the locomotives for delivery should comn-
mence to arrive before the end of this month.
It is to he realised, however, that the railway
system and the State Shipping Service are
developmental agencies essential to the State's
economy and in a State the size of Western
Australia with its scattered population trans-
port services must inevitably find a. difficulty
in approaching a balance between revenue and
expenditure.

I propose to analyse that. -For some time
now privately-owned busses have been allow-
ed to pick up passengers on tram and bus
routes, and they still do so. I am advised
that morning after morning busses precede
the trains on the Victoria Park route and
run the people into town for a threepenny
fare. They collect the passengers in advance
of the trains, and I understand that since
that has been taking place the Tramway De-
partment has suffered a lass of £200 per day.
That means-if we cut the sum down to
allow for Sundays-approximately £1,200 or
£1,300 loss per week, or £C60,000 per year in
round figures, not due to obsolescence of the
system or some shortcoing on the part of
the previous Government, but to the present
Government's policy of allowing private en-
terprise to come into direct competition on
routes already adequately provided for, in-
stead of following the policy or proper co-
ordination of transport, such as was intended,
with private enterprise supplementary to
existing Government services.

Yet the Government comes here and com-
plains that its revenue is down on its trans-
port systems. No wonder the revenue is
down!I There is definitely a place for private
busses and private transport systems gen-
erally, under existing condition;, though
what the future may present in that regard
is a different matter. Private bus services
should be supplementary to established Gov-
ernment concerns. Having this information
in my possession2 I was perturbed to read in
the Press that the Government contemplated
investing-large sums of money in additional
trolleybusses. When those busses are put
on the routes, will private busses still be
allowed to compete with them in the same
way? If they are allowed to do so a nice
load of debt will be placed on the State.
The Government should make up its mind,
one way or the other.

If private busses are to cater for the
public it is futile to put in Government
busses as well on those routes. Many of the
busses operating over routes already ser-viced
by Government transport are filled to seat-
ing capacity before they approach areas
where Government services run, and the
additional passengers they then take on have
to stand up. I see that day after day. That
is one of the reasons why revenue is being
lost and I am assured, on the best authority,
that the loss runs into about £200 per day.
I would not say that the whole of the £200
loss is due to the competition of privately-
owned busses, because obviously since the
lifting of petrol rationing a number of
people who previously used Government
transport services have been travelling in
their own motorcars, and that would accotint
for some of the difference, but the position
has to be examined and the Government
must declare itself.

It is no use contemplating large expendi-
ture on new services if private companies
are to he allowed to compete on those'roufrs.
There are many places in Western Australia
that have to he served by road and rail
transport and where private enterprise could
not possibly compete without subsidy. If
it were not for the fact that Government
iance is available people in those areas

would not receive any service, and so Gov-
ernments establish such services, but surely,
when that has been done, it is not fair that
private enterprise should then camue in and
compete on those routes when they become
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profitable, making it absolutely impossible
for the Government services to pay their
way.

I had it in mind last week to ask the
Minister some questions regarding this mat-
ter so that I could get the exact figures, but
unfortunately 'it slipped nmy memory and so
I have had to use these figures tonight with-
out being in a position to verify them. That
is why I used them as I did anfi said I had
been informed that the' loss was approxi-
mately £200 per day. I have been informed
that the takings of the Tramway Depart-
ment are now down about £200 per day
compared '&ith the takingi 12 months ago.
The Minister can examine that position and
give the Committee some information when
he replies.

The Minister for Railways: The Minister
has already examined it and his information
is directly opposite to what you say.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: flat are the trains
losing?

- The Minister for Railways: Nothing.
Ron. J. T. TONKIN: That would mean

that the passengers now being carried by
privately-owned busses did not previously
pay their fares.

The Minister for Railways: I am assured
that the Government is not losing revenue
as you have suggested.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: The Minister's
statement surprises me, because simple arith-
metic must force anyone to a different con-
clusion.

I san concerned about the interest rates
that the Government proposes to charge the
electors, in North-East Fremantle, who are
having their houses connected to the sewer-
ago system. The department proposes to
charge 5 per cent. interest on the loans
advanced and make a 21/ per cent. charge
for the supervision of the installations. I
have examined all the loans outstanding,
taken an account of the maturity dates and
I have worked out the approximate rate of
interest. The Government is not paying
more than 3.21 per cent, for all the money
it has borrowed. It is costing the Govern-
ment 3.21 per cent, yet it intends to charge
the electors of North Fremantle, who have
to borrow Government money for the
purpose of putting in the sewerage, a rate
of 5 per cent. What is the justification!
There is far too big a margin between 3.21
per cent. and 5 per cent. to satisfy me.

IN it that the Treasury is charging the
money out to the Water Supply Depart-
ment at a figure that will enable the Treasury
to make a proftt, and then is the Water
Supply Department charging the money out
to the people so that the Water Supply De-
partment can make a profit? I believe that
is the position. The Government is making
two profits from the one advance and there,
is no justification for that type of finance.
The people are finding it difficult enough
in any case to provide money to meet the
instahuents and there can be no justification
for the Government wanting to% make two
profits on the advance of those loans, The
position shonid be examined and I defy any-
body to prove that it is costing the Govern-
ment more than 3.21 per, cent.; yet it wants
5 per cent. This is far too much having
rega-rd to existing rates of interest.

Take the Savings Bank rate for example
and compare that with the 5 per cent, which
the Government wants! I hope the matter
will be further bonsidered because there is
no justification for such a charge. Costs
are high enough and the wage-earner is t
the limit of his capacity to make his wages
go round to cover the high cost of living,
food, clothing and transport services, with-
oijt having this loadied on him unjusti-
fiably. From what I can see the Govern-
ment is definitely making a profit twice on
the one sum of money. I think the Treasury
must he charging the money out to the Water
Supply Department at more than 4 per cent.
and then the Water Supply Department
wants to charge it out again at 5 per cent.
Two Government departments wanting to
make a profit on the one advance and the
one security! That cannot be defended and
I hope the matter will be rectified. It is
all very well for the Premier to want to
get somewhere near Budget equilibrium, but
he loses money on the tramways unneces-
sarily, because of transport policy, and he
then "socks" people who want to offer their
names to some foundlings that they are
adopting-

The Attorney General: That is not right.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: It is right. The
fee is increased from 10s. to £2.

The Minister for Housing: That will be
past history.

Hon. 3. T. TONKIN: I would like to bear
from the Minister for Housing that this
other matter will be past history, because
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there is no justification for a charge of
per cent. on money that the Government ii
getting for 3.21 per cent.

There will be other opportunities to des:
with departments under the control of tha
various Ministers. Members will appreciat(
that I have refrained from making anl3
lengthy reference to the Department ol
Agriculture or that of Education. I mad(
one or two slight references to the Depart
ment of Agriculture, but will dleal more fully
with both departments later on in the Esti-
mates. I apologised to you, Mr. Chairman,
when I conunenee4 speaking, and I apologies
again for having made you listen to me for
so long, but the Government is to blame. If
it had done the right thing by members
and had an Address-in-reply in the ordinary
way it would have been possible to ventilate
earlier some of the matters with which I
have had to deal tonight.

2M. ACKLANID (Irwin-Moore) [8.5]1
As a comparatively new member to this
souse, it does not seem unnatural that I
should, at this time, view the life of thiE
Parliament in retrospect. I am definitely of
the opinion that one who has been so-re-
cently elected to Parliament is in a some-
what better position to judge the reactions
of the electors-

Hon. A. H. Penton: Why so?

Mr. ACKLAND: -than are those who
have been members of this Chamber for so
long-

Hon. A. H. Panton: Tommy rot!

Mr. ACKLAND: -the reason being-

Mr. Graham: You would not know the
difference between good and bad.

Mr. ACKLAND: -that I was 'recently
one of the electors myself. What I have seen
during the past 21/ years does not impress
me very much.

Mr. Graham: Hear, hear!

Mr. ACKLAND: And I can appreciate
the approach that so many electors have
towards Parliament as an institution. One
must readily agree that the electors them-
selves are responsible for the men whom they
elect to Parliament. That, of course, is gov-
erned by the scope of the material which
is put before them at election time. I am of
the opinion that the British system of gov-
ernment stands out as a beacon amongst all

the nations of the world. This is based al-
most entirely upon the confidence which the
people have in Parliament as an institution.

Mr. Hegney: And the sting taken out of
the House of Lords.

Mr. ACKLAND: If the electors have a
feeling of confidence, goodwill and satisfac-
tion towards Parliament, I believe it is
brought about by %the action and the con-
duct of members themselves, but, on the
other hand, if one finds a feeling of con-
tempt, distaste and general dissatisfaction
with Parliament, I believe that, too, is en-
tirely the responsibility of the -pevple who
come to this House to legislate.

When we find sweeping statements, as we
so often do, where members of* Parliament
are accused of graft and dishonest practices
and when members, or certain members of

*Parliament, are reported to be there for the
purpose of personal gain or simply for the
gain of the parliamentary party which they
may represent, then I believe it is time that
we sat up and took notice. We'should see
just how responsible we are as individuals
for that state of affairs. Without confidence

Iin Parliament I believe it must fail. The
*whole democratic system hea to be based on
*b te confidence of the people. If our system

of Government does fail, then I believe we
will enter into a state of confusion, chaos,
and most likely, tyranny. The confidence of
the people is the first essential of a satis-
factory Parliament. Before resuming my
seat I intend to quote examples of state-
ments which have been made in thfis House
during the last three years, and -more partic-
ularly those which have been made since
this Parliament reassembled in June of this
year.

I sometimes feel that members do not
quite realise the far-reaching effects on the
community generally of some of the state-
ments which they make. I believe that some
of them are not made unintentionally but
are spoken with a malicious intent to poison
the minds of the general public with the
idea of discrediting members. If the fault
stopped there I do not think it would do so
much damage, but I consider it reacts on the
accused just as much as on the accuser. I
also believe that the overall result is. that
the people look with suspicion on Parlia-
ment as an institution in Western Australia,

Mr. Kelly: Is this an examination of con-
science? 7
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Hon. A. R. 0. H1awke: Absolute hooey!

Mr. ACKLAND- The Premier and the
Leader of the Opposition have a great re-
sponsibility on their shoulders and whatever
they say is taken as gospel by tens of thou-
sands of people in Western Australia, and
to a lesser degree the same applies to every
member of this House.

Hon. A. A. M. Coverley: I thought you
bad in mind that early speech you made
about the Minister for Education which you
followed up with an apology.

Hon. A. H. Panton: Why bring that up?
Mr. ACKLAND. Should either of these

twro gentlemen or any one of us make state-
ments which cannot he substantiated, and
which are not founded on fact but are
malicious and untrue, they rebound as much
on the, man who makes them as on the man
to whom they are directed. I have some
references here which I will quote. This is a
-st 'atement made by the member for Fre-
mantle with reference to a Cabinet Minister
and I am sorry he it not present in this
Chamber. This was made against not only
a Cabinet Minister hut the Premier himself.
This in what he said-

The charges we're increased about 12 months
ago but as soon as the Government occupied
the Treasury benches the charges were de-
creased. The bad thing is that members of
the Government are interested in this. It is

-not right that members of the Government
should bfing down the freight on bullocks
when they themselves are pecuniarily inter-
ested.

Mr. Graham: True or false?

Mr. ACKLAND: That was made with
reference to our Premier.

Mr. Graham: True or false?

Mr. ACKLAND:- I should like to acquaint
the Committee of the facts relating to that
increase in freight rates from the North-
West. On the 28th April, 1947, the Acting

'Premier received a deputation which was in-
troduced to him by the member for Kimber-
icy and the matters raised were freights and
rail ages on cattle from the North-West, Fol-
lowing this depiitation to the Acting Premier
in May there was a reduction in freights on
cattle from Derby from 87s. 9d. to 75s. I
notice that on the 16th May of this year the
A.B.C. made this announcement over the
air-

This is to be a reduction in the charge
made for transporting cattle from the North-
West to Fremantle. This is in response to a

0

request by a recent deputation to the Deputy
Premier acting for the Minister for the North-
West. The deputation said it cost £0 1s. a
head to bring cattle from. Derby which was a
substantial increase on pre-war charges. The
reduction which Mr. Watts announced todny
was 12s. 9d. a head.

This reduction was made after extremely
strong representation by that deputation led
by tbe member for Kimberley.

Hon. A. A. M1. Coverley: You might check
your remarks and say, "introduced by the
member for Kimberley."

Mr. ACKLAND: I quote that which was
put over the air at that time; nothing of my
own invention. I understand, from looking
up reports, that £14 was a big price to get
for cattle from the North-West and tbb
freight charges alone on those cattle were
£6 15s. a head. Anybody who has any know-
ledge of the expense of mustering to get
those cattle to the port will have some idea
as to bow little the returns for those cattle
were. This is a direct slander on a man
whomi everyone in this House knows to be
upright and honourable. I am quite sure
that the member who made that statement
knows that and believes it as much as any-
one else. It is known that the Premier hasj
a small interest in a cattle station in that
ares. but the inference here is that he used
his position in C abinet for his own monetary
ends. We know that statements such as this
Will be broadcast and will he spoken from
every soap-box on every street corner during
the next State election, and that is the reason
why such statements are made.

Hon. A. H. Pan ton: Who do yora~think
will be using themI

Mr. ACKLAND: That is similar to a
statement made by the Leader of the Opposi-
tion. A report of his statement shows this--

Mr. Wise, the Leader of the Opposition,
cast a serious slur on the Minister for U01us-
ing (Mr. McDonald). Speaking on the Build-
ing Operations and Building Materials Control
Act Amendment (Continuance) Bill1, pagc 269
of "Hansard," of June 29, 1949, and re-
ferring specifically to the Minister for IHus-
ing, he said: "The Minister yesterday not
only used his figures in a subtle way but also
with deliberate intent misled the House."

I tried to find another reference which was
more pointed and much more subtle than this
one but I could not pick it up. The one I
have quoted will, however, suffice for this
occasion. We know that the Minister for
Housing has a real distaste for Parliament.
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I think it is commonly realised that he had
no desire to contest the last election
and that he has stated he will not contest
another.

Mr. Graham: He has "had" it.

Mr. ACKLAND: Yes, and I do not blawem
him. Other members, who have not been in
Parliament nearly as long as he has feel that
it is no use being a member when that sort
of thing is indulged in simply for propa-
ganda purposes--

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: What a miserable
outlook!

Air. ACKLAND: -and simply for the
purpose of doing harm. I have quoted what
the Leader of the Opposition said and he
has preached many homilies to members. I
have heard him say, "This is not done" and
"That is not done." He has told us on
numerous occasions what parliamentary
etiquette is and how we should conduct our-
selves. Here is a statement which he made
and which he knew was not truie when he
made it.

Mr. Graham: You are making worse state-
ments and inferences yourself.

Mr. ACKLAND: The dandy of all the mis-
statements is with reference to the Minister
for Transport. I should like to read some
of the things that were said about him by
the member for Murchison.

Hon. A. H. Penton: Who is away sick.

Mr. ACKLAND: It is not my fault he is
absent. I had no idea that he would be
absent from the Chamber when I made
arrangements to speak.

Hon. A. H. Panton: You will be sorry
after he reads it.I

Mr. ACKLANID: At page 494 of "Han-
sard" the member for Murchison said-

I am inclined to believe that undue pres-
sure wan brought to bear upon the Minister;
that there wvas an ulterior motive impelling
him to depart from the law.

At page 494 we find-
If I wvere to flay that the Minister for

Transport was not conversant with those facts
I feel that I would be insulting his intelli-
gence. r believe the Minister does know those
facts.

At page 497 the member for Murchison
said-

I think there are politicians, members of
the present Parliament, who would do any-
thing to transfer from the State much of its

transport and give it as a free gift to metro-
politana omnibus companies. I really believe
that, and I feel that there wre members of
this Parliament wvho are members for that
purpose only.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! Members are
not permitted to quote from "Hansard" of
the current session.

Mr. ACKLAND: I have made inquiries
and understand that I may. I certainly
am not quoting from "Hansard." I am
quoting from a sheet of typescript which
I have.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! I heard the
member for Irwin-Moore quoting page num-
bers. They must be pages from "Han-
sard.'' He is entitled to say that certain
statements have been made, but is not en-
titled to quote from "Hansard.''

Mr. ACKLAND: Possibly I should have
said that it could be found on that page.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: The Minister who
prepared your speech should have left that
out, anyhow.

Mr. ACKLAND: This is not the fir-st
time the member for Northam has accused
me of not making my own speeches. I
hope he does not think I am untruthfuli
I told him before that I would make no
speeches in this House that I did not pre-
pare myself.

Hon. A. A. M. Coverley: We know that
you prepared this one yourself.

Mir. ACKLAND: I certainly did not type
it myself, if that is what the member for
Northam meant. The membrer for M1urchi-
son in the same speech went on to say
that the Minister for Transport was sub-
ject to outside influences and that pressure
had been brought to bear on him, also that
there was no desire to force United Buses
to pay anything whatever for a lucrative
gift.

Mr. Rodoreda: Terrible!
Mr. ACKLAND: It is. I am glad the

member for Roebourne feels exactly as I
do about it. In the same -speech we find
other references just as daiming as those
I have quoted. The man who made them
knew that the Minister for Transport was
not giving away State assets. He knew
that the Minigter was not subject to undue
pressure to force him to give people ad-
vantages. As long as members are pre-
pared to rise in this House and make state-
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ments of that nature, it is but reasonable
for the general public to hold this Parlia-
ment, or any other Parliament indulging in
the same tactics, in the utmost contempt.

Mr. Graham: Have you heard of John
Henry Austral?

Hon. A. H. Panton:- Have you heard of
Faddent

Air. Triat: This is hypocrisy.

The Minister, for Lands:- You seem to
have members opposite biting all right.

Mr, ACKLAND: That brings me to an-
other matter. I am sorry that the member
for Fremantle is not present.

Hon. A. Hf. Panton: He is taking his son
to hospital.

Mr. ACKLAND: I am not suggesting he
should have been here. I had no idea why
be was absent. He attends the House regu-
larly and I am not casting any slur on him
in that respect; I remember that in the
early life of this Parliament he obtained
possession of a document which was not
addressed to him, but to Government mem-
bers of this House. Yet he stood up in the
House and made public the contents of that
document. I believe etiquette should be
observed in Parliament and that on that
occasion he infringed it to the disgrace not
only of himself, but also of Parliament. I
also distinctly remember that a few nights
ago he read in this Chamber what was sup-
posed to be a letter written by someone who
attended meetings at Dowerin and Moora.

I do not object at all to the references
thaL were imade regarding me in that letter,
bift when the member for Fremantle was
questioned in the House he did not see fit to
divulge the author of the letter or to whom
it was written. I listened carefully to the
letter and knew that it could not have been
written to him. It is unlikely also that it
was written to a member of the Labour
Party. However, it did contain an element
of truth. Each time I have spoken in the
House and made a quotation from a speech
or an article, I have been immediately asked
to hand it over to "Hfansard."1 I have
always done so and thought that the object
was to verify that the letter or article was
authentic.

Hon. A. H. Panton: It was to save "Han-
sard" writing it out.

Mr. ACKLAND: It is my belief that no
member has, any right whatever to quote
in this House from letters or articles of
that nature without being prepared to take
the House fully into his confidence by gir-
ing- the name of the author and of the
person to whom it was addressed. I am
credited with having said some hard things
about certain people. It has been said that
I did so with the idea of giving members
the inference that all was not well with
the two Government Parties.

Hon. A. H. Panton: Is it?

Mr. ACKLAND: At no time have I done
anything but express goodwill towards the
Premier and his supporters. But if at any
time any Party-Labour, communist or
other-attempts to destroy the Country
Party which I consider vital to the interests
of Western Australia, I shall fight it with all
that I have in me.

Hon. A. H. Panton: You learnt your
lesson very early in that regard.

Mr. ACKLAND: That is the attitude I
take regarding the letter I have referred

Hon. A. H. Panton: The Acting Premier
put you in your place very early. You
must have forgotten that.

Hon. A. R,. G. Hawke: The Acting Pre-
mier made him apologise in the House.

Mr. ACKLAND): I think members would
be somewhat disappointed if either the mnem-
ber for North-East Fremantle or I did not
make some reference to bulk-handling. He
has failed to do so tonight, so it seems that
it is up to mae to have something to say.

Hon. A. II. G. Hawke: Are you not going
to spread some tale powder on the other
Ministers?

Mr. ACKLAND: When, the member for
'orth-Enst Freman tle was speaking on the
Supply B3ill, he made an attack on the Gov-
crnjnent regarding the handing over of the
terminals at Fremantle and at H4unbury to
a farmers' cooperative -firm; but, as on
previous occasions, he came to this place
very badly informed. Time and again
he has been given the opportunity to
go down there before speaking in Parlia-
ment and, for his own private edification,
to find out nil that takes place in that co-
operative company. I might mention that
of the nearly 8,000 members, every one is

I
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entitled to know what is going on, and that
privilege will always be extended to the hon.
member also. I think it would save a tre-
mendous amount of the time of this Cham-
ber if he did that in future. The state-
ments he made were entirely unfounded.

Mr. Rodoreda: Be careful now!

Mr. ACKLAND: I say they were entirely
unfounded and I can give proof *of that.

Mr. Rodoreda: What is the inference
there?

Hon. A. H. Panton: He is a liar, that is
all!

Mr. ACKLAND: I did not say anything
of the sort. I say that the source to which
he goes for his information is not correct.
There is no need for him to go to a dis-
credited man who was discharged from the
eompany or to anybody else to obtain the
informnation he seeks. The attitude taken
by the Government was thoroughly justified.
The company has proved that. The state-
ment that the government has lost money
because of handing over the installations is
also not in accordance with facts. First of
all, let me state what has been done by the
company since it took over. It will be re-
membered that we were told here that on
the 20th May, 1047, the Government of
Western Australia saw fit to band the in-
stallation at Fremantle over to this com-
pany. At that time its output wvas at the
rate of 802.4 tons per hour. By the 1st
November, 1948, when a 17 months' period
had elapsed, the output had been stepped
up to 404.5 tons per hour, and up to the
30fb June of this year, it had been increased
to 450.9 tons, an increase of nearly 50 per
('ent. This was brought about by having a
single control and through experts who knew
their job handling the business. I know the
member for South Fremantle is going to
talk about trimmers and stevedores.

Mr. Fox: It would not make any differ-
ence.

Ifr. ACKLANfl: If he wants to know
something about that, I will invite him to
go down and see the loading for himself at
Fremantle, and he will know how they work
and which trimmers are to the advantage
of the people who are doing the handling.

Mr. Fox: I know it does not make any
difference who is running the concern.

Mr. ACKLAND: The member for North-
East Fremantle went on to say that the
Government deserved censure for the delay
in signing this agreement. He also said that
this is a matter that should not have been
left to the Crown Law Department to ar-
range. The Crown Law Department had
nothing whatever to do with arranging the
agreement. It was agreed to by a committee
of which the Under Treasurer, Mr. Reid,
was a member; and I think that anybody
who knows the Under Treasurer will know
'that nobody is going to get over him with
regard to financial matters. The agreement
was ratified by the Government, subject to
certain conditions. Those conditions were
long in being carried into effect. That had
nothing to do with the over-riding clauses
of the agreement. It was mostly because
the Railway Department gave so much
trouble before the matter was finalised in
connection with the renting of certain
grounds over which that department haa
sole control.

We have been told that the Government
was out of pocket to the extent of £10,000
and that it lost interest. Nothing of the
sort!I Right from the inception the Govern-
ment was indebted to the cooperative com-
pany for structural improvements which. had
to be done and, although all rents have been
paid by the company to the Government,
there is still a sum of £e6,000 as contra for
which the Government is responsible to the
company and for which the company has
never presented an account.

Mr. Rodoreda called attention to the state
of the Committee.

Quorum formed.

Mr. ACKLAND: For the information
more particularly of the member for North-
East Fremantle, I have here a copy of the
agreement entered into by Co-operative
Bulk Handling Ltd. and the Government
with reference to the installation at Fre-
mantle. Under this agreement, the Govern-
ment stands to gain far more than it did
during the period mentioned by the hon.
member, even though there was no mainten-
ance necessary at that time. One clause of
the agreement provides that the company
shall make certain payments. First, there
is to be a payment to the Railway Depart-
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meat, and another to the F'reinantle Har-
bour Trust. Then Clause* 2 (c) provides
that there shall be paid to the State during
the period of the license an amount repre-
senting the aggregate of the following:-

(1) Interest at the rate of 14 10s. per cen-
turn per annum. on the amount of capital
expenditure on the said bulk handling instal-
lation from timne to time as certified by the
Auditor-General, and

(2) such amount to cover sinking fund con-
tributions thereon as shall be assessed by the
State Treasurer from time to time in accord-
ance 'with ordinary Treasury practices.

So much foj- the interest payments. Then we
get another paragraph, after one that deals
with the manner jn which the money shall
be paid, which reads-

From time to time and at all ties during
the term hereof at its own cost well and sub-
stantially to amend, repair, maintain and keep
in good and substantial repair and order, and
fit for use and in all the above to the satis-
faction of the -State the said hulk handling
installation, together with nil light, fuel,
water, gas and electrical installations.

The next paragraph reads-
To paint the outside wood and metal work

of the said bulk handling installation (in-
cluding additioas thereto) every three years
if reasonably necessary, and the inside wood
and metal work of the said bulk handling
installation (including additions thereto)
every five years, if reasonably necessary with
two coats of good oil paint of a colour or
colours to be approved of by the State or its
architect or engineer in a workmanlike imanner
and the whole of such painting shall (as far
as may be reasonably practicable) be carried
on continuously and completed expeditiously.

There are at number of other clauses that I
have no intention of reading to the Commit-
tee and they relate to the general main-
tenanice and upkeep of the installation. I
claim the Government has lost nothing
through entering into this agreement, but it
has not the necessity now to accept the re-
sponsibility for maintenance, seeing that the
company is in control of the installation.
That in itself will involve far greater ex-
pense than the few pounds which have been
referred to.

There is another matter I intend to deal
with in reply to the memlkr for Kalgoorlie,
who bad something to say with regard to
the spoon-feeding of cookies. He spoke
about the charges that he said the Govern-
ment had not increased sufficiently with re-
gard to the wheatfarmers and super. users

of the State. I have no objection whatever
to the increases that have been imposed on
them.

Hon. A. HE[ Panton: I should think you
would not.

Mr. ACKLAND: I believe they were
fully justified. If I have any dissatisfaction
to express with iegard to the Government's
action, it is that Ministers have not in-
creased city transport charges in conformity
with what has been done in the country
areas. I believe that since 1939 the basic
wage hag been increased by 83 per cent.
Deslpite that we find that the fares that
workers have to pay are exactly the samne
as in 1939, 1925 and even before that. I
travel by trolleybus; from Nedlands and
people there, respecting whom we have
heard a great deal concerning the competi-
Lion of private busses with the Government-
owned utility, have to pay 3d. only if they
travel to work before 8.30 a~m. Those who
travel at that hour'inelude many highly sal-
aried people as well as artisans. If they
travel later than that it costs them 5d. As
against -that if they proceed by the
privately-owned busses, which are not nearly
as comfortable as the Government trolley-
busses they have to pay 8d. for the trip to
Perth.

Hon. A. H. Panton: You should get up
earlier and make use of your gold pass.

Mr. ACKJLAND: If any mistake has been
made by the present Government, it is that
the fares have not been increased in respect
of this puhlic utility that is just as much in
debt proportionately to the capital invested
in it as are the railways. The wheatfarmer
has had to pay an increased freight rate of
,81 per en~t. I have the figures applying to
the old bag freight rates that applied be-
fore the bulk-handling system was inaugur-
ated in 1933. The figures are based on the
150 mile freight -rate and the charge was
12s. 6d. per ton. As soon as bulk-handling
was instituted, the Labour Government of
the day saw fit to impose an additional 9d.
per ton, which represented an increase of
six per cent. In 1948 there was a further
increase of 3s. 2d. per ton, which repre-
sented a further 25 per cent.

Hon. A. H. Fenton: 'That was not done
by a Labour Government.

Mr. ACKLAND: That is quite right.
Later on there was another Gs. 3d. increase,
making a total of 81 Per cent, in all. The
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Leader of the Opposition said that those in-
creases were not sufficient. At any rate, that
was the inference I drew from his remarks.
I believe that the increases representing 81
per cent, were justified, and I do not
know that any wheatfarmer has any real
objection to that added impost. I represent
an electorate that grows more wheat than
any other in the State, and I can speak with
some authority. The freight charges on the
Government railway compared with the
freights levied by the Midland Railway
company show that the Government cer-
tainly charges more with regard to the haul-
age of manure. The Government charges
10s. 10d. as against 6s. on the Midland line
on the same freight rate. For firewood the
Government charges 12s. U-d. per ton as
against 12s. 1d. charged by the Midland
Company.

For the haulage of grain the Government
charges 19s. as against the Midland Corn-
pany's freight charge of 19s. kd. So we
could go right through the list and we would
see that the charges by both railway services
are almost identical, As one of the so-called
spoon-fed cockies, I say I am quite prepared
to see the industry pay reasonable freight
charges when that industry can stand it, as
it can today. But there are charges that the
people generally do not realise and which
I think we would be perfectly justified in
asking the Government to reduce. The
wheatfarmer who handles his commodity in
bulk b~as been penalised for a number of
years. I shall mention some of the items in
that regard. In the early stages of the 00-
,operative concerns' activities, railway trucks
were altered at a cost of £1,735 although

those trucks are very rarely used for wheat
carting. They are usually availed of by
people who want to haul coke, charcoal and
other commodities in bulk. Nevertheless the
trucks were altered at the expense of and
by the people who had to shoulder the
charges for handling the wheat.

Then there was the cost of truck fittings
which had to be put into this Government
utility to make it suitable for the carriage
of wheat. That has cost the wheatfarner
155,482 9s. 9d. Those truck fittings had
to be handled and that cost them
£49,256 18s. 4d. The'trucks have to be main.
tained, and that has represented another
charge against the wheatfarmers of
£25,572 4s. 5d. Then we come to the gem
-of the lot. The railage on these truclk fittings

has cost the industry £32,006 7s. [0d. I say
this for the present Government that one
of the first actions it took on assuming office
was to cut that charge out, and it is not
debited against the industry now. That has
not applied since April, 1947. Then there
was another charge of £13,100, which was
for the return of these requirements to the
country districts so that they could be used
again in order to make the trucks available.

In all, with the additional 9d., which has
been a surcharge because people have
handled their wheat in unsuitable trucks in
bulk instead of in bags, it bps cost the
industry £275,189, or a grand total of
£461,842. Those costs, I believe, were un-
justified and they have been put on to
the wheatgrower, the man who has been
spoon-fed. I believe that if it had not been
for the wheatfarmer during the depression
years, when he was getting the advantage
of a cheap rate, particularly for his super.,
there would have been no -wdrk for the
friends of the member for Kalgoorlie, be-
cause no railways would have been running.

*on. A. H. Panton: There was not too

much work for anybody's friends.
Mr. ACKLAND: There was every justi-

fication in that period for the low charges
which were made, but it is debatable whether
they were not profitable. personally I believe
the cartage of wheat has always been profit-
able because it is a freight which is not
handled at all by any member of the Rail-
way Department. It is loaded into the rail-
way trucks which are fitted and prepared
for its haulage. So I take a dim view of
the reference, by members of the Opposition,
to wheatgrowers being spoon-fed. They have
pulled their weight through the years; at
least in favourable eomparisod with other
members of the community. There are some
other matters on which I wish to speak in
connection with the sectional Estimates, but
I think it wouldT be more appropriate to
deal with them later.

MR. REYNOLDS (Forrest) [9.43]: We
have just listened to a most uninteresting,
dull, but nevertheless hysterical harangue by
a bitter member who delights in peddling
political poison on every occasion. I know
ho is suffering from a form of pique be-
cause the member for North-East Fremantle,
only the -other evening, read a letter pur-
porting to be an account of certain state.
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ments which this hon, member had made
at a meeting somewhere in the Midland
area. It was an attack on Mr. Downing.
As far as I am concerned .he can make as
many attacks as he likes on Mr. Downing
and others, but wvhen he attacks my col-
leagues and friends, naturally my hackles
rise. However, we have so often heard this
member making these mutterings and in-
sinuations that today they fall on flat ears,
or deaf ears. I remember only two years
ago that he made a bitter attack on his
leader. He told him be was not a sport
aryl never would be, and did not know the
meaning of sportsmanship. On another oc-
casion he likened him to a man sitting on
a white charger with his lance at rest. I
shall let it go at that.

I was not overwhelmed when I heard the
Premier give his doleful dirge on deficits in
connection with the various governmental
undertakings. Sitting here, I thought the
Premier had been reading Greek mythology
and become inspired with the story of the
battle of the giants. When the giants were
warring with the gods they piled Mt. Pelion
on Mt. Olympus and Ossa on Pelion in an
attempt to reach Heaven.- It looked to me
as though the Premier was attempting to
pile or pyramid debt on debt also in an at-
tempt to Teach Heaven. It certainly appears
as though he will reach Heaven that way
because never in the history of the State
have we had such large deficits and so
munificent and generous a Commonwealth
Government to make such large grants to
the State Governments.

Just recently in "The West Australian"
it was reported that the Commonwealth
Government bad raised the payments from
E4,495,000 to £5,830,000 or an increase of
£1,335,000. 1 was pleased that the Premier
saw fit to commend the Commonwealth Gov-
ernment on its sympathetic treatment, but
there was one portion which rather tickled
me because he said he did not know how
Western Australia would fare if costs con-
tinued to spiral, and he thought it was time
the States got together and had a
special conference to discuss their future
economic stability. He said the pre-
sent policy appeared to go on and
on without any plan to prevent the
financial drift. I can remember that only
15 months ago the Commonwealth Govern-
ment wanted to continue to control prices.

But then, of course, it was a different story.
The State Government was opposed to the
Commonwealt 'h and told the people that it,
the State Government, could control prices.
Now the Premier, Hon. D. R. MeLarty, says
that the time is opportune for the State
Governments to get together and see if they
can do something to control prices.

The member for Irwin-Moore touched on
railway freights, and so did the Premier. He
said that railway freights on super. had in-
creased by id. per ton mile. Going back to
1947, 1 discovered that the railway freight
on one ton for the first 100 miles was 4s. 1d.
In 1948 it was 5s. Id. and as fromi the 1st
August last it jumped to 10s. 2d., an increase
of approximately 150 per cent. However,
the member for Irwin-Moore is apparently
quite happy about it and seems to think
such a large percentage increase is quite in
order. The other evening the member for
Mt. Marshall and one or two other Country
Party members were perturbed at the
thought that the prices for primary products
might drop, leaving them with high railway
freights and charges, so that the farmers
would literally be in the bag again. In 1947
the freight charge for transporting one ton
of wheat 100 miles was 10s. lid., and in
1946 it was 13s. 8d. On the 1st August last
it rose to 18s. Id., an increase of approxi-
mately 78 per cent.

I realise that prices have to rise, and we
were told in the past that "Prices rise with
Wise," but few people seem to grasp the
fact that "prices are rising with Liberalis-
ing." The Premier said that on current
charges railway earnings would be approxi-
mately £5.5 million and the loss thereon
would be £3.3 million. What a loss, and
what a fiasco! I can sympathise with *the
'Minister to some extent, knowing that the
railways have been starved financially for
the past 18 or 20 years. Had those control-
ling the railway system been given the money
necessary to maintain and increase railway
services and facilities, no doubt our railway
system would today have been equal to the
best, but if one has not the money one can-
not give the best service. However, the
money should have been available.

That was during the depression period andi
there was not a Labour Government in office
in the Federal sphere. At that time we bad
the Lyons Government and our railways
were simply starved. As soon as the Labour
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Government got into power in 1933 in this
State it applied for several million pounds
with wHich to rehabilitate the railways, but
was told that the money was not available.
There has been an overall increase in rail-
way charges that will net somewhere about
£55,000, so it is still clear that we are going
to lose at least £3,000,000 on the system dur-
ing the next financial year.

The member for Irwin-Moore mentioned
also a reduction in freights granted by the
Premier when he first took office. That was
a reduction in the shipping freights on fat
stock and I think the hon. member said it
was a matter of 12s. 9d. I understand
the Premier stated that he was going
to increase shipping freights by at
least another 20 per cent., so it is obvious
that what he gave with one band he rapidly
snatched away with the other, if not with
both hands. Almost all charges are being in-
creased and I am wondering when and
where the~tendency is to end. I expected
the Premier to make some statement show-
ingr how he was going to increase primary
and secondary production, to help meet the
tremendous deficit that he is piling up, but
of course he was silent in that regard. I
thought be would give us some idea of what
be intended to do about harnessing VII the
water now running to waste in this State,
but he was silent on that question also.

The Minister for Lands: What is your
suggestionil

.Mr. REYNOLDS: I suggest that the
Minister should have a hydrogr~aphie sur-
vey made of all both winter and summer run-
ning streams to enable a eomputation to he
made of our potential water conservation
for irrigation and other purposes.

The Acting Premier: I think that com)-
putation could be made on existing data.

Mr. REYNOLDS: I do not think any
comprehensive survey has been made. Only
four or five months ago the head of the
Irrigation Department said we would be
able to increase our population only to
about 5.000,000, because that was the maxi-
mum that could be supplied with the water
available. It is obviously necessary to make
such a survey in order to discover what

.water will be available with which to irri-
gate our land. I expected the Premier to
deal more extensively with land settlement,

not only for returned soldiers but also for
civilians who took part in the war elfort.
We told our soldiers 'that when they re-
turned we would make land available to
them, and we also told the civilians who
worked so well on munitions and other war
undertakings that we would find land for
them, too, but I notice that the Premier
has been ominously silent onl this vital ques-
tion.

The Acting Premier: 1 expect he left it
to the Minister for Lands.

Mr. REYNOLI)S: It did not appear in
the Budget. I looked carefully for it, seeing
that this is more or less a Country Party
Government, because I thought such a Goy-
erment would give this matter more con-
sideration. I recall the member for Gas-
coyne having said that unless better use was
made of the land already alienated the
potential for land settlement was extremely
small, and that large holdings occupied by
selfish landed interests were not giving the
return to the State that the State could
rightly expect. Those two statements, com-
ing from a member who has been in turn
Premier of the State, Minister for Lands
and Minister for Agriculture, must be given
considerable weight. He has had great ex-
perience and was evidently speaking from
personal knowledge, and at the dictates of
his conscience.

The Minister for Lands:
opportunity- of putting into
he is now preaching.

He also had
practice what

Mr. REYNOLDS: The Minister-knows,
as well as I do, that the !mieztber for Gas-
coyne was Premier for only 15 months aud
that he took office in one of the most
strenuous periods of our history, im-
mediately after war ended.

The Minister for. Lands: For how long
was he Minister for Lands?

Mr. REYNOLDS: For about five years,
I believe. The Minister knows as well as
I do, that during the entire period when
the member for Gascoyne was 'Minister for
Lands, we were in the midst of the war.
In those days our first thought was to de-
fend the country, marshall our forces and
send our men away. Of course we told
these men that we would look after them
when they came back, but I notice that the
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present Minister for Lands is not doing
nearly as much as the previous Minister-
for Lands was doing for the settlement of
men on the land. I will give some figures-

The Minister for Lands: You are talking
without your book now.

Mr. REYNOLDS: I am not talking rot.
I know what I am talking about and I have
the facts and figures with me. The mem-
her for Gascoyne referred to the land which
is held and occupied by selfish landed in-
terests. We realise that is true when we
look around the country and especially
from the other side of Armadale through
to Bunbury. In those areas one can see
thousands of acres of land held by single
individuals. This land is suitable for closer
settlement. That is why I say that if we
had irrigation we would he able to sub-
divide it just the same as a Labour Gov-
ernment did when it provided irrigation
in Harvey, Waroona, Brunswick and other
areas. Lnter on those people, of their own
accord, subdivided the land and from 60
to 90 acres they are making a small fortune
today. Yet we have people occupying 2,000
and 3,000 acres and not getting the best
they can out of their land.

The member for Gascoyne also stated that
very little land is available for settlement,
unless perhaps we resume land now re-
served for forestry purposes. Very few
Ministers on the other side of the Cham-
ber would care to deny that that is a fact.
I am of the opinion that we will probably
have to disgorge some of our forestry land
because it comprises some of the best coun-
try in the State. I have travelled through
most of those districts and I could show
members thousands of acres of good, rich,
red alluvial soil which would compare fav-
ourably with land in any other part of
Western Australia. Today it is growing
jarrab. When we come to the Forestry
Estimates I will have s-sething to say in
regard to what I consider should be done
with forest land.

Because we have so little land available
for settlement purposes, it looks as though
we must make better use of that which
is already occupied. It is obvious that we
mast increase our production in order to
meet the interest obligations on our annual
debt. Also, we must increase our secondary
industries as rapidly as possible. Since
T have been residing in the Canning

area I have attended some of the Parents
and Citizens' Association meetings. I
realise that the Canning district is crying
aloud for many requirements and amenities.
For instance, some provision should be
made for Crown grants so that amenities
can be made available for this rapidly ex-
pandipug district. The first requirement of
the district is a maternity hospital. Near
Comio there is an area known as the Man-
ning Estate. One thousand homes are being
constructed there and near South-terrace,
Como, another 1,000 homes are being
erected as well as approximately 1,000
homes being constructed by private persons.

Mr. Bovell: That is proof that the Gov-
ernment is gettingsomewhere with its hous-
ing scheme.

Mr. REYNOLDS: I will touch on that
my dear friend. When I do, the hon. mem-
ber will see just where the Government is
falling down on the job and I will point
out to him what it ought to be doing.
In the next four or five years it is anti-
cipated that round about 3,000 homes will
be constructed in and through this terri-
tory. From information I have obtained
I am satisfied that a, maternity hospital
is a necessity for that district. A 100-bed
maternity hospital is an economic unit and
that is the size I would recommend. I have
discussed this question with Dr. Hislop and
he agrees with me that it is better to have
outer suburban maternity hospitals-100-
bed units-than one large hospital of 300 or
400 beds in thle city.

The expansion of the city to the north
and west will be sufficient to keep the King
Edward Memorial Hospital fully supplied.
However, if a hospital was erected at Como
it would be the most central spot because
it could serve Canning, Cannington, Comno,
South Como, Melville, Applecross, and also
take in the other portion of Renwick and
Maddington. There is a fine road through
to those districts and the Como area is ad-
jacent to a main highway. If a hospital
were situated at Como it -would save
mothers considerable worry because they
would be within easy reach for accouch-
meat, pre-natal care and sometimes treat-
ment for themselves and their babies. Of
course, it would be much easier for fathers
to visit a hospital which would be centrally
situated than it would be for them to travel
to a hospital some four or five miles dis-
tant.
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I notice that the Minister for Education
is not present at the moment, but I suggest
that owing to the huge number of children
now attending the schools in this area pro-
vision should be made for a high school in
or around Como. It would provide high
school facilities for all those children in and
around Como through to Cannington and
the area I have mentioned.

The Minister for Lands: Do you not want
some of those amenities in your own elee-
torate?7

Mr. REYNOLDS: I am -coming to that,
and I will hand them out on a tray to the
Minister; do not worry. Unfortunately, we
know that the Kent-strut school is over-
crowded, but I am not blaming the Govern-
ment for that because so much settlement
has taken place during the last two years
that it cannot be avoided.

The Minister for Lands: The cause of that
is all those thousands of homes we have
built.

Mr. REYNOLDS: They were planned long
before the Government came into office. In
fact, all the land was resumed for that pur-
pose.

The Minister for Lands: We built them.

Mr. REYNOLDS: The Government is not
building them. Our target was-3,000 for
1947; 4,000 for 1948; 5,000 for 1949, and
6,000 for 1950. Had we been in power, we
would have been building 6,000 homes next
year and not 3,000.

The 'Minister for Lands: That was your
target, was it'

Mr. REYNOLDS: The Minister lives in
the air. He should come down to Mother
Earth occasionally. Provision should be
made to increase the size of the Kent-street
school. If swimming facilities and a boat-
shed were provided at Como, the children
at that school could use them.

The .Minister for Lands: Why Como? You
seem to be set on Como.

Mr. REYNOLDS: I am living in Como,
and one must look after one's territory.
The other evening I happened to be present
when the Minister for Lands was listening
to an extremely fine address by the Minister
for.Immigration, Mr. Caiwell. No-one could
deny that it was inspiring. He said that
Australia's greatest Deed ws additional
population for security in wartime and for

full development and prosperity in peace-
time. No-one can deny that those objectives
are desirable. He also said that in a future
war we could never hope to hold our country
unaided against a powerful invader. That
statement, unfortunately, is only too true.
I was very pleasqd to hear the Minister
eulogis Mr. Calwell on that occasion. He
was sincere when he said that Mr. Calwell
was doing a wonderful job and he only
hoped that, if he were succeeded, his suc-
cessor would do his job equally well.

The Minister for Lands: We all give our
support to these big national questions.

Mr. REYNOLDS: Does the Minister? It
is extremely nice to know that he is a big
Australian. Listening to Mr. Colwell, I
could not help thinking that Australia is
just an island continent, peopled by Euro-
peans, anchored in an Asian sea. That is
an unfortunate position. Mr. Calwell also
told us that Australia was bleeding to death.
I commenced to analyse that statement, and
on perusing some statistics I verified it.
These are vital statistics which any intelli-
gent man, realising that something must be
done if we are to bold this country, will
appreciate. In the period 1901-05, the num-
ber of children per marriage was 4.05. Tn
the 1936-40 period it had decreased to 2.18.
1 went to a good deal of trouble to discover
what number of children per marriage was
necesary to maintain our population, and
I ascertained that it took 2.8.

In 1901, the percentage of children under
15 equalled 35.1, and in 1906 the percentage
had dropped to 24.4. That fact also should
make some people think. In 1901, the total
population of 65 years and over was 4 per
cent. In 1946, it was 7.8 per cent. There-
fore, it will be realised that our population
ii getting older and unfortunately we have
not a large number of young people coming
on to take the place of the older generation.
Here is another startling series of figures.
In the period 1911-15, the childless mar-
riages were 13.3 per cent. of the total; for
the 1936-40 period the percentage had in-
creased to 22.3. Those figures are appallin,
and it is obvious that the Commonwealth
Government is doing the right thing in
bringing to Australia as many people as
possible.

I was interested in the report of the pro-
ceedings of the Parliamentary Conference.
I hope members have read that because it
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contains some very interesting information.
I know Western Australia from the Fitzroy
Crossing to Albany, and there is no doubt
that we are God-gifted with a wonderful
State. We have a land of great immensity
and great resources. I had hoped that the
Premier would have explained to us how he
intended making the best use of this land of
ours and its resources. Undoubtedly we
could, from Nature's abundance, with the
technique of modem industrialism, make this
one of the most prosperous countries on the
earth. Unfortunately, instead of taking ad-
vantage of our opportunities and attacking
our problems, we had to listen tonight to a
speech such as that by the member for Irwin-
Moore. We dissipate our time by attacking
each other.'

War taught us many lessons. It proved
that disaster unites us, as have other evils
which originated oversee. The unfortunate
thing is that peace and plenty seem to bring
out the very worst in us. I have of tea asked
myself, "What is wrong with us? Why
cannot we cooperate? Why cannot we do
our best to build this State into a great and
enduring land?" But we have strikes and
strife and I ask myself again what is the
cause? I have heard members opposite talk
about communism, but what causes the strife
and strikes, and what may ultimately lead
use to communism, is greed. Some people
are too avaricious and want to get more
from the working man than they are en-
titled to. Selfishness is the root cause of
most of our troubles. Members will agree
that we emerged from the war better than
we expected. Our country was not devas-
tated, our tosses individually were but
small; no-one can deny that. Hut now we
have peace and plenty our nation has been
locked in bitter strife.

We seem to be disinclined to acknowledge
authority, whether Federal or State. A few
years ago there was a popular impulse to-
wards unification, now it seems as though
the impulse is towards fragmentation. We
are hack where we started, fighting for
State rights. We are where pressure groups
put us, where the long purse and big busi-
ness put us. Daily we listen to the radio
and read the Press, both of which are at-
tempting too often to poison our political
thoughts. I listened to the Leader of the
Opposition the other night as he spoke of

two 'isms, materialism and some other 'ism;
but I think that what we want is Austra.
lianism. Perhaps if we bad a little more
socialism we woufd be all the better for it,
but when we launch State enterprises our
opponents, on securing power, do everything
possible to destroy them and discredit what
we have done. That has actually been the
case with our railways, which have simply
been destroyed by the Government now in
power.

Obviously, we must think very broadly
and deeply about our future. A glance at
a map of the countries to the north of Aus-
tralia will show us that while we in Aus-
tralia have a population of 71/ million,
Japan has 80 million, China 360 million,
Indo-China, Burma and India 450 million,
Malaya, Indonesia, the Philippines and
other islands about 200 million. Four thou-
sand miles from our coast there is half the
population of the world looking hungrily
at our empty acres. We are a fortunate
race, but too few of us seem to realise it.
Europe is divided into compartments of
people speaking different languages and
with its continual wars and quarrels
throughout the centuries, should be a lesson
to us. A few days ago I noticed in the
Press that one wise man suggested we should
form a United Europe, and probably that
would be the solution. We tried to do so
some years ago through the League of Na-
tions and again, just recently, we tried to
do it through other organisations which seem
to have failed in their objective.

Let us consider the United States of
America and remember their heritage of
old-time slavery and the colour bar that
breaks brotherhood. Let us remember Can-
ada, its troublous war experiences and its
bi-lingual people. Bearing all this in mind
we should, as the member for Geraldton said
the other night, wish ourselves complete
unity, one flag, one language, one people,
one destiny. Turning to South Africa, what
do we discover? People speaking two
languages and a native problem! Here in
Australia there is no serious division. We
are one people, although divided by politics.
This may not be a bad thing. As a matter
of fact, I think it is good for us to have
political parties and political differences.
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I hope we shall never be like France,
with its eight or 10 political parties which
seem to change as often as people change
their socks. We see Ireland cut in two and
opposing religions rendering the chasm, ever
wider. Again I say we are a fortunate
people. Few of us seem to realise how
really fortunate we are. In 1801 the popu-
lation of England was 8%4 million; today
it is 47 million. I often wonder what our
population will be 100 years hence and
whether it will be white or Eurasian. That
might make some members chortle; but the
future is too grim and that possibility is
too realistic to be ignored.

I have often heard people talk about the
large populations of India and China, but
they say little about the area of those
countries. Therefore, let us compare them
with other countries. According to the
book which I have in my hand, India has
245 persons per square mile, China baa 140,
Belgium 700, England 740, America 42, Aus-
tralia 2.5 and Western Australia 0.5; so it
must be clear that if there were a better dis-
tribution of poptalation and if there were inl-
creased transport facilities and the cultiva-
tion of more land, the extreme density in
parts of China and India, which has resulted
partly from custom and religion, Would be
alleviated to a very great extent. In some
parts of China, over 7,000 persons per
square mile subsist in rice-jgrowing districts.
Internal reconstruction and the adoption
of the latest scientific methods of rice-row-
ing, so successful in Australia, would alle-
viate the great density of population tem-
porarily, but only temporarily.

if I remember rightly, the member for
Kalgoorlie touched on this question,; afid
he suggested that if hundreds of thousands
of books by Marie Stopes were circulated ,some good might result. Whether it would,
1 do not know. But this is certainly a big
question, and one that is looming ahead and
that must be faced;, because what I have
read in that book, and what I have also read
over the years, convinces me that we have
to think with -very great concern about
our future safety. The white of skin have
set that colour as the standard of perfec-
tion. Each of the yellow, brown and black
races has set its own as the perfect colour.
The white people are unaware of any na-
tural dislike on the part of the yellow,
brown and black races to absence of colour

in the whites. To us, albinos look un-
usual; to the yellow, brown and black
races we appear the same. I prepared that,
after I had listened to Mr. Caiwell speak-
ing; and only during the week-end I was
looking through this report of the proceed-
ings of the Commonwealth Parliamentary
Conference, and on page fll I came across
these remarks by Mr. Chandra Chatto-
padhays, Leader of the Opposition in the
Pakistan Parliament-

I have heard a lot about white people and
etloured people. This question of Coloured
people was also raised in Rome and I said:
"Drop that word "Coloured'" Surely,
white means without colour or colourless. Is
there any white man here, a man quite colour-
less? You may as well expect to see a man
with a variegated Complexion, with several
colours as to see a pure white men- an ad-
mixture of colours, ye;, but a pure -white man
you will not find. Then why divide us into
white and Coloured men? Either say we are
all Coloured or atop using the word, because
tioe expression ''coloured man" has become
practically one of contempt. I am not re-
sponsible for my colour, any more than you
are responsible for yours: the Master
Painter's brush is responsible. So far as
colour is concerned, personally I do not like
to see only one colour. Would you prefer a
garden in which there were only white flow-
ers or a garden with white, red, pink, yellow
and black flowers-a mixture of colours?
Which is the most beautiful? Why, the col-
oured garden of course. I am a black man;
somnehody else may be a pink man, another a
red Man, and yet another yellow; but a white
man I do. not find. Indeed, if you were to
see a white man you would cry, "A ghost!
A ghost!" We are all Coloured, so let us duo
away with the word "Coloured,' and perhaps
the word "race" using instead "citizen.'

Peoples have their own feelings, their own
fellowships, cultures and habits. While T have
been here I have mixed with different people
-people who cannot yet pronounce my name
and call me "Charlie" as a term of endear-
ment. They are all friendly with me. In
B3ritain I have mixed with Canadians, New
Zealanders and Australians-with people of
all1 countries. Now that I bare come into
contact with them I find they are goodl People.
At first r did not want to come to this con-
ference; I said "Send a young man, not an
old man like me." But the Empire Parlia-
mentary Association brought me here, and I
am glad T came. I bare already changed Hiome
of my opinions. I was bitterly opposed to
people from other Countries who, T now find,
are not my enemies but my friends; they are
helping me; without the help Of those Cana-
dians and Australians it would have been
impossible for me to have undertaken this
tour.
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I think those are very fine words, and it
is very obvious to me that this gentleman
is a very cultured man; a man possessed
of a soul; a man who was prepared to do
the best he possibly could to brink about
a better understanding between the coloured
races and the white; and I see a lot to be
commended in that.

I have said that, to us, albinos. are un-
usual. Mendelism has proved that there
is no true blending of the white and yellow,
white and brown, or white and black, and
that in the children the original colour-
yellow, brown and black-way appear again
in some later generation. There is no doubt
that that is a faet, arid I have wondered
how many members of this Committee have
given thought to the very important ques-
tion whether Australia will be owned by
the whites in 100 years' time. That is a
question that should be given a great deal
more thought than we do give to it. But,
of course, when people start to touch on
these problems they are regarded in the
same way as monetary reformers, as dill,
dopes and cranks. People do not seem to
realise that some folk take life seriously
and give great thought to this question.

I am satisfied that unless we do our ut-
most to increase our population as quickly
as possible, in the next 40 to 50 years we
may lose this country. Probably with re-
spect to 3,500,000 acres of forest land in
this State wV are merely e 'aring for that
asset against the time when Asians may
come here within the next 30 or 50 years.
In pre-war days we were pleased to con-
gratulate ourselves dn what we described
as our industrial supremacy'among the
western nations. We referred to the
triumph of the white man and so forth.
No-one will deny that we have had, and
are still having, a jolly good time. We
certainly won the industrial revolution and
developed our mineral resources, our oil
and coal deposits. We developed science
and applied it very vigorously to the agri-
cultural industry and to the manufacture of
munitions of war. We have developed
atomic power at an initial cost of about
£800,000,000. It is just marvellous how
we could find £100,000,000 for the advance-
ment of atomic research, but in 1930 we
were unable to find E18,000,000 to assist
the industries of Australia. However, we

certainly have developed atomic power,
but so far we have used it merely destruc-
tively.

We have discovered and colonised new'
lands, but-what of the eastern nations f
That is the question. In the meantime,
those eastern nations have continued to
exist as they have down the centuries, liv-
ing close to the soil, propagating by the
million their serfs and slaves, yet dying
as a result of disease, poverty and famine
in numbers sufficient to limit the increase
in their vast populations. What great part
we have played in that tragedy? We look
idly on, accepting such conditions as nor-
mal, regarding them with & sort of pity
and philosophical complacency. A study of
the history of those eastern nations re-
veals that the Asian people have not al-
ways been backward. Witness the ancient
civilisations of China and India and also,
as a matter of fact, that of Japan. Let
members consider the national character-
istics of the East as discovered by Marco
Polo. I was having a drink with a member
of the Cabinet tonight and he made -refer-
ence to Marco Polo, which opened up a
train of thought in my mind.

The Minister for Housing: He always
balanced his budget.

Mr-. REYNOLDS: He did.
Hon. F. J1. S. Wise: He was always 61d-

fashioned.
Mr. Cornell -Was he a commercial

traveller?
Mr. REYNOLDS: 1 do not think so.
Mr. Yates: Was he a member of the

Labour Party?

Mr. REYNOLDS: I hardly think so.
However, we should not look back, but
should have regard to the present. That
is what I intend to do. In my short life I
have seen Japan fight and defeat Russia in
1905. and since then she has advanced in-
credibly fast, continuing along those lines
until defeated in the end by a very formid-
able array of opponents. During the last
50 years, but more particularly during the
last 30 years, Japan literally picked the
eyes out of our industrial system, and iFn
1940-41 threatened our very existence. Al]
this has happened in the life span of a
single man. If that is so, what could hap-
pen during the next 50 or 60 years as for
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as India or China is concerned? That is
the question we should ask ourselves. What
if India and China should do the same?
That is a matter that history will answer
within the next 100 years.

It is obvious to me that the Asian people
are fast learning from our material civilisa-
tion and they are adding to it their eastern
culture, their progress being stimulated by
American and Russian aid. I refer to
American and Russian aid because we know
perfectly well that, for divers reasons, Rus-
sia is finding the goods, materials, muni-
tions and so forth to aid the Chinese people,
and America -has also acted similarly. We
know that these Asian countries are out to
increase production by adopting western
technique with regard to agriculture and
so forth. There is not the slightest doubt
about that. From what I have read, it is
perfectly obvious that these eastern countries
are out to improve their living standards,
their housing conditions and social services.
Educated Indians are mindfully aware of
the fact that only 15 per cent, of their
natural resources are developed and that
their people have the lowest standard of
living in the world.

If we are wise, we will be alive and alert
to the fact that Asia is awakening from its
centuries of oriental slumber. Let -there be
no doubt about that. It is no mere toying
with words; it is the absolute fact. From
what I have read during the last two or
three years, and from evidence I shall quote
from a book in a few moments, it will be
patent to all that the eastern peopl~s are
fast awakening, and we shall have to exert
ourselves if we are to hold this country of
ours. In short, it is obvious to me that in
these days Asiatics are eihibiting that same
restless energy that drove western nations
to the industrial revolutions of the 19th and
20th centuries. I know, as well as most
people, that they are confronted with great
difficulties that will have to be overcome and
vast problems that must be solved before
Asia can literally be aflame with intense
ndustrialisation. It is, very clear to me

that they will solve their problems. When
they do that, the world will face new cen-
turies of power, new economic developments
and difficulties galore. That is obvious to
any thinking people.

Years ago I listened to that preat man,
John Curtin, Who said that we wanted
20,000,000, people by 2,000 A.D, to dfed
our laud. It is nice to make a statement like
that, but where are we going to get that num-
ber? Let us look at the population problems
and trends of other nations, because it is
only by studying these things that we shall
be able to discover the most likely places
from which we can hope to get this increase.
Britain has a low birth rate and is over-
crowded. Unless something is done to in-
crease the population a decline must result
there within thd next 20 years. That is corn-
monsense.

Only four or five nights ago I was listen-
ing to the wireless when I heard a gentleman
named Fairfax-I think he was a Lord and a
young member of the House of Lords--say
that he had come to Australia to size up the
country, and that he was out to encourage
mass migration because he realised England
was overcrowded and Australia seemed to be
the country offering the best opportunities
for land settlement. I also remember listen-
ing to our leader when he returned from the
Empire Parliamentary Conference. I think
I am quite right in saying that he said he
realised that the great mbn in England were
not friendly disposed towards mass migra-
tion. So, evidently during the past 12
months theme has been a change of view. I
have touched on the problems of Great
Britain, and what I have said about that
country is also true of Norway, Sweden,
Denmark and other countries. If we look
at their population statistics we discover
that only in eastern Europe and Russia are
people multiplying rapidly.

Those Ire stark facts. By 1 '970 Russia's
population will be greater than all north-
western and central Europe. The figures
will be 250,000,000 against 220,000,000. It
is estimated thot India's 400,000,000 may
grow to 700,000,000 and China's 450,000,000
tu, 900,000,000 by 2,000 A.D. Why am I
touching on this subject? How does this
matter affect us? If our security is depend-
ent upon *a population three times our pre-
sent size I ask: Where will we get the popu-
lation from? Is it reasonable to assume that
20,000,000 or 30,000,000 people can cope
with say, 2,000,000,000 people I It is absurd
and impossible to imagine that we could do
so, especially if those people become in-
dustrialised in the next 40 or 60 years in
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the same way as Japan developed her indus-
tries in that number of years. I. say that
the only sane solution is to forget this num-
bers and defence theory or argument and
see whether we can readjust our thinking al-
together to meet this new world situation. I
am one of those individuals who feel that
the centre of gravity of human affairs is
shifting from Europe to Asia and the
Pacific. I believe that is an undeniable fact.
In thinking along those lines, I realise that
we should foster a better understanding with
other nations.

I want to say here that .I am intensely
Australian and British; nevertheless I cannot
help thinking that in regard to these parti-
cular questions we have to change our way
of thinking altogether. We have to do our'
best to obtain an increased population, and
we should get it from western Europe or
eastern Europe so that the children and
grandchildren of those people would be
reared under Australia's sunny skies with
a love for Australia. We must find these
people quickly and do our utmost to increase
the population. We were proud of our sons
and daughters in World War 1 and World
War II. We want more of such citizens,
but I realise there are many difficulties in
the way. If our basic wage were higher, if
rents were lower, if direct substantial gifts
of money were given for each child, if there
were no fear of unemployment, no strikes or
strife, and our disturbed times became peace-
ful there would still rem4in the mother
drtidge as an increased inecntive towards
small families. I think that is the cause of
the small families.

I went to some pains to explain that the
number of children per marriage had de-
creased from 4.05 to 2.18. It can he seen
that what I have said in regard to small
families is quite true. ITask myself: Is there
a remedy for the problem? I think the solu-
tion is the provision of domestic service. We
have to do our utmost to hring back to the
community a body of workers who, by assist-
ing the mothers in their daily chores, will
make Jarger families possible and attractive.

Mr. Read: You have to give them a house
first.

'Mr. REYNOLDS:- I realise that. - I am
quite satisfied that as long as we have the
target fixed at about 3,000 per annum, we

shall never overcome that problem. At the
same time, if, as Mr. Oalwell said, we bring
the right type of people from overseft, and
they assist to increase the number of homes,
we shall have a solution. That is the sensible
way.

We should bring in tradesmen to assist us
to overcome our housing troubles. We should
have suburban hostels owned and equipped
by the* Government. They must be staffed
by women trained and willing to assist in
household duties. Those women must he
well paid, well informed, and well respected.
They should be trained scientifically for
their great and noble task. Today we are
bring-ing in thousands of women from
Europe and a lot of them are going to hos-
pitals and other institutions and are doing
,great work there. If we wish to overcome
the danger of small families, we must bring
in women from wherever we can get them
and must train them in an effort to ease
the burden of mothers and encourage them
to have large families. Such hostels could
be used as creches where women could leave
their children while doing their shopping,
seeing a show or taking part in sport. The
modern mother enjoys her sport just as much
as the men do, and if we are wise we will
make provision for the modern mother.
Such hostels would *be a good training
ground for probationer nurses and, later
on, for marriage and motherhood.

It is clear that we must modernise our
outlook and give much needed relief and
assistance to the mothers of our country
who still do their 60 or 70 hours a week,
while the fathers work only 40 hours.
Domestic life is different today from what
it was 40 years ago, when there was al-
ways an aunt, a sister or elder daughter
available to give the mother a hand with
her household work, laundry, cooking and
so on. Today the aunt, sister and elde-st
daughter go to work while the mother re-
mains the unprotected domestic drudge.
Work in shop;, offies and factories gives
girls their evenings at home and their Sat-
urday afternoons and Sundays free. Apart
from that, it gives them the advantage of
fixed, hours, routine work and clearly de-
fined responsibilities, together with the
more varied companionship that most
mothers miss.
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We must acknowledge the need for-these
hostels if we are to ease the burden of
the mothers and help to increase our popu-
lation, thus saving Australia for the white
race. The itember for Victoria Park men-
tioned the housing shortage and I agree
that never in our history has there been
such a dearth of homes. Throughout the
State the cry goes up, "When are we going
to get homes?7" That is the overwhelming
question-When? Some little time ago, I
saw a statement by the secretary of the
Housing Commission, and it was fairly ob-
vious to me that there is in this stare a
shortage of about 22,000 homes at present.
As we ,are building at the rate of only
3,000 houses a year, it is crystal clear to
anyone that unless we increase the build-
ing rate to about 6,000 or 7,000 homes
annually, we will never overtake the lee-'
way. It is up to the Government to in-
crease the housing target and make greater
efforts to overcome the shortage.

Mr. Yates: You can build only withbin
the limits of available manpower and ma-
terial.

Mr, REYNOLDS: If the hon. member
had been present in the House two or three
weeks ago when I spoke to a motion as to
.suspending oversea timber exports, he would
recall that I quoted several authorities in
the building industry whose opinion it was
that we had sufficient operatives in that
trade to build another 2,000 homes per
annum, hut were held uip for timber, bricks,
cement, and so on.

The Mkinister for Lands: That is a wild
statement.

Mr. REYNOLDS: I do not blame the
present Government for the position, though
it went on the hustings and damned the
Labour Government and tried to tell the
people that we were making a hoteb of
things. It did not tell the electors that we
had started the wheels of industry turn-
ing and were doing an excellent job. Now,
with the experience of two and a half years
of office, members of the present Govern-
ment are realising that Laboifr did an ex-
tremely good job.

Mir. Yates: This Government is doing
just as well.

Mr. REYNOLDS: We did not realise in
1933 that it wvould be a matter 'of only five
or six years before Hitler would plunge

the world into conflict, but it is obvious
that Russia will go red within the next
10 years, more or less..- Russia controls
Poland, half of Germany, Rumania, Bul-
garia, Jugoslavia, Czeckoslovakia, part of
Austria and the -whole of Hungary, -while
Greece, Italy and France are about fifty-
fifty, as recent elections have proved.

Hon. E. N.ulsen: Do you mean that
Europe will go red?7

M1r. REYNOLDS: Yes.

The Minister for Lands: You said Russia
would go red.

'Mr. REYNOLDS: I meant to say that
Europe would go red. Burma has gone and
communism is spreading like wildfire in
Malaya, Indonesia, China, and other Asian
countries. We must face the facts and not
try to squib them, because that way mad-
ness lies. I am wondering what will hap-
pen -when Russia again floods the -world
with cheap wheat. Those of us who were
farming in about 1929 recall that at that
time Russia had a surplus of wheat and
flooded t-he world with it. England and
other countries had no regard for the 'White
Australia policy, or any other policy, but
bought their wheat on the cheapest mar-
ket. f am wondering how a red Europe
will disturb international trade and finance.
The M3inister for Lands might laugh hut
I think this is a matter too serious for us
to make a Joke about.

The- Minister for Lands: I was laughing
at a joke cracked by my colleague. You do
not expect inc to cry, do youV

Mr. REYNOLDS: It would be impossible
for the 'Minister to cry. I was wondering
what effect this will have on our economic
life. That is the point that is disturbing my
thoughts. What will happen when these
countries do go red? How will it affect
oui own internal economyl I suppose this
may sound silly, and it may he unpleasant,
hut nevertheless these are facts and we must
look them squarely in the face. I cannot
help thinking that we are not making the
best use of our trade opportunities with the
Asian people. I think that more should be
done in that regard. I know that we have
a Commissioner, Mr. Gollaud, who is over
there, but from our figures it looks to me
as if we are not increasing our trade wit
those countries and expanding it to the ex-
tent that we should.
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As I stated earlier, half the population
of the world is within 4,000 miles of our own
country. I do not look at this huge popu-
lation with very great alarm because I say
to myself that here is a great potential
market. If that is so, why cannot we make
better use of it ? I know that there are
ninny reasons why we are not doing a big
business with the Asian people. I realise
that the cost of production is a vital factor
and I know too that these people are short
of money. Money provides the sinews of
trade just the same as it provides the sinews
of war. But surely we are big enough to
endeavour to solve this problem.

lb 1927 when Stanley Melbourne Bruce,
who is now Lord Stanley Mfelbourne Bruce,
was President of the League of Nations
-and I had great faith and saw big possi-
bilities in the League of Nations-he made
a statement to which I have given great
thought over the years. He said that we
would solve the depression problems looming
-this was in 1027-if Asiatics were better
fed, better housed and better clothed. The
papers throughout the world came out and
made much ado about it, but that was the
end of it. Only two years later we had a
world depression and I amn satisfied that if
we had a bigger trade with these people we
would be able to solve repay of our problems.
I realise it would mean that we would
have to reduce our cost factor, but the trade
that we would be able to develop would en-
able us to build up our population by mil-
lions and also increase our wealth. We have
men of ability in Australia and this problem
should Dot be beyond us.

I do not say that I am a magician, nor
can I pull out of my magic hag- a panacea
for all those economic troubles. Neverthe-
less, I feel that these problems can be
solved if we have men big enough, possessed
with courage and unafraid of carping criti-
cism. We have the atomic age with us and
this has ushered in a new era of science,
economics and political philosophies and it
is giving a new twist to human affairs. That
is not just a mere play of words. Those
are facts. The future and the destiny of
Australia are inescapably linked with the
future and destiny of Asia and the Asian
people.
.There are one or two quotations to which

I would like to refer because it might seem
that I have been touching on these problems

without substance. Mr. Frank Anthonywho
is the leader of the Anglo-Indian community,
had this to say-

We realise that for two hundred years we, in
India, have bad eighty million of our popu-
lation living constantly on the margin of
starvation. We realise that we have been left
with an economically bankrupt legacy-a
legacy which, as Lord Birkenhead once said,
has been bled white, has been emasculated and
explo'ted, because it was the policy to bring
49. o1st of every El earned by every Britielser
from India. We realise that all these grim
problems face us. We are aware of the up-
heavals which overtook us on the very thresh-
old of our independence; hut: we doi not shrink
from those upheavals because we realise that
much older states would have succumbed to
those stresses, that they would have overborne
much mnore stable societies. We do not seek
to justify those upheavals. We sometimes
bang our heads in shamne. But we realise that
they were largely man-made and not of our
own seeking and, we believe, not of our own
amkig.

I would suggest to members that they devote
some portion of their time to the reading of
these very fine reports. There is another
portion which states-

Today, we are sending out our studentg, re-
search workers and experts in their thgusande
to America and Britain to gain special tech-
nical knowledge to bring back and to harness
to the industrial and social programme of
Indir.
I am convinced that the Indians, the Chinese
and the Asian people generally have a men-
tality which is equal to ours. Do not let us
imagine that we are superior to them either
mentally or physically. They realise that
by sending out these thousands of students,
probabl 'y within the next 30 to 50 years they
will be our equal industrially as the Japanese
proved they were when it came to 'the manu-
facture of aeroplanes, submarines, warships
and munitions. Further on the quotation
states-

We are building solidly our Armed Forces.
We realise our potential power, not that we
intend to use it, but it is there; our tremen-
dous potential for the comfort of our Allies
and the discomfiture of those who may choose
to plunge into war.

I remember Hitler talking and thinking
along the same lines. He said he was build-
ing an army for the comfort of his friends.
He said-

We have a tremendous potential iti the
matter of lighting men. It is not necessary
for me to tell you that at the outbreak of
the war, we were not prepared, but by a very
great effort we raised a~volunteer army larger
than all the dominions put together. We lost
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more men than all of them together. (Cries
of "No.") During the war we bad in the
field more than two and a half million fighting
men. The war proved that any Indian, pro-
perly trained and led, is a first-class soldier.
The Madrassis proved first-elans gunners-_
among the beat Montgomery had in the West-
ern Desert fighting against Rlommel; the
Bengalis with the Indian Air Force were
among the finest fighter-pilots in the world.
India is larger and stronger than she has over
been. We have achieved something unique in
constitutional history. We have seen the
accession of over 500 different States into the
entity which is India. These have brougbt a
tremendous accession of econonic and indus-
trial potential.I

Those are very thrilling passages It is.
obvious that those people are beginning to
teslise that they have a great population;
that during the war period their soldiers, as
they say, were some of the finest in the
world and as I have said earlier, we -will
have to look to our laurels possibly within
the next 30 or 40 years. I felt I was justi-
fied in mentioning this subject because it
is one which has exercised my thoughts over
many year, and unless we deal with the
problem in its proper perspective and strive
to build up a better frienidship, with the
people of Asia I am afraid that this White
Australia policy of ours is doomed.

'Ar. READ: I move-

That progress be reported.

Motion put and a division taken with
the following result-

Ayes - - - -- 20

Noes .. - .- 22

M1ajority against . -. 2

Mr. Brady
Mr. Covrner
Mr. Fox
M r. Graham
Mr. Hawk.o
Mr. Hegaisy
Mr. float
Mr. Kelly
Mr. May

Mr. McCulloch

Mr. Abbott
Mr. Arkiand
Mr. Bovoll
Mrs. Cardell-Oliver
M1r. Cornell

Mr. Doney
3 r(ayden
Mr. Hlai
N'. Hill
Mr. Leelle
Mr. McDonald

AYEs.
Mr. Need
Mr. Nula
Mr. Olive
Mr. Pant
Mr: Read
Mr. Kayoi
Mir. Toank
Mr. Trial
Mr. wise
Mr. Itodc

NOES.
Mr. Man
3M1r. Nald
Mr. Ntmr
Mr. Nort
'Sr. Sew&
Mr. Shea
Mr. Thor
M r. Iati
Mr. Wild
Mr. Yate
Mr. Bran

Motion thus negatived.

IM. BEAD (Victoria Park) [11.26]): I
could not help but be interested in some
of the remarks of the last speaker ,but he
seems to think that in some way the future
of Australia is rather dark. With the read-
ing of world affairs as my guide, I think
that within the next period of 50 years
which he mentioned Australia will be in for
the most prosperous time that she has ever
had. The hon. member made the remark
that Russia is flooding the market with
cheap wheat. I think that would be impos-
sible beesanse of the figures he quoted on the
increase in world population. For many
years to come it will be impossible to pro-
duce enough wheat to feed adequately the
people of~the world,

One must remember that during the last
war many soldiers were fighting on differ-
ent sides for the various nations. The leaders
of those people who have moved about the
world have ideas as to forward progress.
and they have~and will demand better condi-
tions of living. Hundreds of -millions of
people to the north of us, in Indonesia,
Burma, Malaya, China and India, will in
turn demand a higher standard of living.
If their standard is raised, as it must ha,
even by only one-half per cent. on what
the living is at present, it gives us an
idea of the enormous qu4ntity of food
that will be required to feed those people.

At present the two countries that will par-
ticipate in the production of that food are
America and Australia. We, of course, have
not the population to produce this extra
food now, but with the policy of immigra-

[Lam tion which is laid down we will be able to
en achieve that objective in due course. Some
on days ago the member for Kimberley moved

olds a motion to inquire into the activities of
in the Native Affairs Department. The House

t decided against him and I feel I should like
ired& to say a few words, constructively, about

(Teller.) what'I consider we should. do to enlarge the

ray activities of the department and make it
er more beneficial to these unfortunate people,

no
h the natives who have been so sadly neglected
Td over the years. I notice that the expendi-

,n ture on the department last year was
to £95,102, while the Estimate for this year is

£105,402. A few years ago five people were
(Teller.) employed in the department: the number

now employed I believe is 10, or double the
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number of a few years ago. The Minister
is to be congratulated on the increased Vote
and the enlarged staff, so necessary for the
welfare of our unfortunate aborigines. We
hope they will benefit as the result.

The member for Kimberley told us about
the purchase of a property in the Kimber-
leys on which 'at least an attempt was to be
made to do something to better the condi-
tions of the natives. The object was to
make it a self-sitppo'rting colony, -where
niative girls would be taught household
duties and management, vegetable growing,
garden' g, poultry-raising and jam and but-
ter mal ing, while the young men were to
be taught sheep-breeding, shearing, cattle-
raising, butchering, milking and, other work
which would fit them for an independent
way of life. On this property they were
to be educated and assisted to become citi-
zens of the State, independent and self-
supporting.

The property so purchased by the Gov-
ernment was well watered; it had good soil,
some of which I understand was swampy
land suitable for vegetable growing. Stock
was purchased and a good type of young
native was to be transferred to the pro-
perty for residence and training. However,
rumours reached Perth from people not dis-
interested that things -were not right on the
property. A hasty inspection was made
andI, beforb the property had a chance to
succeed, it was condemned and closed. It
is still in the hands of the Govbrnment and
we hope that at some future period the
undertaking will be proceeded with again.
What we have to inquire into is this: Was
the inspection made by a person with a
knowledge of farming conditions in Western
Australia and was he competent to manage
outback properties, such as this, under the

em-dry conditions prevailing in the North?
We have to ascertain whether there was a
chance of this experiment succeeding and,
if so, why it was abandoned.

Officers of the department were not work-
ing in harmony, as was made plain by
the member for Kimberley, who said some
of them were dissatisfied and bad resigned.
We have to realise that in such circum-
stances the natives would not reap the
maximum benefit which they should. derive
from the activities of the department. it

is not an ordinary Government department;
it is really a social department to promote
the welfare of our native people. It should
be in the control of a person who has every
sympathy for the aborigines and who should
be capable of doing something for their
permanent improvement and standard of
living. The Minister for Native Affairs,
wheL speaking to the motion of the mem-
ber for JKimberley, said that some of the
natives were leaving stations and going to
this particular property. Because they had
a grievance against their employer they left
himu. I should say that the liberty of the
subject should permit them to do this, It
is what we all do if we arc dissatisfied
with the co nditions under which we live.

I fear the 'Minister had in the back of
his mind more the interests of the panstoral-
ists than the interests of the natives. It
is our duty to do all we can to raise the
status of the aborigines. As a young man,
I had the, extreme pleasure of observing
natives living. under their natural condi-
tions, as their forefathers had done for
thousands of years. Some other youths and
I used to ride our Budge Whitworth bi-
cycles, delivering, messages to outback
American and English companies. We used
to go through Men zies, Leononra, MYount
Malcolm and a[I those places out from
MAeekatharra and there were then hun-
dreds, perhaps thousands, of natives. They
were bright-eyed and healthy, living on
the produce of the land which had been
theirs' for so many generations. They lived
on the animals and the vegetables of that
country. They were just like a lot of child-
ren-rather naughty children sometimes-
though the only thing the prospectors had
against them was that they sometimes went
into the camps and ate the food belonging
to the white men. That, however, was; not
stealing, because for many generations any
foodstuffs they found on the land, which
was supposed to be theirs, had been re-
gardled as their property.

What are their conditions today? Many
years af ter I had left the field, I revisited
those places and found that three-quarters
of the natives were dead, and those that
were left were thin, miserable and diseased.
They were congregated round the towns and
camps, feeding mostly out of garbage bins
and on whatever was handed out to them
by the women who had gone up to Kal-
goorlie and Menzies in those days. That

1371
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was a deplorable situation. I think that
now the remaining natives have been taken
away and segregated. Thiat is what is hap-
pening all over the State. A few low types
of our people have demoralised them and
deprived them of all moral standards. For
thousands of years they had their own
moral standards, of which we have robbed
them. What have we substituted? Nothing!
Now they have communism amongst them.
God help them, far they do not understand
communism and their conditions as a re-
suit will be further confusea.

The history of our treatment of these
people is a disgrace to the white Christians
of Australia. Thefr present condition is
due to our taking their land from them
without formulating any scheme whereby
they might continue to live an independent
existence. Consequently they are deterio-
rating and decreasing in numbers. We
learn by reading that 100 years ago it :was
estimated that there were 300,000 natives
-that is, full-bloods--in Australia and
now they' have been reduced to 20,000 or
30,000, mostly a charge on the Western Aus-
tralian Government, because the majority
are in the northern parts of Western Aus-
tralia, though some are in Queensland. We
can take a lesson from what happened in
Tasmania. In 1876 the last. Tasmanian
native died and all classes of people in Tas-
mannia deeply regret the treatment that
caused the extinction of those natives.
That should be a lesson to us to try to, do
something to preserve in Australia what
scientists tell us is one of the last remain-
ing ancient races on earth. Public opinion
should be aroused to help protect these folk.
We want- more tolerance. Newspapers all
over Australia are trying to gain sympa-
thetic interest in native affairs. I have
here a copy of "Pix'' on the cover of which
is a full-size picture of a native child. The
article relating to it reads as follows:-

Portrait of an Australian no-hoper?
The future of this aboriginal baby, and all

his race has been decided for him-by cold
officialdom and public apathy.

The engaging child pictured on these pages
is a little Australian. He is 12 months old
and comes from Coonamble. His name is
Billy Reid, but the nurses at the Par West
Children's Home, Manly, call him ''Choco-
late.''

If you care to study ''Chocolate's'' face
you will see that he has intelligence, humour,
and a lively curiosity in what might lie

ahead. He could easily be ''going places''
when they mend his twisted foot. But it is
written in the book of precedent that ''Choco-
late'' won't be going places. He is a no.
hoper!

''Chocolate's'' claim to what we sometimes
loosely call ''the great Australian heritage''
is greater than yours or mine, but he hasn't
a chance of achieving this on equal terms
with us. We shouldn't feel smug about this.

Very soon, when ''Chocolate'' stands on
this good firm earth of ours and begins to
move about between limited horizon;, the
bureaucrat will be right after him. He will
be pushed around. And then we will see a
mellow sadness'in the eyes'now so eager with
life and hope. He will find that, no matter
what we say, we still have a wretched colour
line, a

Of course, there will be scope in this free
and abundant Christian continent for "Choco-
late'' to become a, rouseabout or a gum-leaf
player or a tattered camp follower Back-o '-
Beyond. But a useful citizen; freely accepted
on equal terms with every other Australian?
As Liza Doolittle says in 'Pygmalion,'
'Not bloody likely!''I

Some day, maybe, Federal legislation will
be passed to give "Chocolate" and all his
simple people .an equal chance to prove their
worth. Some day, we ourselves might begin
.to accept them without prejudice, and not lcook
upon them as ''useless trash.''

In the meantime, ''Chocolate'' and all his
gentle kind remain incredibly tolerant and
understanding. It is rather as if they, indeed,
were the true Christians, gazing at the strange
behaviour of us barbarians on the outside.

These articles are meant to and should
arouse the Australiaa people to a sense of
their responsibilities. We must learn a
lesson from what we know is happening
and what we have observed ourselves re-
garding the condition of the natives so
near to us in the North. To illustrate the
obstructions we are placing in the way of
the Advancement of these people, I have
an account of what took place when the Ile-
paitment of Native Affairs sought to do
something for the welfare of some native
girls. Here is an extract from "The West
Australian" under the headings, "Home for
Natives, ". .Objection to East Perth Pro.
posal." The report reads-

A well attended meeting of residents of
East Perth at the Pensioners' Community
Hall last night decided, with one dissentient,
on the motion of Councillor W. H1. Deal, to
protest emphatically against the proposal of
the Government to establish a native girls'
home at 142 Summers street, East Perth, and
to urge the erection of a suitable building on
the land provided for the purpose on Albany-
road, East Victoria Park.
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Mr. H. E. Graham, M.L.A., the member for
the district, who convened the meeting, and
presided, said that the people directly affected
by the proposal had reasonable grounds for
opposition. East Perth residents bad suffered
severely through disturbances aad unfortunate
episodes arising from natives in the district.

Of course they have I They consort with'
the lowest types of people. No-one takes
any notice of them or attempts to lead them

. along the right path. Of course, we have
these instances! Here was -something pro-
posed to be' done to rectify the position
and to make decent citizens of these na-8

tives.

Mr. Fox: Surely the lowest types do not
live in East Perth!

Mr. READ: I should, at any rate, say
that they do not live in Victoria Park.
These people recognised their own limita-
tions and said there was a site in Victoria
Park where the girls would be safe amongst
the nice people who reside there. I do not
quite like the stand of the Minister for
Native Affairs on this question. At the
meeting he said-

The problem of native girls coming to Perth
for medical treatment, holidays or training
for domestic employment was a serious one
and a responsibility for the department.

Of course it was! Evidently the Minister
was thinking in the right direction when be
said that, but then let members listen to
this-

If there was a general .obj ection to the
proposed home, it would carry a lot of weight
with the department.

It should carry no weight with the depart-
ment, which should be out to help these
-unfortunate people and do something sub-
stantial for them in the near future. On
the contrary, the whole thing was aban-
4doned. The Commissioner for Native Affairs
should fight for his charges and not give
-way to these disgruntled people in East
Perth who think themselves someone al-
though I do' not. The Commissioner for
Native Affairs said-

Some of the girls were orphans, and some
the children of unmarried mothers. Some of
the males at native settlements were the vic-
tims of diseases and it was d~sirable to re-
-move the girls from their influence while they
were at a very vulnerable age.

Quite right! That is why it was proposed
to do the decent thing by the girls and
build a home for them.

The Minister for Housing: We are going
to Victoria Park.

Mr. READ: Yes.

The Miaiser for Housing: And you wel-
come us there.

Mr. READ: The Minister has built 3,000
homes for white people but not one for' the
natives.

The Minister for Housing: We are doing
that and I am glad to know we shall be
welcome in Victoria Park.

Mr. READ: I suggest that the Minister
should find out how many permits have been
granted in that portion of East Perth, and
then use the materials that would be ab-
sorbed in the works concerned for the pur-
pose of erecting a home for native girls
in Victoria Park.

The Minister for Housing: We are doing
it in Victoria Park, all right.

Mr. READ: Then let members consider
the management of the affairs of the native
population. To finish his remarks, the Com-
missioner had something of interest to say.
When objections were lodged against a pp**
position, it was qulite right to listen to what
people had to say, but., instead of refuting
what the East Perth residents put up, the
Commissioner decided to give way. He end
the Minister should have fought for the
native people, but this is how the Com mis-
sioner finished his remarks-

If the home at East Perth was not estab-
lished, the department would look for another
one.

Hon. A. Hf. Panton: it is like the Town
Hall question, and is becoming a battle of
the sites.

Mr. READ: He finished up in that tame
way.

The Minister for Housing: At any rate,
we are satisfied to know now that we are
going- to Victoria Park, which is a good
resid ential area, arnd that we shall he wel-
eome there.

Mfr. READ: I was glad to see that this
matter was followed up in the "Daily News"
of the 30th July. That paper has the right
outlook. It published an article by Mary
Ferber.

Hon. F. J. S. WVise: What is his name?

Mr. READ: I will quote some of what
she wrote in the article.
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Hion. A, A. At. Coverley:- What "he" wrote
in the article.

Mr. READ: It has a bearing on what
happened in connectidn with the East Perth
proposition. The article is headed "It's
Time for Us All to Carry a Black Torch."
Sh; went on in the article to show that it
was time for all of us to do something
decent for these people. She wrote-

Someone has suggested to the 1956 Olympic
Games chairman that full-blooded ahoriginals
he used as torch bearers to carry the Olympic
Torch across Australia to the Olympic flames
in Melbourne.

Whenever a great occasion calls for page-
antry to attract tourists and make ,m"oney,'ommlittees take a great interest in native
fauna with a view to exploitation to "add a
touch of colour to the Lord Mayor's Shw.

But White Australia's iolou red native back-
ground is composed of human beings and 1
think that most people who have given a
thought to our native problem would prefer
that, in the exploitation of native wild life,
the committee stuck to koalas and kangaroos.

People generally do not know or appreciate
that. Then again, there is this--

It would,' in fact,' be not so much a matter
of training fine aboriginal specimens in how
to be torch-hearers but of training white
Oilympic. sports and spectators bow to treat
aborigines. They just don't know how.

'You get a pretty clear picture of how the
average citizen regards the native question
when you read, as we did recently,, of The-
protest made when it was proposed to use a
building in Summers-street, East Perth, for a
native girls' home. We don't mind the native
problems unless we have to touch them.

That is the outlook of many people-no3t
all, thank goodness-in Australia. and the
newspapers are, by articles such as the one
I have just quoted, endeavouring to arouse
Olr sympathies to encourage us to do the
rizht thing by our native population. The
Department of Native Affairs should not
he administered in a cold-blooded, business-
like manner, like the State Housing Com-
mission or the Water Supply Dep~rtment.

Mr. Rodoreda: It should have a different
Minister altogether.

Mr. READ: The departnment should realise
that the people of Australia are looking to
it to see what success it can make in the
reg-eneration of our native population. I
make the constructive proposal ,that an
honorary advisory committee he formed to
assist the Department of Native Affairs.
On that committee we could have people

from the different guilds, churches or any-
where else provided they took an interest
in the welfare of the natives, They would
he able to assist the department in the ex-
perinients it proposes to carry out for the
benefit pod the better living conditions of
the natives.

Hon. A. R, G. Hawke: That is the sort
of committee the Minister needs.

Mr, READ: Here is somethinj the de-
partment can be proud of; it shows the good
work done at Mogumba. I quote from the
the "Daily News" of the l7ih August, head-
ed) "Native Children and White Brothers,"
as follows: -

Children in hospitals and homes throughout
Western Australia wvill bene-fit soon from work
done by native children at the Moore River
native settlement. The children-members of
the settlement Junior Red Cross Circle--have
made more than 250 articles for the annual
Junior Red Cross display next week. -

The children do knittinag, sewing, woodwork
and weaving. All articles they make are use-
ful. Among those sent are special jig-saw
puzzles for spastic children,- toys for sick
children, toothbrush racks, mats (made from
scraps of material) and kitchen utensils.
Junior Red Cross Director,' Mrs. L. Metcalfe-
Agg, said the native children's entry was
the largest yet received.

That is to tihe credit of the department. T
have here a newspaper article headed,
"Housing of Natives?' This deals with the
Premier's part of the country-

A scheme for building huts for natives on
the reserve at Pinjarra, sponsored by Police-
Sergeant S. G. Daws, -who is very interested in
their welfare, is beginning to take shape. The
Commissioner fin- Native Affairs (MIr. 9. 0.
Middleton) said yesterday that Ithe local
natives were cooperating, and encouraging
support had been received from the Murray
Road Board, which had made a cash rant of
£25 to further the project.

That is the type of an I would put on the
advisory committee, beause he is keen on his
work. We tried something on these lines some
years ago. Some of us got together to try to
assist a native settlement at the foot of the
hills. Mfarket gardeners who passed there
would drop off vegetables--particularly
potatoes--they had left over when -returning
from the markets. I remember that we col-
lected wire-netting and stuff for them to
build fowl runs. We had a scheme whereby
we collected one fowl from every 20 or 30
people in the district, to give them a start.
We also gave an order to a Mr. A. Richards,
a merchant in Cannington, to Supply them
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with sufficient food for the fowlis. It was,
however, a spasmodic effort and was not
successful.

Hon. E. H. H. Hail: How did it fluith?

Mr. READ: They received only one issue
of food from the merchant and finished up
eating the fowls. Such spasmodic efforts are
of no use. We must have a properly
organised scheme on a permanent basis. This
is an important social service. Now we have
a staff and a department together with a
goodly amount of money although, perhaps,
not sufficnt. If we start in the right direc-
tion and work with the idea of uplifting
these people and making them self-support-
ig citizens, -we shall be doing something that
has been neglected for many years. It is Up
to us to take that action, hut it cannot he
done by the sort of thing that occurred when
they went to East Perth and the men who
should have been valiant in the support of
their charges, gave In to the wishes of a few
people, with the result that nothing was
done. That could be rectified by a commit-
4te such as I have suggested.

Hon. A. A. M. Coverley: Which would
obey the will of a weak Minister.

Mr. READ: The committee I line in mind
would be composed of eitizens who -would
act in an advisory capacity to help in the re-
generation of theme unfortunate people.

Another matter I wish to touch on, and
which is something that should be carried
out in a very different. manner, and would
be if we bad a different board, is that con-
cerning the Zoological Gardens Board. I
have taken a great interest in this particular
activity over the last 30 years. I have been
almost a weekly attendant at the Zoo; infact I was there yesterday -to see how the
seal was getting on, and whether it wanted
an injection of pencillin. Many years ego
when Major Le Souef was in charge, the
gardener, Mr. Stedman, who was a-betanieal
expert and a friend of mine, laid out the
foundations of an excellent botanical garden
which was to be at beautiful setting for the
zoological specimens which were afterwards
acq~uired. Mr. Stednman planted over 50
distinct varieties of plants-the best collec-
tion in Western Australia-and more than
510 varieties of eucalyptus and other speci-
mens belonging to the Mtyrtacem natural
order. Hqe had collected most of the seeds in

this and the other States. The botanical gar-
dens, compared with others in Australia, were
small, but from a scientific point of view
they were excellent and interesting. Scientists
from all parts 'of the world, when passing
through Perth, have said that some of the
specimens in our Zoological Gardens are far
in advance of anything they had seen of the
same kind in other parts of Australia.

Mr. H~egiiey: Do you think South Perth
a suitable place fot itI

Mr. RllAD- Very. This man was a
specialist iii collecting various kinds of
gum seeds and he sent them to other parts
of the world and particularly to Germany,
where in those times there was a big ex-
change of geefs of all types of plants and
flower-s. Many of our specimens of f1lora
have considerable scientific interest as they
have become extihct elsewhere and are
found in other parts of the world only as
fossils. Unfortunately our Zoological Gar-
dens. have deteriorated because Mr. Sted-
man's successors have not had the know-
ledge he possessed, and many of his speci-
mecus have new tone. Unfortunately, too,
there was no record or plan of the plant-
ings that took place in those days. The
specimens there of the cocus plumosi, which
is something like a cocoanut palm, are equal
to anything in either Queensland or New
South Wales.

In the early days a floe stand of pine
trees was planted at the gardens but later
on, when money was required and was not
forthcoming, those trees were cut down and
sold for a few pounds. They would be
worth a great deal were they there today.
Present members of the Zoological Gardens
Board are Oovernment officials, who have
a fuil-time job with their departmental
activities. I think members of that hoard
should be men acting in an honorary capa-
city, as are members of the King's Park
B~oard. They are mn each of whom is an
enthusiast in the work he does. In that way
I think our Zoological Gardens could be
made one of the most beautiful ehowplaee
in the State, On the board there should be
at least one dietitian, because diet plays &.
great part in the reating and propagationf
of animals.

Scientists, the curators of zoological gar-
dens in different parts of the world, have
written articles on diet and have proved
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*that t'he indiscriminate feeding to animals
Yof meat or vegetables is not sufficient. They

must be given the proper types of food to
keep them healthy and to ensure natural
kocreane in the different species. Their diet
mulist be palatable if they axe to relish it

;j and it must have the proper nutritive value.
All the herbivorous animals require fresh
vegetables and, on account of the great
cost involved, I would suggest that the
board grow more root crops, lettuce, lucerne
and so on, for the animals. There is not

V sufficient land available at the zoo but the
Iandatpeetuean cutvtdb
Chinamen on the river foreshore could be

It purchased and utilised with whatever land

is available at the gardens. In that way
a supply of fresh vegetables could be made
available for, the animals 'much cheaper
than by purchasing at the markets. A fur-

*ther suggestion is that we should purchase
for the' gardens a small block of ground
situated on the top corner where the fire
station used to be. That station was burned

down some years ago and the block was
sold by the Fire Brigades Board for £150.
If it were purchased it would complete the
area of the gardens, so that they would be
surrounded on four sides entirely by
shreets.

The board consists, or did about 12 mnonths
ago, of the Under Secretary for Agriculture,
the Under Treasurer, the Under Secretary
for Lands, the Director of the Tobirist
Bureau, Mr. Hobson-who I believe i5 an
accountant-and the State Botanist. There
is no zoologist on the board. All the men
on the board are busy and, except for the
Stat Botanist, I do not think te

U take much interest in the work that they
have been asked to do. I have worked out
a board which I consider would be more
effective and tile name of Major Whiteley,
a retired naturalist, comes to my mind, as
well as ir number of other names. Such

*a board, consisting of men who are scientifi-
cally interested in such activities, would
produce excellent results.

I do not know many of the personnel
of the Zoological Gardens Board but down
tbe years I have always endeavoured to
become friendly with those employed in the
Zoo, such as the animal tamers and the per-
sonnet who look after the gardens ,and ac-
narinin. They are the People who really
do the work and I thought that I could,

from the knowledge that I have gained, help
the Minister by giving him some of the ideas
I have acquired, as I have taken an interest
in this activity. Money, of course, enters
into the problem 'and a certain sum is set
asid in the Estimates for this work. How-
ever, the concern in question should be al-
most self-supporting and if properly looked
after would be a wondierft4 asset, as well as
a place of entertainment and amusement.
It is educational and in that respect it
should be looked after for the people of this
State.

I believe that the admission charges should
he increased. They are the same now as they
were 30 years ago. In~tbose days we used
to. attend a picture show for threepence.
The cost of all entertainment and educational
facilities has increased, except as to admis-
sion to the Zoological Gardens. We charge
threepence for children and ninepeuce for
adults.

Hon. A. H. Panton: Too much.
'Mr. READ: A charge of threepence for

children is quite all right because the Zoo is
of educational value to them as well as being
a pleasure. We should cater for them at the
lowest price possible and I believe that the
price charged is the lowest in Xustralia.
But instead of an admission charge of nine-
pence for adults, it should be is. 6d. or 2s.
We could make it what wve liked because
people are paying more than that when they
attend the pictures. I do not see why this
Governmept should pay for something which
should be covered by payments from the
public. The charges for admission to zoologi-
cal gardens in the other capital cities are all
higher than ours. I have visited most of
them and the admission charge at the Royal
Park Zoo in Melbourne is sixpence for
children and 2s, for adults. The charges
at Taronga Park, Sydney, are also six-
peace for children and 2s. for adults. How-
ever, if one visits Taronga Park and wishes
to see the whole show, it costs at least 5s.
because one purchases a programme for Is.,
pays another shilling to see the aquarium
and another charge is made to witness the
animal acts. Therefore, the revenue of that
zoo is quite considerable and it can do great
things. We should follow that example.

The latest acquisition to the South Perth
Zoo has been' the aquarium. Instead of
a great drab building which' housed the
snakes--there are only a few repulsive rep-,
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tiles there now-we could have a most in-
teresting and magnificent aquarium jut our
zoo. We could make it the equal of any-
thing in Australia, and with the extra re-
xatenr received from increased admission
chArges we could enlarge our small aquarium
and a charge for admission would also repre-
sent' increased revenue for the Zoological
Vardens. I tried to get the Minister to
come across with me to see these people so
that I could put before him some of the
things I had learnt down the years, in an
endeavour to get things done. I received
a letter from the Minister-

*Mr. Heg-ney: Who is the Minister?

* fr. READ: -which is as follows-
I icknowledge receipt of your letter of the

4th inst. asking me to join you in meeting the
Curator of the Zoological Gardens at 8outh
Perth.

This was written some time ago-on the
11th January.

Mr. Hegney: By whom?
Mr. READ: The letter concludes--
I am sorry that just at present I find it im-

possible to make definite arrangements for a
vist to the Zoo.

Yours faithfully,
Minister for Lands.

So much for the ordinary member who is
trying to do something to help Government
activitie ! As the Minister for Lands is
not here I would ask other Ministers to
consider what I have put forward this
evening.

I now wish to refer to the housing prob-
lem. I would like the M~inister for Housing
to make some inquiries from the M~using
Commission, although I am not sure that
anything can be done from a legal point of
view. I have three eases where buildings
have been erected through false statements
being made by the persons who required
those buildings. The first is a very glaring
ease and concerns a man named N. Hoffman.
He has built a factory for the construction
of steel furniture and it is situated at the
corner of Murehison and Gladstone streets,
East Perth. The position was apparently
misrepresented in the application to the
Housing Commission. I have seen the fac-
tory and it is a very decent structure. -

Mr. May: Is it working 9

'Mr. READ: After inquiry I learned that
Mr. Hoffman intended to conduct a busi-
ness in a factory in Beaufort-street owned

by him or one of his family. This place
was advertised for sale or to let, although
it has only recently been constructed. I con-
tend that that permission has been falsely
acquired for the purpose of speculation.
In "The West Australian" of Friday the
19th August, 1949, under the heading of
''Houses, etc. To let,'' this advertisement
appeared-

Factory. Vacant possession. Within a mile
of the city, well built brick factory, good
natural lighting, corner position. No 'phone
calls. Floyd & Company, Sworn Valuators and
Estate Agents, 08 St. George's Terrace, Perth.

WheAi I caine into the picture was when
one of my electors approached me to secure
the huilding for him as a printing factory.
So I went to Floyd & Company and they
told me where the factory was situated,
and that the price was £2,600.

Mr. May: That is the maximum.

Mr. READ: A person whom I inter-
viewed told me that he had given an under-
taking to an applicant who had seen him
earlier in the morning to keep the place
for him until one o 'clock. Apparently, he
had an option on it to that time. At one
o'clock I returned and I was told that the
company had received a telephone call from
Mr. Hoffman 'stating that he had sold the
establishmnent, I suppose for £8,000. I asked
Floyd & Company whether they received a
commission on the sale seeing that it had
been sold by Mr. Hoffman himself and they
said they did not. I ask the Minister to
make some inquiries into that matter.
When we, as members of Parliament, are
striving to get roofs over the henTh of our
electors I think that such a position is dis-
graceful.

Mr. Graham: Of all the places in
world East Perth is the worst.

the

Hon. A. H. Panton: One can get any-
thing in East Perth.

M r. READ: The hour is late and I will
not keep members any longer, but I appeal
to the Minister to give consideration to
the matters I have dealt with.

The Minister for Housing: Let me know
the names.

Mr. KELLY: I move-
That progress be reported.
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Motion put and a division
the following result:-

Ayes
Noes

Majority against

Mr. Brady
Mr. Coverlet
Mr. Fox
Mr. Grsarnt
Mr. Hawks
Mr. fleaney
Mr. Roar
mt. Kelly
Mt. May

Mr. Abboti
Mr. Ackland
Mr. Sotll
lir. CsrdelOlirer
Mr. Vernon
Mt. Danm
Mr. Oraydon
Mr. Hall
Mr. Hill
Mr. Lesle
Mr. McDonald
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Mr.
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Mr.
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Mr.
Mr.
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Mr.

Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
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Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Me
Noi
N.
Oil
pa

taken with memi*bers to this Parliament to represent
their views. Of course, they have been

18 mot suceensullW muzzled. They have slunk
22 into funk holes and have accepted Liberal
- discipline quite graciously. Considering

4 too that there has been no opportunity to
- debate the Address-in-reply, it is a remark-

Oslioch able position that so many speakers have,
*dhava said so little. Of course, it can be readily
inn assumed that their electorates a"e ex-

Utowtremnely easy to represent.
Ton kinReg

Rodray

North
Rad'
Seward
sheaft
Thor.
was's
wila
Tat.%
Brand

Motion thus negatived.

As to Mae.

(Teller.) The Chairman: Order! Would one of the
attendants put the mace in its proper place?

Air. Rddoreda: On a point of order Mr.
Chairman. Is it a fact that the remarks of
the member for Yilgarn-Coolgardie cannot
be taken down, reported in "Hfansard" and
quoted against him later, owing to the mace
not having been in its place?

(Teller.) The Chairman: My ruling is that tilig in
nqt a point of order. The member for Yii-
garn-Coolgatdie may proceed.

MR. KELLY (Vilgarn-Coolgardie)
(12.37]: 1 am afraid I differ somewhat
from Mr. Neville Chamberlain insofar as
he returned with one piece of paper and
thought quite a lot of it, whereas I have
quite a few pieces of paper here which I
think a lot of also. I am extremely sorry
that I may possibly have to inflict myself
upon members of the Committee for three
to three and a half hours and particularly
those innocents who unfortunately have to
abide by some very unwise decisions.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: The Independents
can go home now.

Mr. KELLY: It is rather noticeable that
there is a certain amount of selfishntego
exhibited when a motion is made to report
progress. I refer in particular to one mem-
ber who voted the way he desired the
Committee to vote when he moved such a
motion, and when it was negatived he was
prepared lo continue to that time when we
might be arriving home with the milkman.
It is also noticeable that during this sa-
lion extremely fewr members of the Govern-
ment have exercised their right to express
any view in this Chamber.

Mr. Fox: Have they any right?

Mr. KELLY: Possibly they have not and
perhaps their electors have no rights either
when it is considered that they elected

Debate Resumed.

Mr. KELLY: However, it is regttable
that so many electors should be deprived 'of
a voice in Parliament, especially in this im-
portant prc'~election session. It is unfortunate
for the members themselves, apart frorn the
electors they represent. Their present gume-
eenee is in marked contrast to their volubility
during the many sessions that I have been a
member. We have had before us this Sssfion
numerous motions and Bills admitably suited
to debate, ad therefore the silence of the
member@ to whom I have referred is all the
more regrettable.

A few words about our water supplies
would I consider be seasonable. This brings
to my mind a report I saw in the Pressq a
day or so ago of a ceremony, in which a
couple of pipes were placed in position as
the first step in a so-called comprehensive
widtl scheme.

Hon. A. il. Panton: The Minister for
Works strained himself!I

Mr. KELLY: I have -in mind the admir-
able photograph of the Minister for Works,
who was as jmch suited to performn that
ceremony as a bull in a china shop. Above
all things, he was holding a torch without
using coloured glasses, What a contrast
between this ceremony and that of 1002y
when the Goldfields Water Supply ias
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opened by the turning of a tap and the
flowing of water! That ceremony took
place over 40 years ago. We now find that
all that was necessary to launch the present
scheme was to place two pipes alongside
each other and join them together.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise b~alled attention to
the state of the Committee.

Bells rting and a quorum formed.

Mr. KELLY: I can only assume that the
present ceremony has become fashionable.
I have it on good authority that the pipes
already placed in position will not remain
there very long. Members can draw their
own cohelusions as to the reason for this
unseemly haste to place those two pipes in
position, as the scheme itself will not be
opened for several years. Certainly
methods have changed since the Goldfields
Water Supply was opened. I find that no
provision has been made in the Estimates
for niral water supplies, other than the'
very modified so-called comprehensive
scheme which covers only a very limited
portion of the State, as members are aware.
It makes no provision 'whatever for vast
tracts of agricultural and razing laodq
elsewhere. The lessons of our water short-
ages, particularly those of last summer,
should be indelibly impressed on the iAnd
of the Government. I hope the changed
circumstances brought about bry the exte 2-

sive rains throughout the State in the past
few months will not cause the Government
to relax its efforts to provide better water
suplplies for rural 'districts and country
towns.

Great concern was -rightly felt during the
past five or six weeks by those in authority
and by many of those who are dependent
for supplies from the Mundaring, Welling-
ton and Canniung dams. It is only in very
recent 6lys that that anxiety has been mini-
mised to a certain extent, because up till then
the levels in all of these dams were danger-
ously low, particularly so late in the season.
Because of material and labour shortages,
there appears little likelihood that major
undertakings on the reservoirs will be com-
pleted anywhere near on time. This will fur-
ther delay reticulation of new,' areas and the
increasing of supplies to settlers now handi-
capped by insufficient connections on their
properties. In many instances there have
been applications with the dqpartment for a
number of years for further connections,

but it has been impossi ble to grant any ex-
tensions, firstly because of lack of materials
and, secondly, because the water would not
have been Available to many farmers even
if it had been possible to secure piping.

There are numerous settlers located north
and south of the Goldfields main who are
waiting for new connections, or, in the ease
of those whose properties are alreafly con-
nected, increased supplies. Present indica-
tions are that it will be a long time before
many of those desiring more water will he
satisfied. If the present rainy season were
to terminate abruptly, it might become
necessary for the Government again to in-
pose fairly extensive water restrictions. This
would seriously hamper many of those areas
along the Goldfields water scheme and add
to the hardship of settlers already forced to
cart water for long distances. Those settlers
are not like their more fortunate neighbours
who are able to have a dir~ct connection on
their properties. They are situated in the
back areas, in some eases a considerable
distance from the main line.

Several districts readily come to mind,
, here some men are carting water 25 to 30
wiles to meet the needs of their entire stock.
I might point out that at this time of the
year many of those who rely on dams are
fortunately situated, having sufficient water
to carry on for the next month or six weeks.
In some instances there is enough to carry
many farmers on as late as Christmas. I
understand that in certain afeas far bigger
dams have heen installed, and provided they
have been filled they will retain ample
water for the settlers to carry on with until
well- after Christmas. Water is available in
full supply along the Gold fields main, but
there are periods when restrictions apply in
some districts, and settlers arc occupied for
many hours in the summer months waiting
on sufficient supplies to take away in sia-
cesive loads. Some cart as much as 800 or
900 gallons a trip.

Iu'one instance I persuaded the Water
Supply Department to instEll a bigger
standpipe, and that overcame to some degree
the disability these people experienced. It
was nothing for a farmer to arrive at a
standpipe at midnight in an endeavour to
be in early on what was available, and to be
s till at the same standpipe at 10 or 11 o'clock
the following morning waiting to secure 800
or 900 gallons of water to take back to stock
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So greatly in need of it. It is safe to assume
that for some years the Goldfields -water
mains will 'be taxed to capacity' and that
water shortages will continue, This tun-
certainty and hardship could be obviated if
a planned approach were made to the
problem almost immediately.

Some areas in the localities I mentioned
supply themselves-a very natural answer
to the water shortage problem-and are
a dmirably circumstanced. and abundantly
serviced by nature insofar as the oppor-
tunities that exist are concerned. The capi-
tal outlay has been comparatively small al-
though it would be beyond the means of
the average farmer. An example is the
area north of the Goldfields water mainj
which stretches from Burracoppin to Noon-
gear, and extends northwards for 25 miles
and parallel to the Great Eastern railway.
It is quite easy for members to visualise
just what that means when I refer to the
distance from Burracoppin to Noongar and
a similar distance 'extending parallel and
25 miles to the north.

In that tzAct of agricultural and grazing
land is a chain of granite rocks which
would form excellent eatchments. Many
millions of gallons of water could be caught
from such -rocks as those at Geelakin where
there is already a Government railway dam
with a capacity of 2,000,000 gallons, and at
Karolin, Baladjie, Warralakin, and Warren
Double Canyin. All of those areas, and
there arc many others, have- very extensive
surfaces, would be admirably suited for
harnessing, and would supply a very large
tract of country, some of wvhich at present
is unoccupied because of water difficulties.
The distance between those eatcbments
would not be greet and they could if neces-
sary-and I think it would be necessary
after a few years, particularly when many
more settlers came into the areas-be
linked, thus providing a huge reserve. Hav-
ing visited, with the member for Xt. Mar-
shall, the Barbalin rock catchment; and
having realised what a wonderful asset it
is to the great area that it serves, and
the possibility of its being linked to other
rock catchments, I feel that the potential-
ities of the area -1 have mentioned are
equally great and should receive very
earnest attention.

A chain of rook eatehinenta in those areas
would result ink a considerable reduction in
the drain on the Mundaring pipeline or
on the Mundaring Weir. Naturally, as I
previously indicated, these areas are short
of water during the crucial summer period.
So severe have the shortages been that many
settlers had perforce, to reduce their carry-
lag capacity by one-third in an endeavour
to be on the safe side in view of the water
available to them in past years. There would
be, too,' with the rock catchments regarded
either singly or as linked propositions, a
huge saving to the farmers in hautage costs.
Many of the settlers there are spending up
to £400 on the cartage of water, which repre-
sents a tremendous outlay. It means not
only a matter of financing but a tremendous
drain on the all-too-short time available to
farmers for carrying out the necessary work
on their properties. Apart from that, there
would be a saving in anxiety because if the
rock catchments were developed, supplies
would be wore or less guaranteed in the
area. Then, too, the State would reap a
great advantage from the increased carry-
ing capacity of the areas served, which
wou ld he more than doubled and would
amply repay the expenditure incurred it,
developing the rock catchments.

I feel certain that investigations would
reveal the feasibility of a planned approach
to the water problems of the settlers north
of the line, and I have no doubt whatever
that the rock catcliment system would supply
the answer to the bulk of their difficulties .
Then there is another section out from the
Moorine Rock area-I speak of what is
known as the Dalyalbin-Mt. Hampton
district-where the water problem differs
from that experienced by the settlers
north of the line. In this area a
number of farmers clubbed together,
pooled their financial resources and, by way
of a gbiarantee, engaged a contractor to put
down bores. They adopted the unique method
of drawing lots to determine on which set-
tler's property the first bore would be sunk.

I was present at the original meeting of
the 15 interested settlers when they were at
a loss to know where they stood on hearing
me read the letter I had received in reply
to their requests, and they failed to see how
they were going to carry on. They had
battled in the area for many years, making
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very little progress. So much was this so
that some had already left the district while
others -were contemplating doing so. At a
round table conference it was decided that
to guarantee £150 to pay a boring contrac-
tor was beyond the means of any individual
farmer, and so it appeared as though they
were stumped. However, having had ex-
perience of erecting hells on the debenture
system and tackling many other problems in
a similar way, these settlers evolved the
scheme of each putting £10 into a pool,
which totalled £150, and then adopting the
unique method of drawing lots to discover
on whose property the first bore would be

put down. This eventually had the effect
of brifiging a contractor to the district,
Evidently Providence looked after these
settlers because the very first bore put down
proved successful.

The next step in the scheme was that the
farmer on whose property the bore bad been
put down undertook to pay the entire costs
of the bore and to withdraw his £10 from
the pool, after which the other. 14 again
drew lots. Fortunately success followed this
move and after six months' operations the
net result was that 17 settlers participated
in the scheme. There were 34 bores put
down, 10 of -which provided fresh water or
water suitable for stock. In some cases it.
was brackish but nevertheless quite satisfac-
tory. Of the other bores, 24 were either
salt or provided no water at all.

During the period tHe contractor was op-
erating in the district 3,000 feet of boring
was carried out, and the total cost up to the
time the figures were supplied to me was*
£1,500 for the 17 settlers. Of those '17, 10
settlers, were successful in obtaining gobd
supplies of water. In some cases that could
not be included in the category of good
supplies, but the water available, although
not suitable for domestic purposes, was
adequate for stock. AUl that was achieved by
the settlers without any subsidy or help
apart from what they gave one another. Un-
fortunately, there were a number of other
settlers who could not afford .any financial
outlay at the time wihen the contractor was
in the district and so could not participate
in the scheme. However, seven of them did
have some bores put down but failed to
locate even stock water. In fact, they found
no supplies at all.

I think at a con servdtive estimate an out-
lay of £100 would probably cover the
majority of holdings where work was carried
out, but in odd cases much more was ex-.
pended. Since then there has& been a hire-
plant operating in the district. I think it
is under the jurisdiction of the Publie Works
Depactment. and is loaned out to various
road boards. It can be availed of by any
settler who, from time to time, may apply
for tlie use of a plant and operate it him-
self. The bores could hardly have been put
down by the Government plant because it
is inefficient. I intend to have quite a lot
to say on that particular subject, when 1
address myself to the Estimates of the de-
partment concerned. I shall then make some
suggestions to the Government regarding-
means by which the'I plant could, be im-
proved so that, instead of being a costly
ornament, it will be of some use to the
settlers in providing them with adequate
water 'supplies.

In all, in the district I speak of, there are
30 to 40 settlers, their families and those
employed by them. in addition there are
some 60,000 sheep, about 800 cattle and 600
to 800 pigs. The settlers all produce wheat
to thle limit they are permitted, plus a huge
amouint for feed purposes. Thqre is quite
an amount of Crown land or reverted pro-
perties unoccupied. On some of the pro-
perties and the Crown land there appear
suitable sites for bores. I feel that water
could be located there as well as on some
of the land held by settlers who were un-
suceebsful in their original attempts when the
contractors were in the district.

Those people are worthy of assistance and
I Lcei justified in asking the Government to
help them. I suggest the Government should
make a survey of the area with a view to
undertaking a boring programme in selected
localities for those who have been unable
to find water for themselves. A successful
policy of that nature would also entice other
settlers on to the vacant land for razing
purposes. I strongly commend this area
to 'he Government for attention. The in-
terest shown would be amply repaid to the
State, as well as being some reward. to the
settlers who have battled with the position
for so long in that district.

I turn now to another small water matter.
Some time ago I was disturbed to read in
the Press that the Cottesloc jetty stood a
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good chance of being demoled. I read one
statement that its demolition would he ac-
complished very, shortly. That would be a
retrograde step. The jetty is a useful land-
mark and has been part and parcel of Cot-
tesloe and its history for so long that it
would be a crying shame if it were de-
molished. Such demolition would be a
monument to a week-kneed policy of this
Government. If the jetty cannot be rebuilt
-and that would not be a major problem-
it could be maintained. Even if the powers
that be were to decide that its maintenance,
with its present length, was impracticable,
we could consider the possibility of retain-
ingp the portion which experts say is still
solid.

The jetty has pleasant memories for many
people. . At one time it was the Mecca of
almost all beach goers in the State. During
that period-I am speaking of the time
before other beaches became as popular as
they are today-many thousands of p~eople
gathered at Cottesloe and were proud to
promenade the jetty and use the other facili-
ties there. Also, for many years carnivals
held there attracted numbers of people. Dur-
ing the summer months it was. a weekly
practice for bands to occupy the pavillion
and dispense excellent music to large crowds
of people. At Cottesloc, the ever-changing
beach has been a problem of some magni-
tude. On the 8th May last I saw a Press
reference headed "Groynes Beat Beach
Erosion" as follows:-

The answer to ithe erosion of W..A. beaches
is the erection of groynes like the one at City
Beach, said Dr. W. Somerville today.

Dr. Somervilleg has wnade a life-long study
of beach erosion.

A report by two University geologists that
most of the sand built up at North Fremantle
was from harbour dredgings was "1non-
senlical.II

"They have no idea of the original coast-
line,'' he said. "The more public attention
is directed to the shocking way our once
beautiful beaches are deteriorating the
better.''

The nest part has great bearing on the posi-
tion as we find it today at Cottesloe-

"With one groyne Perth City Council has
apparently solved the problem. Their bench
grows instead of being washed away. The
other two councils-Cottesloe and Fremantle--
continue to fumble with the problem," he
said.

It is quite -understandable that councils
should fumble with the problem of beach
erosion because they are very limited as to
the money available to them, and naturally
they are not in a position to undertake major
works such as the building of long groynes,
and the maintenance or rebuilding of jetties.
I agree with others, with whom I have dis-
cussed this? matter, that it would be
possible for the problem presented by
shifting- sands at Cotteslos to be over-
come in the same way as the Perth
City Council overcame it at City Beach.
There is a high promontory of sandstone
south of the pres~at Coutesloe jetty and at
its foot there is a flat table rock jutting
ouit into the sea for SO or 100 yards. This
site is admirably suited to the building of
a groyne.

It would be easy for the Government to
blast down the, side of that high land and
deposit the dislodged soil and stone along
that flat rock jutting out into the ocean.
It would form an excellent groyne and, if
continued to the edge of that rock and
properly faced off, would make a first rate
promenade and an excellent spot for fish-
ing, and in that way would obviate the
necessity pf continuing the present Cottes-
boe jetty for the use of fishermen. it would
be everlasting and. the outlay would he
slight in comparison with the magnitude
of what could be achieved. We should make
use of what nature has provided in the
shape of that rock, the hill and the lend
adjacent to it. I

On Tuesda , the 2nd August the member
for Greenough asked the IWnistcr for Rail-
ways--

(1) When is it proposed to establhqh a diesel
ra service between Nfullewa and Perth?

(2) What will be the approximate time for
the journey?

The Minister replied-
(1) The second of the new diesel eletric

trpins which is reserved for the Perth-Mullewa
--e, i4e-pected to be ready for tpsting at

the end of October next. It is hoped to in-
augurate the service almost immediately after
the tests have been completed.

(2) 13 hours.

That answer is important in view of the
fact that the *distance covered by that ser-
vice is 331 miles. At the time when those
questions were on the notice paper I had
already drafted questions with reference to
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the possibility of a diesel Service for the
area I represent. On the 3rd August I
asked the Minister for Railways-

(1) Is it the intention of the department
to extend the present diesel service now operat-
ing from Perth to Merredin and vice versa, on
to Kalgoorlie, or to any intermediate
termainust

(2) If the answer is in the affirmative When
it is anticipated that this service might com-
mence?

(3) If the answer is "No,!' will early con-
sideration be given to this extension'!

The Minister replied-
(1) No.
(2) Answered by No. 1.
(3) No. Diesel electric rail ears are intended

cifyfrdaylight running and a journey to
Kalgo'orlieo would take at least 16 hours. It is
considered that for such a lengthy run an over-
night service as at present would *be more
popular.

At the answer to No. (2) 1 realised I was
getting no-where fast. The answer given
to my third question sidestepped the issue
and proceeded as though Kalgoorlie had
been the only place mentioned in question
No. (1). It made no mention of internedi-
ate stations, and from it I concluded that
whilst the Minister was prepared to run a
diesel service 331 miles, the extra 50 miles
involved on the run to Kalgoorlie would
be the last straw that would break the back
of the department, as Kalgoorlie is 380
miles away from Perth. At the most the

*trip would occupy 15 hours, and sanction
had already been given for a service oc-
cupying a 13-hour run. -With 'an earlier
start, it would be possible to finish the run
in tbe hours of daylight. I was more in-
terested in the intermediatt section between
Southern Cross and Merredin.

Southern Cross is only 241 miles from
Perth and there is an existing diesel service
from Merredin to Perth and vice versa.
Leaving Perth at 9.15 a.m., on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays for Merredin, a
distance of 169 miles, the service occupies
a travelling time of 6 hours 12 minutes,
arriving at Merredin at 3.57 p.m., in time
for afternoon tea. That service could casilj
be extended to Southern Cross and the
extra travelling time involved would nol
exceed three hours. The run could still
be completed in daylight and in a shorte]
running time than the existing diesel set
vice to Mullewa. As I said, the total din
tanee is only 241 miles as against 331 miles

I do not begrudge the diesels that are en-
gaged in the member for Greenough 's elec-
torate. Far from itl I feel that the in-
clusion of more diesels is something that
must he aimed at if wve are to overcome
some of the very serious disabilities of

Ppeople living in outback areas.

In, this instance-that is, the extension
of a diesel from Merredin to Southern
Cross-it would be of distinct advantage
to people both in Southern Cross and at
those intermediate stations between Merre-
din and Southern Cross. Actually, there
are five stations which would be serviced
particularly, and they are Bodallin, the No.
5 Pump, Carrabin, Westonia, and Burra-
cojpin. Many of the people living in those
areas are badly serviced with transport,
and a service such as I have outlined
would he of flenefit to many other places
as well as the particular ones I have men-
tioned. The reaction to my remarks will
be that these people have been badly ser-
viced for a long time. I freely admit that,
but it does not make it any easier for them
to continue to exist under those conditions.
The Government still requires that its em-
ployees shall go to these places, and that
applies particularly to the water supply
employees, fettlers on the lines, pipeline
inspectors and many others. Because of
the improved transport in many other areas,
these men are reluctant to go back to places
where these amenities are not available,
and so it become's incumbent on a Govern-
ment, irrespective of its polities,- to do
something to eliminate some of the disad-
vantages and disabilities suffered by many
of these people.

For instance, if a person wants to go
from the No. 5 Pump into Merredin there
is what is called the country women's train.
I think that train goes in on Friday after-
noons and the inward journey is not comn-
pleted until about 7 or 8 o'clock that night.
In many eases, women have to take their
children with them and are forced to re-
1mai in. Merredin until late the 6flowing

*afternoon before *they con return to their
homes. It does not require much imagination
to) realise what a worry and task it is for
women with children to have to make those
journeys, and they. must do so if they want
to see any' form of civilisation. If ;his
diesell extension were continued from Mir-
redin to Southern Cross it would enable,
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those people, not only to get down to Mer.
redin but also to return on the same day:
and the whole trip could be done in day-
light. There again the problem presents
difficulties, but that is so whenever we take
a step which has not previously been at-
tempted. There were difficulties wicere
the other diesels were concerned. Arrange-
ments had to be made for crews and the
same arrangements would have to be made
in this instance; but there is nothing to
stop the crews from continuing to South-
ern Cross and finkding quarters in the6 bar-
racks ait that town.

The return journey from Southern Cross
-would he made on the following days-
'Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. That
-would fit in with the existing timetable. It
would be necessary to deport fronm Southern
Cross on Tuesdays and Thursdays at about
8 a.m., which would mean that the normal
departure time from 'Merredin could be
quite easily picked up and the train would
arrive in Perth as if no extension had been
made. The question of the Saturday run
presents a little more difficulty. It would
be necessary for a diesel to leave Southern
Cross pDn Saturday at about 4 n.m. in order
to maintain the present time of arrival in
Perth at about 2 o'clock. As I have already
stated, the train would arrive in Merredin
six hours -15 minutes after its departure
from Perth and would arrive at Southern
Cross at about 6 o'clock that night. I can
assure members that such a service would be
appreciated. Apart from the service it would
render, it would be of assistance to the de-
partment. The present journey is a night-
mare to those who have to undertake it. The
oldest carriages are always employed and
the slowest train possible is used. The posi-
tion can be avoided and should be avoided,
a-nd I commend thle suggestion to the Min-
ister for Rail-ways for his serious attention.

I hnregonc through what I might term my
pIlpe-opeing stage. I now come to what I
suappose is a hardy annual to some members
-1 refer to the goldmining industry of this
State. I do not intend to stint myself in any
form in the comiments I am about to make.

The Ministder for Lands: No-one is asking
you to.

Mr. KELLY: And nobody expects me to,
and I sin pleased to hear the Minister's re-
mark, because it enheartens me to give what

iI might term the full works.

The Minister for Lands: It is most en-
joyable. We hope you keep going until
morning.

Mr. KELLY: I will assist the Minister in
every possible way and keep going as long
as I possibly can, because I have one or two
other matters I want to discuss,

The Minister for Lands: Don't miss any-
thing.

Hon. A. R, 0, Hawkc: The Government's
attitude is iniquitous.

Mr. KELLY: With those few remarks
from the -Minister for Lands, I will get hack
to the subject of goldminiug.

Hon. A. R. . Hawke: I think it is the
Minister for Toodyay and the member for
Lands.

Mr. KELLY: Undoubtedly, the goldm in-
lug industry during the- previous 12 months
has passed through the most uninspiring-
period it has known. I do not think it
would be possible to imagine a less coloar-
ful period. Indeed we could say that there
has been a most unrealistic npproaeh to the
problems confronting the industry.

The Minister for Housing: We might get
some news from Mr. Chifley today or to-
morrow.

Air. KELLY: We might, but approxi-
mately three years ago in this House I quoted
a statement made by that hon. gentleman in
May of that year. This would have meant
tremendous sums of money to the gold-
mininig industry if that gentleman, when hie
returned to Canberra, had been able to in-
duce the Commonwealth Government to take
the action that he contemplated. At that
time lie patted this State on the back for
its wonderful war effort-us far as the man-
power from the goldlmining industry was con-
cerned-and also for the financial assistance
received by the Commonwealth Government
from the goldiniining industry. But that did
not make the position any clearer from the
point of view of those engaged in the in-
dustry. Far from it! The same position
exists today as existed several years ago,

4
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and neither the State nor the Commonwealth
Iovernmeflt appear to have faced up to this
national emergency.

The Minister for Housing: Leave out
the State Government and you may be
right.

Mr. KELLY: I will not because I think
the State Government is equally as cul-
pable as the Commonwialth.

The Minister for Lands: You have taken
a long time to wake up to it.

Mr. KELLY: No, I have not, because
I have been generous in my criticism of
the State Government and particularly hard
on the Commonwealth Government in some
of my past utterances. I think the State
Government has the impression that it can
hide behind the Commonwealth and that
we are immune from criticism, but such is
not the case. I feel that a little criticism
is due and will have to he expressed.

The Minister for Housing: That will be
very welcome.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: The Minister for
Rousing has been silent for two or three
hours.

The Minister for Housing: Yes, but I am
now the Minister for Mines.

Hon. A. Rt. G. Hawke: The State Gov-
ernment has heaped additional burdens on
the goldmining industry.

The Minister for Housing: Anything
that the Lender of the Opposition can sug-
gest I will give consideration to.

Mr. KELLY: There is no doubt that I
am not telliag members anything new when
I say that the goldmining industry is
languishing badly. As Press articles will
show production has been shrinking with
regular monotony. Manpower and materials
have been far below requirements. As I
feel that some comments are mertinent I
would digress for a moment on the ques-
tion of manpower. Comparing our pres--nt
position with that of 1939, where has our
labour stock-pile gonel Before the second
world war we had thousands of people an-
employed all over this nnd other States of
the Commonwealth. Today the Govern-
ments of Australia-I lay particular
emphasis on the word "Governments'' be-
cause it includes State and Commonwvealth
Governments-are employing far more than
their share of the labour available. In 1939
there were 405,000 people in Government

employ, representing a total of 23.4 per
cent, (of the entire number employed in the
Commonwealth. Ten years later, 1049,
there are 605,000 people employed, both
with State and Commonwealth Govern-
ments, representing an increase of 49 per
cent. on the 1939 figure.

Hon. F. J'. S. Wise: This Government
has increased its employees by over 3,000
during the last three years.

Mrii. KELLY: Of course it hvA and the
other States have increased their number
of employees in the same period, and the
Australian p~opulation has only 'risen 10
per cent, during- that time. So we find
today that Governments are employing over
45 per cent, of the eligible labour available
which means that private enterprise, which
in all probability absorbs over three-fifthis of
the labour potential of the States and the
Commonwealth, is reduced to a miserable 5
per cent. of the total manpower available.

The Minister for Housing: I think you
are on something very important there.

Mr. KELLY: I consider that there is
need for stocktaking not only ir. this or any
othr State hut in the whole oe Australia,
because it is something that we can over-
come. At least we can bolster up our
employment figures sharply by encourag.
ing people from oversea to come here, other-
wise years will pass before we are in a
position to produce. the commodities neces-
sary to supply the dollars that will extri-
cate Australia and many other. countries
from their serious dollar position. It has
been'said that comparisons are odious hut
I have found that unless one uses com-
parisons it is most difficult to emphasise
the point one is making. On the 1939
figures gold p~oduction is down 50 per cent.
and costs in the 'industry are up over 50
per vent. The number of men employed
represents a 45 per cent. decrease between
1939 and 1949. The general position it
present in the goldmining industry is far
more obscure than it wvas 12 months ago.

Whilst this doubt and uncertainty con-
tinues so wve find that gradually more nid
more people are drifting from the inland
towns.

Are Commonwealth and State Govern-
ments content calmly to sit back like Macaw-
her and wait for something to happen or are
we to have a concerted effort to overcome
the disabilities of the industry? HaIs the
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Government applied to the International Southern Rhodesian system, which is the
Monetary Fund for permission to institute
some or any form of subsidy,, or is this or
the Commnowerj1th Government opposed to
as sisting the goidmining industry? From
time to time we hear expressions of opinion
-the Premier has made quite a number- of
contributions-but apart from the verbiage
heard from the State and Commonwealth
Governments we have made no progre-s but
have taken retrograde steps each succeeding
year.

The Minister for. Housing4 Aning the
last proposals was one for the Prim, Min-
ister to bring the Southern Rhodesiarn sy s-
tem before the meeting of the International
Monetary Fund which takes place next
month. That has been approved by the T.M-F.
We are hoping the Prime Minister will do0
that. His Government will he represented.

Mr. KELLY: The terms of the Inter-
national Monetary Fund agreement make it
clear that when discussions took place many
years ago it was contemplated by those who
drafted the agreement that probably there
would be sorme desire to depart from it1
terms, and I think it was realised that it
would be necessary to include a provisien
that would make possible an approach from
different nations. I quote these words from
the International Monetary Fund agree-
ment-

Each proposal for subsidy must be examined
on its merits with regard to its specific provi-
sions and in the light of circumstances.

It appears that they were qjuite satisfied it
would become necessary and, if the circum-
strees wnrranted it, for some depArtuee to
he made and they were quite prepared to
grant some alleviation which would make
the continuity (of production possible and
in every way keep it up. I ask whether the
State Government has put this aspect direct
to the Commonwealth.

The Minister for Housing: Yes. It has
been done very forcibly.

Mr. KELLY: If so, dlid the State Gov-
ernment constructively criticise the Com-
monwealth Government for its lack of
attentioxi to that detail, or did it present to
the Commronwealth Government a workable
plan as a substitute?

The Minister for Housing: The State Gov-
ernment has continually pressed for the

latest approved by the International Mon-
etary Fund.

Mr. KELLY: Those discussions have ex-
tended over months and in the meantime the
industry has been languishing. It is not
by the procrastination that has occurred in
the past three years that we shall get any-
where. We have had these pious expressions
of what has been done and is being done on
each occasion I have addressed myself to
this question.

The Minister for Housing: The Southern
Rhodesian system is quite recent.

Mr. KELLY: I spoke of it when I ad-
dressed the, House last November. I sug-
gested what might be done, but it was not
done. The only reference I can find in the
Press is a very recent one about the Premier's
visit to Canberra. In the issue of
the "West Australian Mining and Com-
mercial Review" of April this year appears
an article headed "'The Sale of Gold. South
Africa offers a solution to circumvent fixed
price." The article reads-

Towards the end of last month the Prime
Minister (Mr. Chifley) sent the following let-
ter to the Premier (Mr. MeLarty) on the de-
cision of the South African Government to sell
gold above the fixed price. The letter read-

The South African Mfinister for Finance
(Mr. Havenga) lhns informed me of the
general arrangemeats made by the South
African Government for the sale of a limited
quantity of semi-processed gold for specific
and customary industrial, professional and
artistic purposes. I have also bad some cable
advices from the Commonwealth representa-
tive on the International Monetary Fund
(Mr. 9. G. Mcrarlane). However, complete
,and full detailed information is not yet
.available to me, but at the moment T am un-
able to see bow arrangements of the nature
contemplated are likely to result in signifi-
cant increases in the returns to gold pro-
ducers.

Minister for Housing says that
some advantages and purchases
made.

Nowv the
there are
are being

The Minister for Housing: There is a
meeting of the Fund at which a representa-
tive of Australia will be present. The
State has requested the Prime Minister to
arrange for the Southern Rhodesian
scheme to he considered with a view to its
application to this State and for an appro-
priate variation, if necessary.
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Mr. KELLY: The letter proceeds-
Although the extract from ''The West Aus.

tralian"' quotes the quantity of gold to be
sold as 125,000 oz. weekly for 8 weeks, I have
been given to understand that the figure should
read 12,500 oz....
Of course, if 12,500 oz. were the quantity, it
would amount to 100,000 oz. in eight weeks.
The Prime Minister, in his reply, con-
tinues-

...and that the dollar premium will be
about LAI per oz. This, of course, means that
only a very small additional return will result
from the arrangements if the premium is con-
sidered in relation to the total gold produc-
tioal of South Africa. On the basis of sale,
even if continued for a full year, it would seem
that, ignoring the cost of processing and the
profit which processors would get, the extra
return accruing to producers would be about
Is. per oz. in respect of South Africa's annual
production. The South African Minister also
informed mne that this sale is a single trans-
action which is being arranged through reput-
able houses well established in the selling of
gold for industrial, professional and artistic
purposes, and that a specific condition of the
sale is that the gold will be re-sold only for
these purposes. He emphatically denies that
his country is selling gold in the open mar-ket. The Commonwealth is keeping in touch
with the position through its overseas repre-
sentative and I sball let you know if any de-
velopments occur.

We have not heard until very recently-
within the last week-that there has been
any activity at all since April of this year.

The Minister for Housing: That letter
was in consequence df representations made
by the State.

Mr. KELLY: Not only by this but al so
by other States, which have been very
active.

The Minister for Housing: Our State
made representations.
i Mr. KELLY: Natuorally, 'with 70 per

cent, of the gold coming from this State,
ours should have the loudest and longest
voice.

The Minister for Housing: It had.

Mr. KELLY: And it should have borne
some results much earlier, had it been loud
enough and long enough.

The Minister for Housing: I will leave it
to you to have an interview with the Prime
Minister.

Mr. KELLY: I know he is a very difficult
person when it comes to asking him to
adopt a course which, for his better in-
formation, is not correct. In this instance

I think he has been somewhat doubtful
whether it was the correct course. How-
ever, he would be mindful of Australia's
commitments as a signatory nation to the
International Monetary Fund Agreement.

The Minister for Housing: That is so. I
hope he wi4 take a favourable view before
long.

Mr. KELLY: I hope he is thawing.
Hon. A. H. Panton: All this hoping! We

ought to get something out of it.

The Minister for Housing: Out of the
pressure.

Mr. KELLY: Notwithstanding the letter
which I read and in which the Prime Minister
mentioned a single transaction, was that all
that had been, contemplated? The South
African Minister advised him on those
lines. Undoubtedly there was some truth
in that, because he quoted from the letter
of the Minister in Africa. -What hap-
pened in the last week in June? We find
the stories are contradictory.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: On a point of order!
Has a motion been passed by~this Chamber
prescribing that Wednesday shall be pri-
vate members' day?

The CHAIRMAN: Wednesday's sitting
has not commenced. The member for
Yilgarn-Coolgardie may p~roeeed.

Mr. KELLY: I do not know why I should
have all these interruptions tonight. The
reference in the Press I now desire to com-
ment on is in direct contradiction to what
I have already quoted. These are the re-
marks of Mr. C. S. McLean in his presi-
dential address to the Transvaal Chamber
of Mines in Johannesburg. He gave some
details of the gold sales at a premium
which South Africa had undertaken. He
said-

These transactions have been completed in-
volving amounts up to 620,000 oz. ...
This is in marked contrast to the possibility
of selling in eight weeks 12,500 oz. per
week, as this would only amount to 100,000
oz. He goes on to say-

*ih . and negotiations for the supply of an-
other 150,000 oz. are still proceeding.-
That means that that 750,000 oz. was the
first complement and negotiations are con-
tinuing for a still greater amount to fol-
low as fast as that is used.
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The Minister for Housing: I think Mr.
Havenga is bringing it up at the September
meeting of the International Monetary
Fund.

Mr. KELLY: This matter?

The Minister for Housing: Yes.

Mr. KELLY: It appears that it is a fore-
gone conclusion that this is the policy
South Africa will be adopting. That
750,000 oz. would .represent a very fine
amount to any Treasury in excess of what
we are receiving today, if the price ex-
ceeded the £10 odd an ounce that we know
gold to bring in this State. It would repre-
sent a huge amount to the Treasury of
South Africa; and if that is possible in
South Africa it should be possible here.

The Minister for Housing: South Africa
is doing pretty well because the Govern-
meat is still taking a very heavy tax on
gold and we do not tax it at all here.

Mr. KELLY: We do not tax it here for
the very obvious reason that we are not
showing a profit. We have about two mines
in this State capable of raising a profit to-
daj, and we have been in that position for
some time. None of the mines has been
able to show a profit; in fact, many are
running at a decided loss.

Hon. E. Nulsen: Even Owalia showed a
big loss.

Mr. KELLY: Yes. After enjoying a
reasonable profit above working expenses
for many years, that mine is unable to
mnake ends meet. This article goes on-

Of these quantities, up to 250,000 'ounces will
be supplied by the chamber to the newly-
formed South African company, S.A. Gold-
ware Pty. Ltd.
It does not state whether that 260,000 oz.
is included in the 750,000 oz. or whether
it is an addition to the amount already
quoted.

The Minister for Housing: The Common-
wealth gives six per cent, free of taxation
to marginal mines. That is the basis of
assistance.

Mr. KELLY: Yes, the Prime Minister
made that statement. I think the Minister
is jumping ahead of me too fast. This
article continues--

This company will be controlled by a Lon-
don firmn of bullion brokers and will establish
a local factory for the production of gold
articles for export. Mr. McLean said the first
deliveries of gold would begin in a few months..

There does not appear to be any doubt
about the scheme being a foregone conclu-
sion in South Africa. There is no word
about taking it to the International Mone-
tary Fund. Mr. Havenga does not seem
concerned whether the fund accepts it or
not. South Africa has made the statement
that it is going on with the scheme. I
suppose that in South Africa, as in Aus-
tralia, thpre is a dire necessity for some
finance to go into the goidmining industry
if it is to survive. It appears that it is
necessary to stress this point more fully
every time th 'at we speak on this question.

The Minister for Housing: I agree.

Mr. KELLY: The article continues-
Similar arrangements had been concluded

with another company (believed in London to
have American sponsors) which has been
granted an option to purchase up to
350,000 oz. up to February, 1951. The price
for both companies has been fixed at 17B. 6d.
sterling an ounce (23s. 4d. Australian) above
the world monetary price.

So it would seem that South Africa is mak-
ing a very bold bid to overcome the lag in
its mining industry; and, of cqurse, in
South Africa, as here, that is one of its
most important adjuncts so far as the
Treasury and the financinil position are
concerned. In his Budget speech Mr-
Havenga said-

The real problem for South African gold-
mines is still the monetary price of gold. The
change in the international gold price is not
something wvhich en take place often or with-
,out careful preparation. I believe that the
process of preparation which Must precedel a
change in the price of gold is already taking
place.

I hope he had some better informed advice
than we seem to he getting here in Aus-
tralia, because other than those few refer-
encel there has been nothing into which
one could get one's teeth for a period of
wvell over 12 months. I read with interest
some of the remarks of the Premier re-
cently when he was in Canberra, but they
were only a repetition of what we have
had in this House for the last three years.
There was no variation in the approach,
no increase in thfe type of problems that
confront the industry. The only increase
is in the cost of production, and that has
been featured again, as in the past. Here
is a statement the Premier made to the
Press. It is not what he told the Prime
Minister. The extract states-
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Mr. Metarty added that the British resi-
dent goidmining companies were charged 9.
in the pound on Australian profits, but if the
same companies were interested in other con-
cerns in Australia they would have to pay only
3s. in the pound on all profits. It seemed a
curious and inequitable system of taxation im-
posed by the British Government.

In that statement there is something that
both the State and the Commonwealth Gov-
ernments should hammer away at where the
British authorities are concerned, as a pos-
sible means of creating far more interest in
the industry than prevails at present.

The Minister Tor Housing: From British
capital.

Mir. KELLY; Yes; because if this re-
striction is as is stated, it undoubtedly must
have a very detrimental and braking effect
on the possibilities of capital coming to Aus-
tralia from Britain.

*The Minister for Housing: The restric-
tion is there, as mentioned. The Premier
asked thd Prime Minister to see what be
could do about it.

Mr. KELLY: Well, the Prime Minister
in his reply had this to svl-

Some very absurd claims had been put for-
ward by some mines. There had been -A re-
quest from Western Australia to subsidise a
certain mine, whose claim would have involved
the payment of a subsidy of £3 6s. a week for
every-employee with one man having the right
to take l~s, an ounce for every ounce of gold
produced. The Commonwealth Government's
experts had exploded a few propositions like
that.

I think the Commonwealth experts should
be able to do that all right. For several years
we have had an influx every now and again
of Commonwealth offiials-geologists and
all qorts of financial advisers and different
ones connected with highi-ranking Federal
departments-all coming here to inspect our
goldmines, to see what we had in order to
ascertain whether we were able to finaince
ourselves or whether we would have to be
helped; and of course it is possible for them
to detect things. I do not think there is any-
thing in the way of a pat on the back due
to them after the exhaustive investigations
that have been carried out in this S tate
and the amount of data supplied by the
Mines Department. I feel that safeguards
could be applied with respect to any ad-
vances where the States made approaches
for assistance.

I notice that during the discussions at
Canberra recently, the Premier invited the
Commonwealth to consider the subsidy plan
in operation in Southern Rhodesia. If the
Premier merely asked for it the other day,
how could the Minister make the statement
that the State Government had been drum-
ming this into the Commonwealth Govern-
ment for some time?7 It should not be
necessary to repeat -the matter over and
over- again and for the Premier to go to
Canberra to state the case once more.

Tbe Minister for Housing: The case has.
been stated and repeated, and the Southern
Rhodesian scheme was dealt with at the
recent conference.

Hon. A. H. Pantion -,Who is making this
speech 7

The Minister for Housing: Why not give
me a chance occasionally I

Mr.' KELLY: According to the report,
the Prime Minister said-

The price of gold would be considered at
the instance of South Africa at the World
Monetary Conference to be held in America
next month.

There it is a matter of the price of gold.
Apparently that is all that will be consid-
ered. There is no alternative to be sub-
mitted at the International Monetary Fund
Conference. If those concerned are not
prepared to adopt what South Africa will
submit we in Australia will be back on our
haunches, because there is no alternative.
I'Lere has been no single suggestion by the
Premier to the Prime Minister, or by the
Prime Minister in his reply to representa-
tions, that would make it possible to cir-
cumvent the position that is now apparent
in South Africa.

The Minister for Housing: The Premier
has made suggestions of how the position
could be relieved in one way or another,
such as a rise in the price of gold, sales
on it free market or even a subsidy like
that applying to Southern Rhodesia.

Mr. KELLY: I understand that a num-
ber of suggestions have been made-

on. A. H. Panton: And one is that we
go home.

Mr. KELLY: One suggestion would be
that if one-fifth of the gold produced in
Australia were disposed of for some fabri-
cation purpose-that is, a scheme similar
to that operating in South Africa-at 23s.
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4d, per ounce, that would provide Western
Australia, on the basis of its quota, with
£250,000 to play with in the industry. at
this juncture. Another suggestion that
could have been put forward would he that
another one-fifth of our gold could be sold
in the open market and that, averaging
£25 per ounce, would provide £2,500,000.
That would mean on the gold produced in
Western Australia that there would he a
return of about £3 2s. 6id, per ounce to the
-producers.

To ask an average of £25 an ounce on the
open market would not be too much when
we consider that in India-the figures I
refer to arc reputable and I have had them
checked-up to £30 an ounce is being paid,
,pot for a very limited quantity as we have
been led to believe but for a quite appreciable
-quantity, more than we could supply on
the one-fifth basis. In Paris they are pay-
ing £31 an ounce and fire pleased to get
all that is available. In Hlong Kong the
market is rather restricted, hut gold is paid
for there at upwards of £20 an ounce. I
believe that there is quite a big black-
market there in which prices arc much
greater. I do not mention that as suggest-
ing the Minister should adopt that proce-
dure and sell our gold on the blaekmarket.
'Then again at Alexandria £22 10s. an ounce
is offered.

If some understanding could be reached
with the International Monetary Fund, it
-would be possible for gold production in
this State to be greatly increased, as it
most certainly would be if a higher price
were paid for our output. I think the
amount that could be produced would be
more than sufficient to meet American de-
mands, taking the average yearly produc-
tion over the past five or even the past -20
years, and still leave ample to provide for
our internal operations. .1 may remark,
Mr. Chairman, that I na about a quarter
of the way through what I want to say
with regard to the goldmining industry.

The Minister for Housing: There will be
a very good chance to say more on the
Mines Estimates.

As to Leave to Continue.

Mr. Kelly: I will have a good deal to
say then, but what I shall deal with will
be rather specialide4 subjects. I under-

stand that unjkr Standing Order 157 I
can ask leave of the Committee to continue
my remarks at a future date.

The Chairman: Under Standing Order
157 the hon. member is entitled to ask for
leave to continue his remarks but it will
be necessary for me to put the question to
the Commtittee. Should one voice be raised
against it, the hon. member will have to
proceed with his remarks.
. Hon. A. H1. Panton: Surely the Govern-
nment would not be that tough.

The Chairman: Do I understand that the
hon. member asks leave tot continue his
remarks under the provision of Standing
Order 157'?

Mr. Kelly: Yes.
The Chairman: I shall put the question

to the Committee. There being some dis-
s entient voices, the hon. member must pro-
ceed.I

The Minister for Lands: Carry on.

Hon. A. H. Panton: What is the Minister
talking about He has been, asleep.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: He is always
asleep.

Debate Resumned.

Mr. KELLY: I would like to know
whether a combined approach has been
made to secure a proper adjustment of
world prices. When I refer to a combined
approach, I ask whether the State Premier
has approached the Commonwealth with a
request that it should act, insofar as the
International Monetary Fund is concerned,
in an endeavour to secure a rise in the price
of gold above its present fixed figure. If
there has been a refusal extended to the
individual approaches of Canada, Rhodesia,
South Africa and other of the smaller
signatory nations, I think it is about time
that Australia, not as the Commonwealth
but as States having relations with the
Commonwealth, made it perfectly clear
that they want some form of subsidy or
assistance for the goldmining industry, by
way of an increased price of gold, and not
in the way that other nations have put for-
ward their claims and been rebuffed.

By its contniucd resistance to any adjust-
ment in the price of gold commensurate with
production costs, the L.M.F. is jeopardising
its future existence. Sooner or later the
signatory nations will realise the futility of
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remaining members of the organisation, and
sever their connection with it. It is regret-
table that Australia is not more in step with
some of the other signatory nations so as to
make an approach to the L.M.F. If France,
Canada, South Africa, New Zealand and
Australia were in a position to approach the
I.M.F., they would be representative of over
£C300,000,000.

The Minister for Lands: You have driven
your own supporters out of the Cham~ber.

Hon. A4. H. Panton called attention to the,
state of the Committee.

The CHAIRMAN: There is a quorum
present.

Point of Order.

Hon. A. H. Panton: How many members
form a quorum?

The Chairman: Seventeen! I say there
are 17 members present.

Hon. A. H. Penton: If you, Mr. Chair-
man, can count 17 members here, I disagree
with your ruling. Anybody behind the
Speaker's Che.ir is not in the Chamber. Can
I1 not disagree with your ruling?

The Chairman: Yes, the hon. member may.
My ruling is that the members present in the
Chamber constitute the House.

,Dissent from Chairman's Ruling.

Hon. A. H. Panton: I must dissent from
your ruling. It is a new ruling, like a lof
of others.

The Chairman: The members are within
my sight.

Hgj. A. H. Panton: How can they be
within your sight if they are at the back
of your head?' Are you going to send for
Mr. Speaker?

The Chairman: Yes; when the hon. mem-
ber sits down.

[The Speaker resumed the Chair.]

The Chairman having stated the dissent,

Mr. Speaker: I support the ruling that
the quorum is comprised of those in the
precincts of the Chamber; not actually in
sight of the Speaker.

*Hon. A. H. Panton: Do I understand
your ruling to be that the Chairman, through
the back of his head, can count 17 in this
House?

The Minister for Lands: He is entitled to
look around.

Dissent from Speaker's Ruling.,

Hon. A. H. Panton: Who is the Speaker,
the Minister or Mx. Speaker? This is quite
a new Standing Order, so I propose to test
the House. I move--

That the House dissent from the Speaker's
ruling.
I do this with reluctance. If a rule is coming
in that members are in, the Chamber when
they are sitting at the hack smoking, it is a
new idea. We ought to decide it once and
for all, because there could be five members
in the House and the rest at the back of the
Chamber smoking, yet they would be in the
House according to your ruling. I think,
with all due respect to you, Mr. Speaker,
it is an absurd ruling. I must disagree with
it for the simple meason of getting it into
"Hansard" for the future guidance of the
House. During the last few years there have
been some peculiar rulings for future,
Speakers.

Question put and negatived.

Committee Resumed.

Mr. KELLY: I had just remarked that
the large sum of £800,000,000 was represent-
ed by several nations who are signatories to
the International Monetary Fund. This
amount, whilst very considerable in some
ways, must be regarded as only a small pro-
portion of the total I.M.F. reserves. Rather
tian court possible disintegration through
other nations falling into line with any con-
certed move from those countries, the repre-
sentatives of the fund sho'uld find some way
to bridge the disparity between the costs of
production and the fixed price of gold. That
possibility must he exploited to the full be-
cause of the serious position in which the
industry now finds itself. As matters stand,
it is no exaggeration to say that the gold-
mining industry in Australia is poised on
the brink of temporary annihilation.

A nunmber of the foremost mines in West-
ern Australia have gone out of p~oduction.
Tonnages have been reduced. The recovery
in ounees has been cut considerably and, in
fact, the reserves of ore in the main produc-
ing centres of the State are rapidly declin-
ing. This 'is one of the most serious positions
that we have to face, beeause in an endeavour
to pay their way many mines are stepping
up their head] values, and in doing so are
leaving behind a tremendous amiount of low-
grade ore which normally, if the price of
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gold were higher than the cost of production,
wouid enable them to continue in operation
for many years because they could treat the
lower values. We are told from time to time
Lhat the Commonwealth Government has
given ass stance to our goidmining industry.
I saw somewhere that that assistance could
he termed niggardly. That is the truest re-
flection that can be cast on the assistance that
this State has had up to now.

In the past 12 months the industry-the
marginal mines are supposed to be assisted
-has received a miserable £50,000, which is
not enough to keep even one mine afloat to
the extent of paying its way and showing& a
slight profit. As costs rise, as they do daily,
so must more of the mines that are still
producing-and they are few in numbler-
become marginal mines. The position is
rapidly deteriorating. The value of -Ad
to supply much-needed dollars is indisput-
able. From June, 1946, to June, 1948, Aus-
tralia contributed no less than £20,000,000
worth of gold to the dollar pool. If our
gold production had been on its pre-war
basis that aimount would have been doubled.

The dollar decline is distutbiaV from
points ot view other than in respect of gold.
Our unfavourable trade balance with North
America for May was £3,686,000, or nearly
15,000,000 dollars. A similar figure was
approached in June. Australian sales to
the U.S.A. are showing an increasing dbcline,
particularly with regard to wool sales. Aus-
tralian sales of greasy wool to the U.S.A.
for 1047-48 hove dropped 50,000,000 lb.
and it was interesting- to read in the Press
yesterday the outlook for some of our other
imajor industries. In yesterday's "The West
Australian" under the heading of "Trade
and Finance" there appears the following:-

Export Income Decline Predicted: Aus-trails's export income in 1949-1950 is likely
to decline for the first' time in seven years,according to Mr. J. N. Lewis of the Bureau
of Agrhpylturnl ]Economics, ine*a review pub-
lished by authority of the Minister for Comn-
mere and Agriculture, Mfr. Pollard.

Mr. Lewis'says that the total Value Of ex-
ports of merchandise, estimated to hare
reached about £546,000,000 in 1948-49, is
likely to fall to about £426,000,000 this year.
Despite this sharp fall in the expected value
of exports, this year exceeds the reported figure
of £406,000,000 in 1947-48 and is almost three
and a half times the average of £127,000,000
for the five pre-war years. "The expected
decline will be due mainly to lower export
prices for wheat, coarse grains and wool,'',

says Mr. Lewis. "The value of exports of
metals and manufactures will also be consid-
erably lower due to the collapse of oversen
markets for lead." -

Wheat Outlook: "Although the new crop
season has begun favourably nd another
large wheat harvest is in sight, wheat exports
in 1949,50 may fall in value by more than
£46,000,000. Probably from 10,000,000 to
20,000,000& bushels less wheat will be shippedI
in the form of grain and flour at an average
value less than 70 per eent. of last year's.
The value of other prains exported is likely to
fall by ahout £10,000,000, also because of
smaller export sales and much lower prices for
oats and barley"

Mr. Lewis said that the 1949 wool clip was9
estimated at 1,080,000,000 lb. of greasy wool
compared with 1,035,000,000 lb. last year.
However, the export cheque for wool and sheep-
skins may he about £59,000,000 lower than in
1948-49 because of a possible price fall,

Is history rep-eating itself?

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: The member for
South Fremantle thinks it might,

Mr. KELLY: I have heard that expression
from the hosi member on several occasions.
At no time in our past history have all
three of our major industries, wheat, wool
and gold, simultaneously enjoyed prosperous
times. In the past one and sometimes two
of them have experienced lean times during
the same period, and it has frequently been
necessary to subsidie the producers to tide
them over unproductive seasons or peiiods
when production has been at less than world
parity. I will quote some of the instances
in which subsidies have been paid in this
State. We had our drought relief payments,
which were extensive.

There was the wool subsidy, the flour
bonus, the acreage compensation which
amounted to £500,000 per year for roughly
four years; Agricultural Bank debts written
off in 10 years between 1934 and 1944, to
a total of £8,000,600;- over £2,000,000 -written
off group settlement debts; marginal area
reconstruction which accounted for £160,000
per year for several years; rrnts written off
in the interests of the phstoral industry in
the years 1P30-1946, amounting to approxi-
mately 9500,000; the voluntary debt adjust-
*ment scheme reduction totalling £600,000;
the reprieinz of land values which resulted
in a £671,000 reduction of land values in
the area from Alana to Knlannie.

This is a record almost entirely of assist-
ance rendered to settlers in this State over
a long period of years and it is a record
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,of Labour Governments. In spite of con-
siderable research I cannot find one instance
over the years where any major returns
-have becn made to any of our industries
by other than Labour Governments. This
State must be consistent. The nation, and
particularly Western Australia, has many
times in the past been called on to bridge
*a gap between liquidation and existence in
both the wheat and wool industries. We
have been favourably placed in the past dur-
ing adverse periods through having gold as
a third string to our bow.

On three occasions in little more than the
last half century this State has rebuilt its
prosperity on gold, and no-one can deny it.
It was done first of all in the 1890's, again
in the 1931-32 period and more recently in
the period from 1939 to 1941. That is a
very important circumstance when one now
makes a plea on behalf of the goldmining

-industry. Tt has been noticeable in the past
history of the State that when the depths
have been sounded in our other major in-
,dustries gold has been our sheet anchor.

The Minister for Housing: You cannot
,over-estimate its importance.

Mr. KELLY: No. As u, nation we must
fight hard to have its true perspective
realised not only by members of this Chain-
her hut also by members of the Common-
wealth Parliament and those who have
the controlling influence today oversen.
Undoubtedly the goldmining industry has
been the rock on which a solid foundation
was laid and a dangerous period bridged on
many occasions in the past. It is likely
th~t history will repeat itself and gold may
again he summoned to the assisttnee of this
State, not only because of the possible re-
cession in the prices now enjoyed in other
industries hut also because of the oppor-
tunity that will be offered to this State, for
many years to come, from a dollar- producing
point of view.

qlutmps are inevitable and we have known
of periods in the past wvhen over-production
in our primary industries has resulted in
reduced prices. We have gone through
periods in the past when we have had in-
flated values and it has had a very marked
effect on the economy of this State. The
present high prices of wheat and wool can-
not remain indefinitely. We must face that
fact although we would like to see prices
maintained for some time because of our

farmers. However, it is economically un-
sound for those industries to be receiving,
and to receive for some considerable time
to come, the high prices that they have 'en-
joyed in the past few years.

If the restriction on wheatgrowing were
'to take any other form than that applying
at present it could be disastrous. Bad tines
have occurred in past years and they can
occur again. It needs only a good season
in several of the larger -wheat-producing
nations and we will have a huge stockpile
of grain in the granaries of Europe and
other parts of the world. That would
seriously jeopardise the price from a
farmer's point of view. Of course, it is
equally reasonable to suggest, also, that
world demand will reach saturation point.
We must face up to that point of view and
I venture to say that if production could be
reinstated on pre-war standards we would
reach saturation -point very much sooner
than now appears likely. Also, with the
alterig complexion of many oversen nations
we will he faced with the position of having
to make arrangements within the boundaries
of Australia for the disposal of our wheat
because of over-supplied markets. That
position has occurred in the past and un-
doubtedly it will come again in many of the
larger oversea countfries.

Of course, if history repeats, then
all these circumstances are possible and gold
will come into its own in no uncertain man-
ner. 1, in common with other members of
this Chamber, hope that a stable or balanced
economy will be reached, where it will not
be necessary for subsidies-of such mag-
nitude as those I have outlined to this
Chamber-to be paid to overcome anything
that might face our other major industries
in the future. I sincerely hope that a
balanced state of affairs will be reached that
will make it possible for this State to float
along with all its industries functioning to
a more or less satisfactory degree.

At the same time I feel that thle time is
overdue and we must examine fully the gold
poten-tial tithin our own State. We must
appreciate -what the value of that gold will
be to Western Australia during the timhe
when prices are falling. It is quite possible
that credits may be required, end required
urgently, and if we reach tha( stage it
could easily be foreseen that the gold raining
industry would be required to step up its
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tempo almost overnight. The question is
whether this State could greatly increase its
output if such were suddenly to become an
urgent priority.

What are our chances of stepping from
low to top gear in this industry if the situa-
tion demands it! I must say, without
appearing to be too dismal, that our chances
are very remote. There is a serious
general lag in development underground and
that is only to be expected because of the
huge programmes that have been clipped
down to almost nothing. There is very little
activity on mines other than the blocking
out of reserves. That, of course, is a very
dangerous position when an industry such
as this one is forced to carry on in that way.

Much of the machinery used has been run
to a standstill and it has been necessary for
the industry to patch up plant, etc., that has
been in use for many years. It has been
necessary to make do with spurious parts,
frequently manuifactured locally, and in
many cases parts have been taken out of
similar machines which have been almost
worn out. These parts have been taken
from machines in other districts where
the plants have ceased to operate. Re-
placements are long overdtke in many
mines -and over the last ten years
they have been very hard to procure.
Machinery, in that timth, has become obsolete
apajt from the fact that it is almost worn
out. As the Government well knows, from
many other directions, replacements are most
difficult for all types of machines. Thus
the goldinining industry will find this to be
a serious barrier when the time is ripe for
it to increase production.

Mast mines are still operating on a hand-
to-mouth basis and it is almost impossible,
under existing circumstances, to engage in
any other form of operation. Although
several years have elapsed since the war has
ended, we are still very short of pipes, steel,
cyanide, rails and even timber. In many
cases it is not easy to procure timber, and
the mines have found that the only way to
obtain supplies of sawrn timber is for the
orders to be placed many months before it is
required. U~nless there has been a good deal
of foresight in the ordering of the timber,
important work is very often held up.

Replacement parts have been in short
supply for some time. As the Minister for
Housing knows, numerous low-grade mines

have closed down because of the ever-increas-
ing production costs. These have rendered
operations unprofitable. Prospectors' activi-
ties, which are a valuable adjunct "to the
goldmining industry, have been whittled
down to about 25 per cent. of the strength
of pre-war days. There is no doubt in any-
body's mind that discouragement has been
dealt out in large lumps to this industry.
This has been so for a number of years
dating back to about 1942. It was in that
year that the mines were denuded of man-
power on the strict understanding that this
labour would be made available to the in-
dustry as soon as the men were released after
the cessation of hostilities. I feel that it
is puny and ineffective assistance only
that has been rendered to the mines by the
State and Commonwealth Governments.

There is no excuse, in view of the huge
amount disclosed by the Estimates, why the
State Government cannot set aside a sum for
the goldmining industry. It is all too futile
to say that because we are bound. by this
International Monetary Fund agreement and
cannot assist by subsidy or bonus, the in-
dustry cannot be assisted in many other
ways. In the past the State Government has
been only too ready to adopt the Common-
wealth Government's attitude towards gold-
mining. From the cunning look on the Min-
ister's face I think he agrees with me to a
large extent.

The Minister for Housing: You have mis-
interpreted my look.

Mr. KELLY: The Minister must admit
that no general policy has been evolved by
the State Government. With a "cap in
hand" attitude we have submitted several
suggestions to the Commonwealth Govern-
ment with no results.

The Minister for Housing: That is our
basic problem; it takes our gold compulsorily
and fixes the price..

Mr. KELLY: It is not necetsary for me
to remind the Minister that very few mines
are operating at a profit today, and that is
only because those few are favourably cir-
cumstanced by being able to enrich their
production by higher grade ore. There has
been a definite depletion of their reserves
in order to make ends meet. That method of
mining could he termed, "extricating ore by
the hair of the head" because it is exceed-
ingly haphazard under existing conditions.
From time to time there have been references.
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made in this Chamber by some members who
take exception to a few mines paying divi-
dends. The number of mines that are able
to pay- even slight dividends these times is
extremely few. Most mines are operating at
a loss, and others with no financial reserves
being built up or maintained will, unless
some financial assistance is forthcoming in
the very near future, cease to operate. I
again ask what the State Government has
in mind to preserve what is left of the gold-
mining industry.

Mir. Hegney: Nothing!

Mr. KELLY: I have yet to learn of any
policy being formulated by the State Govern-
ment to assist the mining industry. I have
failed to hear of any such proposals either
from the State or the Commonwealth Gov-
ernments other than to send a representative
of the Prime Minister to back up the sug-
gestions put before the International Mone-
tary Fund BY South Africa. I will not be
content until it is more wzanifest that the
Government is trying to grapple with the
world problem of goidmining production
with a view to' some solution. There is a
fixed market price for gold as against
uncontrolled rising costs of production.
From time to time we hear of pious promises
made to the State Government by repre-
sentatives of the Commonwealth Govern-
ment but that is where the matter ends. As
the years have gone by nothing of any bene-
fit has accrued from any of the correspond-
ence or the talks that have passed between
those two Governments.

The Minister -for Housing: I do not be-
lieve in seceding.

Mr. KELLY: The matter is an urgent
one, and I feel at this stage it is only right
to demand that some solution shall be found.
One solution that might he beneficial is to
get all the affected nations banded together,
not as an urgent requirement but as an
altruistic experiment. If all such nations
were to have a conference as one unit in-
stead of approaching the International
Monetary Fund 'individually, and were to
iron out their differences to arrive at the
basis where a uniform approach could be
made to the fund, they might gain some
round in the eyes of the officials of that

body. T feel that there are several other
ways by which assistance could be given.

The Commou*ealth Government could be
called upon to render assistance not by way

of reducing but by eliminating entirely the
duties imposed on necessary mining re-
quisites. The imposition of those duties is
all very well in times when profits are large
but at present, if -those duties were waived
for the time being, it would prove of great
assistance to the industry. The duty on
patrol, lid, or l1'/ 4 d. per gallon, is a big
item in the cost of production. If that were
set aside it would constitute some form of
assistancUe and the same applies to other
items such as kerosene, carbide and fuel oil.
I notice that in the-Prime Minister's com-
ments recently he mentioned that lubricating
oil bad been'exempted from duty. That type
of oil is only a small proportion of the
amount of fuel used by mines and there are
other items also used in the production of
gold which include cyanide, filter cloth,
corduroy cloth, assay litharge, lead acetate,
mercury and oregon timber, All of those
are extensively used and the amount of duty
on them paid by the goldmining industry is
substantial!

If those high duties were eliminated for
the time being it would render some material
assistance to the mining industry. From the
*State point of view, aid should be given on
the lines I bave suggested, by waiving rail-
way freights, water charges and lease rents.
Consideration should also be extended to
prospectors by waiving battery charges, as it
is almost impossible for these men to get a
fair return otherwise. As a final sugges-
tion, I recommend that the Government
install a sulphide ore treatment plant at
some central point, Kalgoorlie or elsewhere,
to enable a large quantity of easily mined
stone. of high value to be treated. I sug-
geste-d this course on a former occasion and
now hope that it will be followed. It would
certainly be of great assistance to many
prospectors who are willing to mine these
ores and it would benefit the State.

If the State extends all this assistance
to the industry, then the Commonwealth
Government could be approached for niJ to
recoup the State for the loss of its revenue
in the directions I have indicated. I have
covered most of the round I desired to tra-
verse in this dehate. There are one or two
other matters I wished to touch on, but I can
deal with them on the Estimates for the
various departments.

Progress reported.

House adjourned at 3.4 a.m. (Wednesday).
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